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PIIEFACE

A FEW years ago^ the Author published a vohime,

entitled " The Philosophy of the Water Cuke :

A Detelopmext of the True Principles of

Health and Longevity and, subsequently, an

Appendix to this AYork, or a following-out of its

argument, with the title of " The Words of a

Water Doctor." Both of these volumes have met

with a very flattering reception at the hands of

critics, professional men, and the pubhc general I v,

and together, have been designated as an unan-

swerable defence of the faith and practice of the

Hydropathist. Large editions have been printed

and exhausted in this country. The former work

alone has gone through eight editions in the

United States. Being now out of print, and one
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editions called for, I have essayed to incorporate

the two volumes iuto one, with a nevr title. In

this altered guise, with corrections and additions,

I ventm-e to bespeak, of an intelligent public, a

patient and attentive ear to my pleading of a cause,

which is not that of a party or of a profession, but

the cause of Human Progress—the amelioration

of society—the diminution of its sufferings.

JOHN BALBIRNIE, M.D.

PiniDOE OF Allajj, Stirlingshtre,

July 28ilt, 1856.
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HYDROPATHIC APHORISMS,

&c., &c.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

1. A\ ardent spirit of inquiry—a keen sifting-

of old systems—with a wide publicity to new dis-

coveries—are peculiar features of the times we

live in. Truth is allowed now lessthan ever to be

scowled down by the frowns of authority, or put

out of countenance by the jeers of ridicule. Per-

sonal feelings and considerations, now less than

ever oppose the progress of scientific improvement,

and the moral and physical amelioration of

society. Appeals to the vague fears and preju-

dices of the public, veneration for precedent, and

respect for the mere sanctions of time, or cus-

tom, or fashion, arc found but shallow substitutes

for sound reasoning. Calumny and detraction are

not now received as logic ; nor personalities and

abuse, as arguments. Such weapons are rcpu-
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tliated by a good cause, and fail to bolster up a

bad oue. The zeal of party only stirs up the

angry passions of human nature; tbe zeal of

science, on the contrary, nurtures the amenities

of conduct, and reproves the asperities of con-

troversy.

2. These reflections are suggested by the recep-

tion and progress of the Water Care. This great

innovation on modern practice—at variance -witli

established usages, and opposed to long dominant

prejudices—neither suggested by the lights of

science, nor imported from the seats of refinement

—has, nevertheless, already happily emerged from

the ordeal of ridicule, misrepresentation, and

abuse, which it is the fate of all new remedies—
if not of every boon of humanity—to encounter.

The indifference that for a while induced neglect,

and the prejudice that repelled investigation, have

given place to a dispassionate inquiry into matters

of fact, and to that moral greatness that stoops to

confess and retract its error. Discussion has only

confirmed the merits of the new treatment, and

settled its pretensions on an impregnable basis.

Its claims, extensively to diminish the sum of

human suffering, have been substantiated ; and

the result is, that it is now as widely diffusing its
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benefits, as are the wants of society it meets, and

tlie defects of medical practice it supplies.

3. The voice of experience, 'and the re-

searches of the philosopher, alike unite to justify

this popularity. "A great cloud of witnesses"

has arisen up in its behalf, not only on the Conti-

nent of Europe, but in our own country—trophies

of its power to cure, when all the usual resources

of the healing art, in the most skilful hands, had

failed. Deception has not been, and could not

BE practised. The new treatment is not car-

ried out in a corner, but in the open light of

day, and challenging the investigation of all

MEN. The darkness, mysticism, and mano3uvre

in which quackery hides its head and enacts its

deeds, have no part in it.

I. The derision attempted to be thrown upon

the external application and internal use of cold

water as a remedial agent, could only originate in

an utter ignorance of the true principles of physi-

ology, and of the objects and rationah' of a philo-

sophic treatment of disease. The processes of the

"Water Cure, moreover, arc reducible to a sounder

scientific svstem : and arc more in accordance with

the latest discoveries regarding the phenomena of

healthy and diseased actions, than tlic uncertain,

IS 2
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contradictoiy, and random practice of physic. If

the doctrines of the schools, tlierefore, are to be the

guides of practice, theWater Cure, as being in strict

conformity Avith the teachings of physiology and

pathology, has greater claims to the favour of the

public, and the confidence of the profession !

5. It is vain for prejudiced, medical writers to

attempt to depreciate a system, whose resources

are so precisely suited, and so extensively appli-

cable, to the wauts of a diseased organism. Such

attempts are only to be compared to the erudite

essays, written many years ago, by the heads of

literature and. science, to prove that the project

of ligliting streets and houses with gas was a

chimera ; that to cross the Atlantic by steam was

impossible ; and that Sir Walter Scott could not be

the author of the " Waverley Novels."

G. The mystery of Physic, lil^e all other mys-

teries, has overlaid and disguised infinite mischief.

To divest the healing art of its mystery is to

strike at the I'oot of its pernicious power over the

luiman intellect Tiie progress of knowledge, and

the advancement of society, now demand that the

veil shall be drawn aside, under which its opera-

tions have been too long carried on, and that its

pretensions be reduced to their just level.
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7. The art of restoring and preserving health

should be no longer the exclusive pursuit of a

privileged and interested order. The doctrines

relative to health and disease are not subjects of

barren speculation, but matter of equal interest to

all—one that comes home alike to every man's

business and bosom. The public have themselves

to blame for having shifted the study of the

agencies on which health depends, from the indi-

viduals who are themselves most concerned, and

for having deputed it to those who make a gain

by disease. Patients liave been too long ac-

customed to surrender their common sense in the

affairs of their health—losing their reason, as it

were, in the fumes of the incense offered up at the

shrine of medical fashion : and they have heavily

])aid the penalty of their folly or indifference.

8. "VVe hope, however, that the time is now
arrived wherein how to take care of his corporeal

frame, will constitute one of the leading parts of

the moral arul intellectual enducation of man.
For this purpose, lie must studv the structure and
functions of the various bodily organs, the plie-

nomena of health and disease, and tlic means of

perfecting tlie physical development of iiulividuals

and communities, lie will then learn that health
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depeuds, in a very liig-li degree, oa the care taken

to fulfil the conditions which the Creator has

deemed to be essential to the due action and pre-

servation of the various bodily organs.

9. Prevention is better than cure. The

whole Prophylactic Art is comprised in a few

practical rules regarding the management of the

skin, muscles, lungs, digestive organs, and brain.

Ill health, therefore, arises from causes level to

man's knowledge, and within his control. The

stimulus to this study is the penalty of its

neglect-

10. The most useful function of the physician,

in the ages to come, will be to develope to the

rising generations the first principles of meaical

philosophy—to point out the most ordinary

sources of disease—to discipline the will to self-

denial, the passions to restrahit—to teach the

best metliods cf preserving liealth when in pos-

session, and of regaining it when lost—to aim, in

short, at extinguishing maladies by jj/n/siral edii-

caiioti, and by the d'ffasion of sound anatomical,

physiological, and pathological knowledge. These

services may well entitle them to tlie rewards of

Senates : for, in inculcating the precepts of hcaltli,

pliysicians Avill thereby, both directly and indi-
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re^tly, promote the principles of morality aud the

public weal, and thus farther the euds of legis-

latiou.

11. Quackery -will be put down, not by acts of

parliament, but by the diffusion of knowledge.

Pretence alone dreads iuvestigation ; real know-

ledge courts inquiry.

12. The authority of great names in Medicine,

as elsewhere, must yield to the evidence of our

senses, and the convictions of calmly-formed judg-

ment. Rank and station, age aud experience,

honesty and sincerity, do not exempt from error,

or place beyond prejudice. The strong arm of

mere authority, therefore, or the might of selfish

interests, should not be allowed to erect barriers

against wholesome innovations.

13. All GREAT TJiL'THs are slow in forcing them-

selves into general as.sent and acceptation. From

the very nature of things it must be so. They

must needs encounter opposition and obloquy, as an

ordeal by fire, to try them -. wliat is false will not

stand tlie test, will be burnt up as dry stubble

—

but THK TRVTii Is indcstructiblc, and cndurcth for
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ever. In vain -will vested interests^ or dominant

opinions, light and feed the fires of persecution.

With every fresh effort at extinction, such is the

indomitable vitality of truth, it will rise up, phoe-

nix-like—regenerated from its ashes. The truth,

therefore, is immortal. It has always been so,

and ever will be so, in this world. It cannot be

otherwise. This is its constitution by Eternal

decree. When the truth seems overthrown, sup-

pressed, eradicated, or hidden under a load of

errors, corruptions, and abuses, it is only like the

seed throvTU into the ground

—

it dies but to quicken

again—to germinate, one day, into a plant of

renown. Reformers, therefore, and expectants of

" the good time coming," be not discouraged in

your labours ! In due season ye shall reap, whe-

ther ye faint or not—but the sooner by not faint-

ing. Progress is God's Law, impressed on all

finite beings, and distinguishing them from tlie

Infinite, who is perfection and knoweth no

change.

14. The advocate of Great Reforms must pos-

sess as his predominant quality, moral conraije.

Pie must be content to act rightly from principle,

from persuasion, as the organ of truth, witliont

regard to the opinions, authority, example, frowns.
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or f;iVour of liis fellow men. The first reward of

his self-denial will be sure to be calumnij on the

part of those from whom he secedes, and apathy

on the part of those to whom he appeals in justi-

fication of his secession. Convinced of the sound-

ness of his cause, however, he has no need to fear

the •esult, although the time of its coming forth

may be tard}'. Instead of flinching from oppo-

sition, he will rather court it, when it is honest,

not factious.

l.j. It has universally been the fate of all the

most beueficlai innovations in the healinof art, to

be those which are the most captiously questioned,

virulently reviled, and tardily adopted. It is no

matter of marvel, then, if some medical men look

on the Water Cure with a sinister eye. Its de-

nunciation is to be expected, if it were only from

the reverence entertained for old systems, and the

prejudice with which others behold the alterations

made by their contemporaries. The utility and

importance of the new system may well be mea-
sured by tlic amount of the obloquy and oppo-

sition it calls forth. So overwhelming is the

evidence of uhdracl reaHonin<; timl practicat Jacts

m its support, that no well-principlod medical man
can justify to his conscience his refusal to rccom-
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mend tlie study of its claims^ or a trial of its

power.

16. In attempting to obstruct tlie progress of

tlie Water Cure, and to debar tlie victims of unre-

lieved disease from the chance of benefit, many

medical men^ it is to be charitably hoped, are

actuated by the purest motives ; as mistrustful of

the novelty of the water processes ; as questioning

the safety, at least the policy, of the radical

REFORMS of which it is the herald and forerunner

;

and as having before their eyes the fate of certain

pretended reformers in medicine, whose theories

vanished with the fashion of the times, or perished

with their authors. Some little of this feeling

must, in all justice, be set down to the account of

the interference of the new system ivHh old interests.

17. When the mass of the public is convinced

of the benefits of the Water Cure, professioual

opposition and prejudice will be equally nugatory.

If it be not so, the people v/ill have their own

apathy or ignorance to blame for it. Society, it

is to be hoped, is too far advanced, too enlightened,

to permit these movements to be discouraged by a

class whose interest it is to foster existing abuses.

Unless the Faculty follow, or rather lead, as they

should do, their advice will neither be so implicitly
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ol)eyctl, nor their character so higlily reverenced,

as it was wont to be.

IS. All the opposition, howevei-, does not pro-

ceed from the profession. It was to be expected

that a plan of treatment, and a mode of life, wliicli

strnck at the root of long- cherished social habits

and early-imbibed domestic prejudices, should not

meet \Mtli a very calm or ii-apartial investigation in

many quarters. But the Temperance Reform has

served admirably (shall we say jn'ovidentialhj ?) as

a precursor of the triumphs of the Water Cure.

19. Courage, honesty, temper, talent, and per-

severance, are necessary to eradicate these dis-

likes. Pains must be taken to recall the wander-

ing—to lead into the right path the perverse, the

xuibelieving, the i;nwilling, the fearful; to convince

them ijy plain and irrefragible facts—cases patent

to Uicir observation, and occurring at their own

(lcor:j--or the efficiency of the Water Care.

20. The deep-rooted love of human nature for

the complicated, the marvellous, and the mystical,

offers one of the greatest hindrances to the recep-

tion (among the niasnes) of the simple system of

the Water Cure. The licaling virtues of plain cold

water, because of its commonness and abundance,

are overlooked; wliile, on the contrary, implicit
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faitli is placed in things made with difficulty, pro-

cwred with expense, and emblazoned with high-

souuding titles.

21. Such is, or was, the mania for medicines

—

•so much are the sophisticated products of Art

preferred to the simple gifts of Nature—that for

a renowned drug-practitioner to announce, pub-

licly, his faith in the Water Cure, and to act upon

his convictions, would be to sacrifice his lay con-

nection, and cause him to be cut by his medical

brethren. Hence many, who are convinced of the

truth of the new pi'etensions, lack moral courage

to utter a public testimony in their behalf. Must

PRINCIPLE, however, be the slave of expediency r

How far it is manly or upright to suppress tl/e

dictates of one's better judgment in obedience to

public opinion, or the necessity of one's circum-

stances, I leave others to determine.

22. Tliere are not wanting, however, in all

times and places, physicians who, in matters of

professional innovation, are not deterred from

recommending truth, because novel or unpopu-

lar; who in a good cause have the courage to

brave the prejudices of the ignorant or the un-

thinking, and who despise alike the calumny, the

neglect, or the scorn of their brethren.
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.'23. It is the part of an impartial judge to weigh

evidence of character, before uttering sentence of

condemnation. The Water Cure pre-eminently

deserves of its judges—lay and professional

—

unprejudiced examination—a mind alike free from

the fanaticism of its advocates, on the one hand,

and the bigotry of its adversaries on the other;—

•

and needs for its discussion all that sound sense,

patient temper, and good breeding, ever charac-

teristic of the most distinguished members of the

profes.sion.

.24. All medical practice is empirical in the true

sense of the term, and is only to be tested by

Induction. In weighing the pretensions of the

\\ ater Cure, the possibility of a fallacious decision

cannot be admitted ; because there is both suffi-

ciency of facts and competency of witnesses.

3.J. Incredulity here displays either a lack of

kno-.vledge, or a defect of judgment. As the

\^ ater Cure is not a thing of yesterday^ nor con-

fined in its operations to one remote, obscure,

outlandish .spot, so neither is it frequented only
Ijy a few stray visitants. The patients are now
of ftvf;ry class, and from every clime, and come
across us in every patli of life. If such persons

had been the dupes uf false representations,
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it is reasonable to conclude, tliat they would long

ago have warned the world of an imposture, and

saved alike the pockets and the bodies of all

whom their voices could reach. But where do

we ' hear of any such testimonies against the

system ?

26. The alleged " dangers" of the Water Cure

are mere chimeras— phantoms conjured up to

terrify the weak, or to stagger the strong. The

same " dangerous" results were prognosticated of

the non-coercion treatment of the insane. To

confess the truth, this is merely one of the same

obstacles which Prejudice raises against Inno-

vation—or Self-Interest against Public Con-

venience. The characters of men and things

are too often appreciated according to popular

rumour ; and the best of them despised and

rejected in their day, because the leaders of

opinion, and then the multitude, speak evil of

them. Hence the hostility to Reformers — the

jealous watching of their steps—the uncharitable

misconstruction of their motives — often the

savage thirst for their blood. Jesus Christ and

his Apostles were considered "dangerous" cha-

racters, disaffected, seditious—enemies of govern-

ment, and unworthy to live—and this, not merely
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by the profanuru viilgns," but by the professed

fearers of God, the venerators of the Prophets, the

public exemplars and eapounders of religion ! In-

dividuals of similar spirit and function—the most

God-like of human kind—have had theix' hottest

persecution from similar quarters^ since. The

Faculty of Paris at first denounced fermented

bread as jmisonous ! The same learned body

refused permission to print the work that gave to

Surgery the greatest practical improvement it

ever received—namely, that of Ambrose Pare, on

the application of ligatures to arteries after ope-

rations."^

27. If the Faculty profess, as they do, to follow
tlieir vocation, pre-eminently, pro bono publico,

can they consistently withhold, or would they wish

to restrain their fellow-men—we do not say from
a trial of tlie cfFiciency of water relatively to drugs,

in simple cases, but-^/ro?/i the chances of recovery

in cases ivhere they confess medicine avails not?
Why debar those, at least, whom the old tactics

have failed to benefit, of the trial of a system
whose efficacy is attested by the most conclusive

evidence ? Tlic profession is called upon to show

Tli(;y fiai'l, "Whatl ii-ust a man's life to atlircaa! ' and
rwmcutO'l him, until his pwUifx; was n-iarly rlrj^troycd.
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magnanimity on the present occasion—to post-

pone their private interests to the public weal.

In the end, they will not be losers. New fields

for their talents will open up. jSIedicine, as a

practical art, will never be superseded. The

weapons of warfare will indeed be changed ; but

the aid and opinions of physicians will still be as

necessary as ever. Tn the meantime— in the pre-

sent transition stage from the old to the new

discipline—difference of partizanship—difference

of means in working out one common end, should

not alienate professional men, as it has too often

done—should not raise enmity between brethren,

.28. The really sore part in the present case

—

"the head and front of the offending"—is, that a

Silesian peasant, and not a learned professor, is

destined to revolutionise, at no distant day, the

practice of physic, and with it, to a great extent,

the habits of society. It is humbling to the pride

of science to owe its discoveries to accident, and

to receive its improvements from the illiterate.

But real greatness of mind and character ever

prompts its possessor to seek and accept informa-

tion from the humblest, as well as the loftiest

sources.

29. The Water Cure, when adopted by the
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profession generally, will be the death-blow to

quacks and quackery. The concoctors of the

various humbugs, to be expected in such a

country as this, ha^e now seen their best days

;

and it is to be expected that a more honest set

will succeed them. The trading speculators in

the Water Cure, and their doctor servants, real or

pretended, are not excluded from this category.

30. The professional opposition to the new
treatment is gratuitous—ahke without grace, and
without reason. The same cold-water applications

that pretend to shock, as dangerous innovations,

are but the revival of obsolete practices once in

vogue in our own country, in Germany, and in

the South of Europe, and are but an enforcement
of the recommendations of modern chemistry.
Tlie sanguine predictions of Dr. Currie and his

coadjutor.s are now being reahsed. The practice
of the professional censurers of Priessnitz, and
liis professional followers, only differs in

not in kind.

31. The history of medicine is, ia fact, but a
series of revolutions. Practice that is mm con-
sidered heterodox was once most orthodox

;
and,

upon its first a.ssailants were evoked the wrath and
persecution of the whole Faculty. The immortal

c
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Sydenham quailed before a storm of this kind.

Yet tte innovations in question are hailed as an

emancipation from inveterate and malig;nant error.

The present is an epoch of like change.

There is the old unwillingness to abandon beaten

paths—the same clinging to time-honored preju-

dices. Private interests are now, as before, at

variance with public benefits; and the collisiou

-will always produce the same shoclv, so long as

human nature remains the same. New truths

must now encounter the same opposition and

obloquy they ever did. Advantages that come

recommended by this universal ordeal, possess, at

least, some claims to notice ;
as, ^vithout it, their

validity might be questioned.

32. The present deviation from general usage

is an innovation in practice as great as any pre-

ceding; and a similar improvement iu the results

has followed the chauge. The best way, perhaps,

is to leave it to time to dispel the fallacies and

falsehoods now so current against this, as against

other innovations. If, however, the spirit of inno-

vation had been checked, what would have been

to-day the state of Mechanics, Mathematics,

• Astronomy, Geography, Geology, Chemistry, and

all our flourishing Arts and Sciences? Those per-
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sons have read history, and studied human naturej

to very little profit, who thiuk to silence Truth

by outcry, or to arrest its progress by opposition.

Hard names and calumnious imputations are very

questionable weapons of literary warfare, and are

only arms, like the clubs and brick-bats of the

mob, which despair takes up in a fury, when
sound argument or a good cause fails.

33. We have of set purpose forboru io make

ilie most of the subject. Much more, we conceive,

is to be gained of our adversaries by conciliation,

than by an opposite line of conduct. The former

will tend to disarm their hostility, and to invite

tlicir calm inquiry; the latter, by creatiug irrita-

tion, will only confirm prejudice, and repel investi-

gation
; the one will gain over from a wrong

course — the other will only harden in error.

Truth is strong enough in its own intrinsic merits,

and transparent enough in its own naked sim-

plicity, effectually to appeal to, and convince the

honest and dispassionate iu research. The advo-

cates of the ^^"ater Cure are especially in a condi-

tion to dispense with the acrimonious weapons of

violence and invective, and to forego the adventi-

tious aids of ridicule atul scarcasm.

c 2
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CHAFrER II.

THE GROUNDS OF NON-CONriDENCE IN

DRUG-MEJUCATiON.

3-i. The search after remedies, aud the mul-

tiphcatioii of their forms, are a necessary result

of man's instinct of self-preservation, and his

innate desire of health. To remove pain, to miti-

gate infirmities, and to prolong life, the stores of

air, earth, and water are ransacked, and the Chemic

force of fire invoked. On every discovery of

natural objects, the earnest inquiry is,—Will it

afford a fresh weapon for the arsenal of physic ?

The Chemist aud Pharmaceutist set about ana-

lysing its constituents, extracting its " active

principle," and assigning it a place in the Phar-

macopteia. Even before the properties aud laws

of a new article " have been investigated, or

conclusive experiments made, some medical cele-

brity has already, on the strength of a few isolated

cases, established a theory on it; promulgated his

dogma; given it a fashion; aud won it a reputa-

tion. Such is the history of many medicaments
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celebrated in their day. But the reputation proved

false ; the dogma fruitless ; the fashion vain ; the

theory empty. The2}ost hoc ergo propter hoc logic is

the greatest vice of medical speculations, and the

source cf tlie most grievous practical errors.

35. The obscurity and uncertainty of physic

have, indeed, in all ages been fearfully destructive

of human life. Boerhaave said it had been bet-

ter tliat Peruvian Bark had never l)een known,
for it had killed more people tlian all the armies

of Louis XIY ! What shall be said of mercury,
fhen? Have Napoleon's armies immolated more
victims ?

36. The favorite standard, and much vaunted
w eapons of medical warfare, are all elaborate poi-

sons
;

e. (j., mercury, antimony, opium, colchicum,

foxglove, aloes, elaterium, hemlock, hellebore,

henbane, stramonium, scammony, gamboge, colo-

cynth, rue, jalap, broom, lead, copper, tin, silver,

prussic acid, and arsenic. Their being poisons

would be no valid argument against these sub-
stances being used as remedies : for the plainest

articles of diet, if vMuly used, would act per-

niciously. The difficulty is, precisely, to know the
due use of the articles in question—their doses,

their modes of use, the circumstances under which
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they are to be usedj the cases and constitutions

they are fitted for, and the proper mode of pre-

paring them, so as to develop their medicinal

virtues. As administered according to medical

" use and wont," (for tliere is no more accurate

guide of practice,) they are fearfully uncertain in

their effect, as well as sophisticated in their pre-

paration by the frauds of the dealer or the errors

of the laboratory. A dose that is inert to some

constitutions acts as a poison to others. That you

cannot safely experiment with these articles will

surely be admitted by every one, who considers

that the stomach is a delicate, sensitive, vital

structure, not tinned like a tea-kettle, or cased

with cast iron. In the arts of life we use strong

materials for rough usages ; not so with the drug

doctor.

37. The enumeration of this farrago of medi-

cines—the boasted "sheet anchors" of practice

—

may well suggest the doubt to every reflecting

observer, whether such violent and corrosive sub-

stances, forced by the tyranny of medical dictation

into the human stomach to quell disease, do not

produce more distress in the economy than that

which they are intended to remove?—whether

the remedy be not worse than the disease ?—whe-
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ther physic has uot been more destructive thau

beneficial to the race of man? It has been

supposed that, if a calculation could be made of

the numbers injured or benefited by medical art,

the balance would preponderate against the phy-

sician ! This is the gentlest putting of a fearful

truth.

38. It is the very violence of the action of

drugs that spirits up the faith of the laity therein,

and gives them their popularity. The unnatural

excretions they produce (and which is generally

tlie result of mere chemical changes) is considered

a proof of their salutary action in ridding the

system of what they call "bad stuft\" Some are

not satisfied that they can be ciu-ed of so simple a

matter as a broken, bruised, or cut limb, unless

tliey be freely bled, drugged, and drained in every

v>- ly—urdess put to extreme pain by racking pills

and nauseating draughts ! To prescribe the painful,

and to proscribe the pleasant, is a certain test Avith

thera of the due and orthodox consideration of a

case !

'.v.). The stomach of man was intended by the

Author of Nature only for food and drink. This is

very manifest. The introduction of medicines, or

articles foreign to nutriment (as stimulaling con-
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dimentSj alcoliolic drinks, &c.,) was never contem-

plated. In the economy of n!\tural digestion there

is no provision made for the disposal of such sub-

stances. On the contrary, where introduced, their

only effect is to rob the stomach of its inherent

healthy powers and juices. The gastric juice is a

fluid most precious in the economy—never to be

imitated or substituted by art, and therefore nevei'

to be lightly or bootlessly wasted

—

a fluid tJiat is

excreted on the introduction offood, or other body

which, by its size or nature, rouses the vermicular

movements of the stomach. Medicines therefore,

in virtue of their irritating qualities as well as by

their bulk, must necessarily prove exceedingly in-

jurious in all cases of disease, but doubly so where

the fine tunics of the stomach are the principal

seat of such a malady ; inasmuch as they task the

organic powers to a vain effort, and elaborate the

rarest and most expensive fluid of the economy

Oiilij to f/irou: it a/raij—thus depriving the food

afterwards to be introduced, of the \vhei"ewithal

for its own digestion. The useless waste, in this

manner, of the real solvent of the food, is the

GKKATEST INJURY that could bc iuflicted on the

system ; for it dries up, at the fountaiu-head, the

soiu'ce of all repair and restoration, and destroys
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the fundamental condition of health—the essential

element of physical bien eire. Thus that which

should be a laboratory of nourishment, and a

fountain of strength and stamina to t\\e. constitu-

tion, becomes, in a greater or lesser degree, by the

use of (Jrams or drugs, only a source of irritation,

discomfort, and disease.

40. " Xo disease," remarks Dr. Trueman, in

Ijis work on Food, " can be cured by drugs with-

out injury to llie health; for the remedies

employed for this purpose ahvays cause some exces-

sive and iinnatvral action of tlie body, which

lessens its power. The administration of drugs

goes upon the principle of inflicting a lesser evil

to avoid a greater.

41. Xo positive results can ever be attained in

the old path of Physic. This is manifest to all unpre-

judiced medical men, and to every thoughtful lay-

man. Because by the employment of several

active medicines at one and tlie same time, (as is

invariably the practice.) it is impossil)]c to form a

rational judgment of their respective curative influ-

ence. The succcsful issue is more the result of

accident than of cnlcidation. It was once not an
uncommon thing to mix a luitulvcd ingredients in

one nostrum ! AYliat \\\\\ be :-aid of the essence
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of dead men's skulls, peacocks' duny, the scrapings

of the wool of sheep—all veritable prescriptions iu

tlieir day ! But to come to the more moderate,

recentj aud scientific combinations, bow can the

properties of any individual medicine be thus dis-

criminated? How separate the inert from the

active, the useful from the useless or the hurtful,

and that which cures from that which aggravates?

42. How inefficient, how pernicious, the

practice of Medicine has been in past times, it

needs no ghost from the other world to tell us

;

otherwise an innumerable host of departed spirits

might be summoned up from " the vasty deep,"

helped there, or sent there, before their time.

The records of the mighty dead mournfully speak

on this theme,—names dear to science and litera-

ture, renowned for religion, illustrious in art, or

eminent in politics—all prematurely removed ofl'

the fields of their fame, and from scenes of labour

they could ill be spared from, aud hardly l)e

replaced in. Let each reader pause here, and bid,

the while, memory do her task,—let him penetrate

the long vista of elapsed years, aud contemplate

the breaches in his family and social circle that

can never be repaii-ed—friends and kindred gone

before the time of Nature, or likely to go!—let
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hiui sm-vey the dark funereal scroll of the past, aiid

llicu declare how much room there remains for

improYement in the god-like Art of Healing !

13. But what have said some of the sages

and oracles of physic on the subject? Let us

hear their confessions—their death-bed confessions

they might be styled. Was their faith in their

own system such as to encourage the confidence,

and settle the belief, therein, of the laity ? Rad-

CLiFFE said, "^on entering ray profession, I deemed

I knew a hundred remedies for every disease
;
now,

alas ! at the close of my career^ I leave a hundred

diseases without a remedy." What was the testi-

niony of Baillie, a great master in his art, and, in

his day, the undisputed monarch of practice—

medico ruia facile princeps ? In the prospect of

going to render up his great account, his conclu-

sion of the whole matter was this :
" He laid no

failii in iii.edicin.es 'whatever ; he neither kneiv their

iiu/nner of uclion, nor the principles tvJiicli shou/d

ri'ipulute their udntinistrution." A priest wiihov.1

faith !

" Mori ruuy live fool,-, Iiut fnol.s they cannot dio."

44. Few dare lie or disguise in the face of

eternity. An opinion of conscience so delivered,
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may surely l^e relied on, and ought to have some

weight. To what was this dying declaration tan-

tamount ? Surely this :—that he had heen blun-

dering on, all his life-time, in the dark, deceiving

and being deceived; steering in a trackless ocean

without sun, without stars, without compass to

guide! In plain words—enacting a formal hut

solemn hocuf pociis with his patients ! How
humiliating to human nature, to the pride of

science, and the pomp of colleges, is such a spec-

tacle ! A great High Priest of medical mysteries

ending his career with a confession of the jugglery

he had all his life heen unconsciously practising !

When the Oracle exposes his own mummeries, and

reveals the hollow deceptions of his shrine, there

may soon he expected an end of the craft. His

responses will compel no more faith ; his altar

attract no more worshippers.

45. No more telling confession to the same effect

could be adduced than that placed as a motto of

the title page of this work, the words of one of the

most experienced, clever, and accomphshed phy-

sicians who ever lived. To the same purport the

illustrious Boerhaave, dying, testified. So also

many other eminent names ; but the time would

fail us to refer to them. We give the roup de
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grace to these mournful testimonies, by quoting

that of the justly celebrated Dr. Gregory^ who

^&q\.-ax&%/' That more than ninetij-nine parts in a

hundred of all that has been 'written on the theory

and practice of Physic, for more than two thousand

years, is absolutely useless, and 'worthy to be known

but as a matter of curiosity, or a miserable warning

and example of tlic worst errors to which loe are

prone."

4G. These matter-of-fact statements, are calcu-

lated to awakeu useful reflections in the reader.

We trust we shall not be deemed speaking beyond

bounds, M'heu \ve say, that the preservation of the

z'ace of man hitherto has seemed to depend on

chun.ce, so precarious have been the foundations of

practical Medicine. The ndiole fabric is based in

error, on the uncertain experiments of charlatans^

on chance -recoveries, or on hno\y]cdge gained by

the licensed professors of the Art, after wading

to it throngh seas of Ijlood, and at the sacrifice of

innumerable lives.

47. After two tiiousand years of medical irra-

tionality, uncertainty, and incfliciency, the v.oild

may not only doubt, but feel sonictliing of the

mortification and indignancy of those who wake
up to consciou.-iijess and trntli, after having bccu
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SO long the dupes of a fond but fatal delusion !

Surely they may be justified in turning their eyes

and fixing their hopes, on a system that promises

more, that better accords with the first principles

of healing, and which, in point of actual results,

amply vindicates the confidence reposed in it.

48. Will it now be considered a matter of

marvel, that illicit pretenders to medical mystei'ies

have, in all times, met with a ready ear, and a

hearty patronage, from the highest as well as from

the lowest classes of the community ? Unless, iu

the hands of a few really discriminating and cau-

tious practitioners, wherein lies the advantage of

employing the one party more than the other ?

The danger and the safety are pretty equally shared

between them. When there is no alternative,

what matters it whether we be devoured by Scyll.i,

or drowned in Charybdis ?

49. Physic has been defined as " tlic art of

amusing the patient, while nature cures the

disease."

50. The celebrated physician Dr:\iorn\, bein;,'

surrounded, in his last moments, l)y several of tlie

most distinguished medical men of Paris, who spoke

in strong terms of the loss the public would sustain

by his death,—" Gentlemen," said he, suddenly, "T
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leave behind me three great physicians." On

their pressing him to name them, he briefly

added, " Water, Exercise, and Diet."

5 1 . "My veneration for my profession," remarked

Dr. Gregoky, " is not excessive, and many things

in the theory and practice of it, I consider as pure

objects of ridicule, contempt, and reproach." Has

it been without justice, then, that wits and shrewd

observers, in every age, have derided the professors

of physic—albeit a learned Faculty, and honour-

able men.

52 " When one compares the good performed on

the earth by half a dozen true sons of ^sculapius

since the rise of the Art, with the evil done among
rnen by the countless number of doctors of this

trade, one will doubtless think, that it were much
better if there never had been a physician in the

worl d .

^ '—B 0 1: K II A av i: .

03. " We have not only multiplied diseases, but

have made them more fatal."

—

IIcsh.

54. ''In the actual condition of medical science,

the physician mostly plays the part of simple spec-

tator of the sad episodes which his profession

fu rn i sh c s } I i m .

'—A [ \ .; r: \ dn :

.

55. Tn the face of these confessions of the high-

est medical authorities, the professional oracles of
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their claj', it will not be, for oue moraeut, pre-

tended or luaintaiued that tlie liberal Akt of

Healing has kept pace with the advance of the

sciences on which it should be based. It cannotj

indeed^ support auy pretensions to the rank of a

science. Physicians neither know the modun

operandi of medicines ; nor are they agreed about

their doses; nor have the}' established philosophic

canons and principles to regulate their use. V\'e

must confess that the Practice of ^ledicine, even

in the most skilful hands, is all a matter of guess

—a game of chance ! "With too biting truth in

the satire, has D'Alembert said of our conjectural

art, "Nature is fighting with a disease; a blind

man armed with a club—that is, a physician—comes

to settle the difference. He first tries to make

peace ; when he cannot accomplish this, he lifts

his club and s:rikc's at random : if he strikes the

disease, he kills the disease ; if he strikes nature,

he kills nature."

56. As regards the great bulk of the medica-

ments in daily use, and as respects even the

simplest of them, we know nothing rery accurate

as to their really useful principles ; the pathological

states that indicate them, their doses, their modes

of action, and ell'ects, general or especial, primary
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or consecutive, lociil or coiistitutioiiiil ;
not even

ill any one i^iveu disease.

57. It this be the case in regard to any single

remedy in any single disease, how much more difli-

cult must be the inquiry, when the (lucstiou is ot

some three or four or six contradictory ingredients

combined into one heterogeneous melange, and oi

their operation in a multitude of diseases? How

far does uot one drug or combination destroy the

efiect of another, if it does not alter its properties,

so as to form a Icrl'innh (jidd,vi\Ac\y different in its

effects from those intended, if it be not absolutely

pernicious? So little has yet been determined in

this domain of .Medicine : and so wide a field yet

remains to be explored ! Science lias advanced

in all other points : here it has been stationary ;

remaining, save in a small number of cases, almost

in the primeval uncertainty in wliicli the i^'ather

of Physic himself left it.

58. it is only a dictate of common sense, that,

to prescribe a remedy with confidence, and to

employ it with skill and success, its action must

first be sure and well-determined. The enlight-

ened treatment of diseases must be founded, not

only on sound views of i'athology, directed by

accurate powers of observation, and habits of pro-

I)
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found reflectioUj but ou an intimate knowledge,

or at least a satisfactoiy theory, of the modus

operandi of the means we employ to combat it.

Otherwise we fight an enemy in the dark ; we

deal our blows indiscriminately or bootlessly

—

injuring what we should protect—repelling where

we wish to conciliate—and irritating where we

intend to soothe : we thus confess otn-selves,

indeed the vain practitioners of a conjectural art :

if we are not, in too manj^ instances, but licensed

manslayers—the not guiltless administratoi's of a

public bane. What is blind empiricism, if it be

not the employment of remedies, whose action is

unknown or uncertain, against disease whose real

nature is equally obscure? But the scientific

practitioner of the Water Cure repels this in-

sinuation on the justest grounds. He combats

diseases, whose material conditions are among the

best ascertained facts of science, Avith a remedy

whose action he can most accurately appreciate,

seconded by those hygeienic influences whose

effects are known and certain. This is the only

part of therapeutics which deserves the name of

science—the only part that can be administered

without occasional qualms of conscience.

59. A blind confidence in the supposed efficacy
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of " nostrums/' and a farrago of formulae—" slieet-

ancLors"—resources varying -with the fashion of

the timeSj and rising or falling with the popularity

of teachers—has till lately repelled investigation

into the only safe and solid basis of therapeutics

—

the vital changes of the solids and fluids effected

in healthy and xinder disease. The study of the

phenomena of crises—nature's own processes in

recovery from disordered states of the system—is

also a research that promises to yield the richest

fruits. It is because of missing so long the true

path of discoverVj that the real science of healin"-

has been impeded—physicians stultified—the sar-

casms of the sceptic justified—" the divine art'-*

stripped of its divinity, and quackery promoted

to its honours.

60. The recent progress of Animal Chemistry

(thanks to the illustrious Liebig), by revealing the

secrets of' organic as well as inorganic nature, has

taught us better the laws of our economy, its

wants in disease, and the true aim and extent of

curative resources. The revelations in question

arc matters of intensest interest—promising, as

they do, to give a new face to the science, and to

achieve one day an entire revolution in tlie Art of

Thyme. Now, for tbe first time in the slumber of

J> 2
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ages, the axe is being effectually laid to the root

of the EMPIRICISM of medical practice j and The-

rapeutics at length finds solid rock whereon to

rear its structure. The Water Core— (a potent

development of the physiological efforts of the

sj'stem)—is but a corollary to Liebig's views—

a

necessary result of, and appendage to, his dis-

coveries. It was this conviction, and the congruity

of the Water Cure measures -with the teachings

of the soundest physiology and pathology—that

have made us the partizans of water that we are.

The results of practice have settled a conviction

of the mind into an unalterable principle of the

conduct.

61. The present and past system of Polyphar-

macy is the relic of a barbarous age—the noxious

produce of a noxious seed, sown in the infancy of

the sciences. The epoch of the Crusades was a

time wherein the imaginations of men' ran riot.

Credulity would weigh uo evidence; and zeal

would brook no checks. The Saracens, who then

occupied Spain, and who brought along with them

the medicaments and prescriptions of the Arabian

physicians, first introduced to Europe the medi-

cine-mania. The revival of letters had not yet

turned up from the dust of ages the tomes of
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HippocrateSj or of Galeu. It wanted not, at the

era iu question, the vagaries of oriental fauey,

to invest their drugs witli miraculous Airtues.

During the subsequent reigns of Astrology and

Alchemy, the insane search for " the philosopher's

stone" and the " elixir vitfe/' resulted in the

torturing of herbs and minerals, and in the ad-

dition of a host of ''specifics" to the Arsenal of

Physic.

62. At the present day, our therapeutical re-

sources are multiplied beyond all precedent. But,

unfortunately, science here has mistaken her true

direction :—she has given us weapons, but has not

taught us how to use them. It is this which has

brought the reproach on medical practice that has

fallen on it. It is no light matter to deal in

poisonous remedies, the indications and contra-

indications for which are far from accurately

taught in the public schools, and are not easily

appreciated in private practice. This branch of

physic has never been made an exclusive study, as

it deserves. "Witli the best remedies, the modifi-

cation of their use necessitated by the stage or

complications of a given disease, the constitution,

temperament, habit of body, mode of life, &c., are

almost unascertained. These modifications are so
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subtle in their nature, and the precepts of practice

they involve so numerous, that unless an era

should arrive, wherein " the division of labour"

will appropriate to each practitioner but one ex-

clusive class of cases—until such an Utopia of

Physic exists, drug-medication ^Yill always be, as it

always has been, a very uncertain, iusecm-e, and

coujectu.ral art. As administered by nine-tenths

of practitioners, medical means but too often

lengtlien the duration of disease, increase its com-

plications, neutralize the efforts of nature, aggra-

vate the sufferings, aud hasten the doom of the

patient. The most liberal exhibitors of physic are

not the best practitioners ; nor do the people who

most dose themselves with drugs get soonest rid

of their complaints, Tlie physicians who have

practised longest, and used medicines most, finish

with a very hereiical profession of faith in them.

The abuse of medicine is, probably, as gigantic an

evil as the abuse of liquors—perhaps greater ; for

it slays unwitting aud unwiUiny \'ictims.

63. The lengthened and varied hst of medica-

ments for specific complaints—and the nearly

equal results obtained in tlie same disease by the

most conflicting modes of practice, provided, as

Dr. Billing has remarked, the jiniciiiioner be a man
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of sound discrimhiation—prove that the benefit is

not owing to any specific or occult virtues residing

in the drags. It is an observation, in which per-

haps all practical physicians will accord, that the

various formulce almost every one vaunts as his

sheet-anchors," are beneficial in proportion as

they promptly and powerfully act upon the great

excretories of the system.

G4.-. "What is, after all, the long-inscrutible modus

operandi of medicines, in virtue of which healthy

action is re-established? The phenomena of

Crises—Xature's own mode of cure—and many
other facts in Pathology—throw hglit upon the

subject. It may be affirmed, without fear of con-

tradiction, that medicines have no absolute or

specific curative power, any farther than as they

provoke an extra activity of one or more of the

grand emunctories or drains—safety-valves of the

system. The outlets or excretories in question

are perspiration, diuresis, purging, vomiting, pul-

monary exhalation, and cutaneous eruptions.

C5. \\ e lay it down as a principle—an incon-

trovertible theory—as to the modas opcraudi of
really curative medicinal agents; namely, that
they operate physiologically, not chemically : /. c,
that It IS not l)y chemical combinations witii the
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products or elements of disease (and so neutra-

lising them), but by provoking physiological actions,

that they cure. What is the marvel that simple

water, variously applied, should produce curative

results supposed to belong only to the best directed

pharmaceutic resom-ces ? A very slight acquaint-

ance with the curative effects of drugs, and with

the operations of water, will suffice to show that

medicines have no phi/siological agency that water

has not : that, hi fact, when medicines do cure dis-

ease, it is only loheri they determine those consti-

tutional actions ivhich water produces more safely,

more simply, more certainly, and more efficaciously.

66. It is a very remarkable fact, in favour of

this view of the subject, brought out by the late

researches in Vital Chemistry, namely, that the

elements of the blood and of muscle or flesh, with

the addition of oxygen and water, are identical

with those of the excretions—urea, bile, carbonic

acid, and ammonia—being the product of the

decomposed tissues, the wasted materials of the

frame passed out, in new combinations, through

its great eliminators, the kidneys, liver, lungs, and

skin. To eliminate these decomposed materials

—

to furnish elements to form these new secretions

—

water and oxygen are necessary. Tlie more highly
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azotized portions are expelled iu the form of urea

and uric acid ; the oxygen uniting -with the carbon

keeps up the temperature. The carbonic acid

formed by the slow combustion of the cai'bon of

the muscles is exhaled from the skin and lungs.

67. ^Morbid products may accumulate in the

system in various Avays : notably in three ways.

— 1. Fi'om deficient vital power in the organism,

or from its waste in muscular exertions, the fret

of thought or the passions, &c.; bej^ond what the

supply of food repairs ; there is an increased trans-

formation of tissues greater than can be oxydised

or eliminated. 2. From high feeding, excessive

luxury, sleep, indolence, constipation, or obstructed

excretions, the food is ill- assimilated, or morbid

products are elaborated : the same result happens

—an accumulation of materials, of metamorphosed

tissues, more than can be oxydised and carried out

of the system. .3. The retention in the body of a

rnorbid poison, introduced from deleterious agents

without, and acting as a leaven—corrupting the

whole. In any of these cases, the usual elements

of waste are not then simply ('Jplc and inrii, but

becomr; an active rfialcncH morhi, either deposited

in the interstices of structure, or diffused in the

currents of circulation. What mode, tlicn, so
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Ukely or so eflectual for its elimiuation, as a

system, whose sole philosophy and aim of treat-

ment is to excite an intense activity of the secret-

ing and excreting functions, by the processes

submitted to; the quantity of water drank; the

amount of exercise taken; the powerful demand
for, and the proper disposal of nourishment, that

is speedily set up? It is, hence, very apparent how
rapidly morbid elements and deposits must Ije

absorbed and thrown out; unhealthy tissue sub-

stituted by sound structure ; and weakness of

function and of frame replaced by strength. To

this view of the subject, how strong is the testi-

mony borne by the abundant deposits of foatid or

glutinous debris, often left on the sheets and

bandages

!

68. It is rational to suppose, that many of the

phenomena of disease are the mere eftbrts of elimi-

nation; or the constitutional disturbance of a

fermenting process, that from a small diseased

point (as in the case of the virus of small-pox,

cow-pox, syphilis, or in efiluvia or miasmata

absorbed by the pulmonary surface) taints the

whole system with its poisonous leaven. On this

hypothesis, which many facts countenance—none

disprore—it should be the aim of treatment to
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/iicUitate excretion, to induce new cliaiiges, to

separate and throvv' out morbid elements or cft'ete

materia^ and to replace tliem 1)y healthy nutri-

ment.

G9. What are the most trustworthy drugs ?

TliosCj preciselj'j v. hose action on the excretories

is the most certain and decisive. We challenge

the most strenuous advocate of drug-medication

to adduce a single instance of a disease 1)eing

cured by any chemical agency of drugs— any com-

binations of a remedy with diseased elements.

True, uric acid can l)e carried out of the system

chemically ; so can tlie phosphatic and other

deposits : acid in the stomach may be so neutra-

lised. But this is the treatment of mere symp-

toms—the mere effects of disease. Will the

remedies in question correct the morbid disposi-

tion that causes these effects':' As soon expect

purgatives to restore healthy action of the bovrels,

or diuretics healthy secretion from the kidneys.

To be able to tap a dropsical patient is but a small

matter of boast, and a petty triumph of art, if we
cainiot prevent the accumulaticm of water !

/ 0. Jlo-.v does antimony cure; pnfumoni;i, ov

broiicliit.s
; or mercury pleurisy or pci'itonitis ?

Is it by tlieir specific action— by any occult (piali-
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ties—by any indescribable combination M-itb mor-

bid elements, as benzoin combines with uric acid

in the system ? Surely not ! Or is it by way of

derivation—determining a strong, where tliere was

a weak, organic activity—opening up nature's own

drains—quelling a revolt, and ejecting the mal-

contents, by quickening the absorbent and elimi-

nating functions? Is the vomiting and purging,

or the determination to the skin, which are one or

all the primary effects of antimony, for nothing in

the cure of fin inflammation of the lungs. Brous-

sais, at least, did not think so; and he was no

shallow observer.

71. Whether these speculations point to truth

or error, we believe it is the case with all right-

minded practitioners, that, in proportion as they

gain experience, they put less confidence in vaunted

specifics, and become more disposed to imitate, in

their curative effects, the salutary processes of

Nature.
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CHAPTER HI.

LIFE, HEALTH, AND DISEASE.

• It woi'ld bo im\Yise not to examine into a system (speaking
of the Water Cure) which shocks our prejudices ratlier than runs
counter to Historical Facts and Piulosophical Heasoni.ng."—Dp,. Jaiies Joh.nson.

•• Mechanical and unscientific as the idea may appear, I confess
I am disposed to attribute a considerable eti'ect of the Water.
Cure, to tlie complete removal of all the offensive matter which
had polluted the vessels

; thus thoroughly rinsing them out, and
leaving them in a clear state to receive a sujjply of more healthy
fluidd.' —Dr. BosTOCK.

72. Animal life, iu its ultimate anafysis, is

nothing more or less tlian a continued transfor-

mation of matter—an uninterrupted decay and
restoration of the body—the ceaseless operations
of tn-o opposing processes of supply and waste, of
building up and taking down, of depositing new
materials and icmoving old. This perpetual
change of matter is tlie primary law of life. It is

this which keeps all the tissues and structures of
the body in a constant state of repair —ever renew-
ing the materials of the organisation, and coun-
teracting its wear and tear. Dead and inorfianic
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matter is converted into living and organised ; food

is changed into blood, and blood becomes solid

tissue. This solid fabric having served its purpose

in the economy, becomes, in its turn and piece-

meal, dead and effete ; is decomposed into its

organic elements, and removed from the system in

the shape of excretions. These worn-out mate-

rials, conveyed away in the returning circuit of the

blood, impart to it a black colour and poisonous

properties. The lungs, kidneys, liver, and skin,

serve as emunctories, or drains, by which these

noxious compounds are evacuated from the system.

In the same backward 'current of the blood, the

new materials of growth, repair, or strength, are

poured in by their carriers, the lacteal system

;

and in the lungs, a fresh supply of oxygen is

momentarily received. The blood is thus conti -

nually recruited, renovated purified, and made fit

for the purposes of life.

These two grand processes of supply and waste

comprise the functions of digestion, absorption,

circulation, assimilation, respiration, and ex-

cretion.

73. " The blond h the life." Such is the dictum

of Scripture : such is the deduction of Science.

The blood is the life, inasmuch as it contains, in
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Itself, tlie two grand elements by wliich all the
changes in question are effected—by which the

functions of life are maintained; nameh^, 1. the
nutriment—the new materials for repairing the
waste of the living structures

; and—2. the oxygen
necessary to combine with the Avasted materials,
and to remove tliem out of the system. Life, in
fact, raul without a metaphor, is a flame. The
animal body is a furnace. The food is the fuel;
the carbon thus supplied, with the oxygen
absorbed by respiration, are the supporters\f
combustion, and the source of animal heat. There
13 a precise analogy, if not identity, between the
combustion of oxygen iu the body, and out of the
body. The body is consumed, burned, wasted
away, tran:,formed by oxygen, precisely as an
ignited candle, coal, or faggot. The oxygen, in
both cases, combines with tlieir carbon and hydro-
gen

:
in both cases, the same products are given

out- -namely, heat, carbonic acid, and the vapour
of water. Tlie oxygen of the air enters the circu-
lation by the lungs, and is carried by the blood-
globules to every part of the structure, uniting
with its wasted materials, namely, hydrogen and
carbon. The carbon is converted into carbonic
acid, the hydrogen into tlic vapour of water, or
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breath. These are emitted as the smoke of the

living furnace. The unassimilated nitrogen of the

food, together with the unburned carbon and

other matters, constitute the ashes of the furnace,

and fall through its gratings—are removed by the

appropriate outlets. Such is animal life : such are

the means by which its functions are maintained :

such are the only conservative powers of the

system — the true vis medicutr'uv natune—an

embodied but invisible entity.

74. The proper performance and balance of

the above functions—the maintenance of the due

relative proportion between supply and waste,

according as the body is adolescent, adult, or aged,

constitutes health. It is the equilibrium of the

conservative and destructive powers—of tlie vital

power or affinity, on the one hand, which is ])er-

petually depositing in the solid organism, the new

materials of growth and strength—the nutritious
_

elements of the blood ; and of the destructive power

of oxygen, on the other hand —its chemical atfinity

for the same elements of the tissues, whicli tend

break them down, and to carry them out of the

system. There is an alternate predominance of

the vital and chemical allinities ; the vital affinity

tending to retain the elements of the body, and
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the chemical affiaity to decompose aud remove

them. ^Yheii the vital affinity predominates, the

elements are retained in the organism : when the

vital affinity is weakened the affinity of the

elements for oxygen prevails, and decomposition is

the result. These transformations are ertected.

under the influence of the nerves, and the vital

principle. These agents modify the mere chemical

combinations of the living solids and fluids.

75. Disease consists in the undue action of the

one, or the other, of the two grand functions that

are the basis of animal life—the want of balance

between waste and supply, either in a part, or in

the whole, of the organism;—a defect, excess, or

error in the quantity or quality of the transforma-

tions in question.

7f'). The cause of death, in all chronic diseases,

is the want of the substance, whose function is to

support respiration. When the organs have lost

the power of producing those substances—when
they have lost the power of transforming food into

that shape, in which it may, by entering into

combination with the oxygen of the air, protect

the system, then the substance of the organs them-
selves, fat, muscles, nerves, brain, membranes, are

unavoidably consumed. The rcs[)iratory process
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is the cause of death. The flame is extinguished,

because the fuel is exhausted : the oxygen of the

air has consumed it. Hence the influence of the

Jinnger-cure—a scanty diet—in reducing morbid

growths, or removing from the body substances

incapable of assimilation.

77. The quantity of oxygen taken into the

system, is the measure of the quantity of food

necessary for its wants. This quantity of oxygen

is determined by the extent of exercise taken—

the number of respirations in a given time (the

lungs being sound)—the temperature of the atmos-

phere—and the amount of heat given oft' to the

surrounding medium, by cold water, cold air, or

scanty clothing. A relative excess of food pro-

duces an unhealthy deposit of fat,, or the excess

finds an outlet through the emunctorics of the

system. A relative excess of oxygen over tlie

carbon supplied hy the food, produces waste of

the living tissues—in short, diseases of repletion

or exhaustion, respectively, are tlie result. In

other words, an excess of food is incompatible with

deficiency of inspired oxygen, that is, deficiency of

exercise: an excess of oxygen, that is, of exercise,

on the other hand, is incompatible with deficiency

of food.
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78. The capacity of tlie lungs to coutain blood,

aud of blood to contain oxygen, are determinate

not variable quantities. Hence the necessitj^ of

a simultaneous quickening of the circulation and

respiration, to increase the amount of absorbed

oxygen. This can only be done by bodily

exercise.

79. The animal body parts with its heat to sur-

rounding objects by the same laws as any other

heated mass: nevertheless it always retains its uni-

form standard heat, however low the temperature

it is placed in. From this undisputed premise,

the generation of animal heat must therefore be

rapid in proportion to its abstraction by cold— to

the lowering of the temperature, whether momen-
taiy or permanent—of a part, or of the whole of

the body. Kepcated cooling of the whole, or of

parts, of the hody^ necessitates a rapid generation

of lieat : this necessitates a rapid transformation

of the tissues; this calls forth an increased energy

of the vital processes—of the vis riwdicutrix

nnivrii'. Thus arc brought about the conditions

most favourable to tlic throwing off of diseased

action—namely, an increased energy of the living

functions and organism ; an augmented rapidity

of transformations—of vitid changes of matter
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within tlie system; the removal of old materials,

and the deposition of new : an increased waste,

demanding and receiving an increased supply.

80. The effect of muscular exercise, and of the

abstraction of heat, in accelerating the change of

matter, is accounted for by their expending pro-

portionably the vital power. This expenditure

of vital power renders the vital affinities weaker

than the chemical, and hence determines the

change of matter—a breaking down or decompo-

sition of the living tissue—a combination of the

oxygen M'ith its elements—the substitution of

healthy materials for uuhealthy deposit—and the

elimination of the latter out of the system.

81. The increased transformations of matter

thus brought about—the additional heat thus

generated—necessitates increased supplies of food,

of fuel—the elements of the transformations, and

the materials of lieat. In proportion to the cold

endured, to the exercise taken, tlie amount of

inspired oxygen increases, and with it tlie neces-

sity for food rich in carbon and hydrogen. By

clothing and fires, tlie loss of heat, by cooling,

diminishes ; and the amount of heat to be sup-

plied by fcod decreases proportionably. Hence,

in such circumstances, the appetite is less urgent.
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Drinking considerable quantities of cold water

necessitates increased exercise^ to supply, hy in-

creased respirations, the oxygen necessary to

restore the heat abstracted. Hence, an increase

of appetite to keep pace with the increased waste

effected. If the food is supplied according to the

demand thus created, there is a correspondingly

augmented generation of heat and development of

strength. Hence, water-treated patients soon

throw off, with impunity, flannel, and abjure

muffling, and, in point of bodily activity, are fit

for the feats of the hardy Highlander.

82. The organic or ganglial nervous system

alone supplies the blood-vessels and the secreting

organs and surfaces, is intimately connected with

life, controls the chemical changes of the circu-

lating fluid, regulates the functional activity of

all the viscera, and plays an equally important

part in the causation and in the removal of morbid

phenomena. Most, if not all, morbid agents

which attack the frame, and which produce states

of vital depression, primarily exert their action on

this system. The impression thus made is Tiot

confined to this part of the organism, but extends,

secondarily, to those parts and structures that are

dependant upon the ganglial nerves for the regular
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performance of their fimctious. Accordingly, we
observe tlie circulating, the digestive, and the

assimilative systems, immediately enfeebled by

causes which operate through the nerves of organic

life. The extent and intensity of the cause de-

termines the extent and intensity of the effect,

relatively to the energy of tlie system at the time.

Depression, disturbance, or arrest of the vital

manifestations of the prime organs of the head,

chest, or abdomen, is the result.

83. Sympathy, medically speaking, is the con-

sequence of the mutual relation and dependence

of action between the various organs of the body.

This CO partnersliip of the veal and woe of the

economy depends upon the free intertwining

and communication of the ramifications of the

organic nervous system with each other, and with

those of the cerebro-spinal system. When one

organ, or general system, is diseased, or even simply

excited, the functions of otlier organs, with which

it is more or less intimately related hy means of

the ganghal nerves, undergo a relative degree of

change.

84. Derangement or impairment of nervous

power is the starting point of diseased action—the

first link in the chain of morbid causation.
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8.J. The grand fuuctious of supply and waste

—

of docoraposition and recomposition—are carried

Oil by the extreme minute branches of the blood-

vessels Calied capillaries. Derangement of the

capUi'.iry systein is the second link in the chain of

diseased action. The capillaries depend for their

tone (contractility) on the due supply of nervous

energy distributed to thcm^ by the ultimate fila-

ments of the organic nerves ; v» hen this nervous

energy is impc/.red in any way or degree, their

contractile power is diminished—they admit a

larger current of blood, with a slower motion.

This undue distention, when existing in the veins,

is called coii(jestion ; when in the arteries, inflain-

maiion. The primary and immediate consequence

of this morbid state is functional disturbance : the

secondary and remote consequence is organic

alii-.rulion. In either case, the equilibrium be-

tvreen supply and waste is lost ; secretions become

altered, checked, or profuse; nutrition is dimi-

nished or increased in quantity, or deteriorated

in quahty—there is unlicaltliy emaciation or ple-

thora, or morbid growtl), tumours of various kinds

arc the result
; bony matter is deposited in wrong

places; vapoury exhalations are diminished to

dryness or increased to fluid ; one set of nerves is
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morbidly sensible, another impaired in energy

;

and both, alike, tending to derange the functions

they minister to.

86. The distinctions of acute and chronic

disease are the arbitrary divisions of science, but

do not imply any essential difference in the ulti-

mate nature of morbid action ; nor do they, mate-

rially, alter the indication.s of cure, or the principles

of treatment. The subsidence, more or less, of

the general constitutional or sympathetic suffering,

which their first attack, or reiterated exacerba-

tions, produce, chiefly distinguishes chronic from

acute diseases. The persistence, however, of un-

subdued morbid action tends to destruction of the

tissue or organic disease. What is termed the

proximatecause of disease is in truth its pathological

condition, or actual state of disease induced by a

variety of causes. These early changes of struc-

ture, or primary morbid conditions, give rise to

different forms of ulterior change of structure,

constituting specific diseases.

87. The effort of a regenerating change in the

constitution— the struggle of the vital conservative

forces with diseased action—and the token of

their triumph—consists, in a multitude of cases,

in a return of suppressed excretions, in the setting
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up of a powerful drain from the bowels^ kiduevs,

skin, or air-tubes, or in the estabhshment of

eruptions on the skin. This is called a crisis.

88. Acute disease is often a sort of spontaneous

crisis—an effort of self-protection on the part of

the economy—a struggle of the conservative

powers to explode and throw off the accumulating

materials of mischief. This effort, accomplished

imperfectly — through defect of constitutional

vigour, the improper inference of art, or the want

of its necessary aids—lays the foundation of severe

chronic maladies.

89. It is the chronic state of disease that unas-

sisted nature chiefly fails to cure, and wherein the

means of art are applied with the best effect. The
triumph here is least disputed, because the diffi-

culty of conquest is most admitted.

90. The indications or intentions of treatment in

all diseases, without exception, and the thera-

peutical action that is required of all remedial

agents, is, according to the circumstances of the

case, cither to depress excessive action, or to

stimulate deficient action . In the successful fulfil-

ment of cither of those (>i)jccts exclusively, or of

both conjointly or alternately, consists the whole

ART and SCIENCE of Hkalinc;.
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91. What tlie physiciau is required to do in

Acute Diseases, is to remove, if possible, the local

derangements—to take off the load of blood from

interior congested viscera—to promote free and

uiiiform circulation, to diminish the exalted sensi-

bility, and to correct the undue secretions, of dis-

ordered organs—to allay the general excitement,

and to repair the consequent exhaustiou.

93. In Chronic Diseases the object and aim of

the physician is equally to redress morbid localities,

and to stimulate languid constitutional action.

93. As all the vital functions are pei'formed

immediately by the organic nerves, and mediately

through the capillary vessels—and as derange-

ment of these systems is the proximate cause, or

material condition, of diseased action,—to rectify

this derangement, to restore their lost energy to

-the nerves and to the capillaries, is the final end

and object of all remedial agents. All drugs and

therapeutic resources whatever—infinite as they

are in number and modification—are reducible, in

their ultimate action, to the simple and unique

object of increasing the tone of the nerves and

capillaries. Their assistance is invoked either as a

spur or a curb—to stimulate deficient action or to

restrain excessive action. Hence they are all re-
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solvablCj iu tlieir ultimate analysis, into one or

other of the two grand heads of stimulants or

SEDATIVES. All the complicated divisions and

iubdivisious of the Pharmacopoeia, finally resolve

themselves into these two classes. PJiysic know^s

not, acknowledges not, any other objects than in-

c:ca>iug or decreasing action. "When it has ac-

complished these ends, it has discharged its func-

tions. The ministry of the physician has done its

woi'iC. The rest is left to nature, wlio will soon

restore tlie balance of waste and supply in the

living economy, tiie general harmony and easy

play of all the functions, and establish that well-

being of body and mind which constitutes health.

01. The effect of stimulants is to augment the

vital endowments of the tissues, viz., their seusi-

Ijtlitij and irrUuhUilij— to exalt organic activity

to increaise the energy of the brain and nerves, of

the organs of circulation, secretion, and excretion.

The raoit beneficial stimulants are those tliat most
powerfuliy excite, vjilhoul exkausiinf/, the nervous
jjower. ^kledicinal stimulants, as alcoliol, opium,
&c., itrongly excite, but then exliaust, nervous

y)owfcr, as well as vascular action. Ncitlier are
they i,am(uliul.i: in their effects. 71iey miisi firxt

hn (jjjsorljdd lalo llu; cuxnlaiioii . Tlie tcmjjorary
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increase of power they induce is more than com-

pensated by the corresponding exhaustion and col-

lapse that follow : not to speak of the positively

noxious materials introduced into the circulation,

which go to poison the fountains of life, and gra-

tuitously expend a deal of vital energy ere they

are finally ejected from the system.

95. The stimulant action of water differs toto

coelo from that of alcohol or drugs—-producing a

permanent exaltation of the vital energies, without

any subsequent collapse. It is so with the healthy

stimulus of plain food, or plain black tea.

96. The effect of sedatives, as bleeding, deri-

vatives, purgatives, emetics, diuretics, diaphoretics,

and evacuants of all kinds—together with the

more or less prolonged application of cold—is to

relieve capillary tension, to remove or reduce that

general excitement of the heart and arteries, by

the continuance of which local inflammation may

be produced or prolonged.

97. The aid of sedatives is required especially

in the commencement of acute diseases, to reduce

excited vascular action, and to allay excessive

nervous irritation. They are technically called

ANTiPHLOGiSTics—as rcmoving the material con-

ditions of inflammation. The sedative action of
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cold water cau be demonstrated to be the most

powerful antiplilogistic. It blunts undue sensi-

bility ; it constringes the languid or engorged

capillaries—compelling them to contract and urge

on their contents. It thus diminishes that con-

gestion of blood in a part, and quells that excite-

ment of the heart and arteries, which keeps up the

local mischief.

98. It is the inefficiency of drugs to accomplish

these ends that increases their number, and neces-

sitates their change—creating the constant search

after new remedies, and the endless modification of

old ones. If any single drug or remedy could be

produced, at once easy of access and simple of con-

trol, and which should safely and efficiently bring-

about these two grand objects of stimulation and
8i;dnlihn, eitlier singly or combined, according to

the necessities of the case— then a valid substitute

would be found to supersede the cxhaustless and
oft-poisonous compounds of the pharmacopeia.

00. The w.vTKii-nocTou professes to have
,u,ul this—the object so long and vainly souglit

:r.er

—

l/w. fjrutul dftsiilrrutimi, of medical art (mil

'^'n.(:<'—\\. remedy easy to i)rocurc, and safe to

r..drairiistcr; which may be .so hamlk;(l, as, uiicrr-

i','ly, to briii^r about every degree of sliniiihitiou

sedation iu the treatment of disease.

L
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Beyond all controversy
,
pure cold loater makes

(jood its pretensions in this respect. Accordiny to

the mode and dose of its administration, its act/on

is pre-eminently sedative or stimulant. No sinyle

medicine, or combination of medicines can at alt

compete luith it, either in promptitude, power, cer-

tainty, or safety of action. It is no mean merit of

the AVater Cure, that, in the combined attributes of

POWER and sT]\iPLiciTY^ it seems to be a direct a;ift

and revelation of Deity to man— taking its place

amongst those natural agents, or laws, by which

the Supreme Being achieves tbe mightiest results

of His wonder-working arm.

100. The curability of disease depends upon the

latent stamina or strength of constitution, rela-

tively to the nature and extent of the functional

disturbance or organic alteration ;
taking it as an

indispensable condition, that the original causes of

the malady cease to operate ; for until the primary

disturbing causes are removed, no curative result

can take place.

101. An accurate knowledge of the physiolo-

gical action of cold water, in its varied ajiplications,

1- with the ability, to modify skilfully these

applications according to individual peculiarities

of constitution and disease—a practical acquaint-

with Pathologv, in addition to experience in the
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scientific modes of examination and diagnosis

—

Trith that intuitive power of medical observation,

which is tlie prerogative of genius, and which

learning fails to confer—these are the prime requi-

sites necessary to constitute the safe and scientific

j

' treatment of disease by Cold Water.

102. The largest and ablest medical practice has

proved that free air, plain diet, graduated exercise,

early hours, and simple habits, are the means, in

I
addition to cold water internally and externally,

i which best maintain the body in a state of health,

which most exalt the energies of the nervous

system, and most aid the natural conservative

powers, the vis medicatrix naturcc, in throwing;

off Chronic Disease.

103. The relative success of treatment will de-

pend, f-adciris purilms, on the natural advantages of

locality, and the extent to which all the hygeienic
influences rerpiisitc are most systematically en-

i forced. Defects in any of the requisite conditions

I
will proportionately mar the success of the measures.

!
The power of genius, and the skilful employment
of the subsidiary aids, may, to a certain extent,

npensate the disadvantages of locality; as a
f sKdful artisan, with inferior tools, can rival the pro-
ductions of the less skilful with better implements.
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104. The dauger of treatment by water, as by

drugs, depends on its administration by incom-

petent persons, who have never studied the actions

of the living organism in liealth and disease, and

who are equally unacquainted with the varied

physiological action of Avater, according to the

manner of its application.

105. The refinements of high civilization are

the most prohfic sources of disease. The excite-

ment and oppression produced by sophisticated

meats and drinks—the universal partiality for

drug relief—the studious and excessive use of arti-

ficial precautions against the " iutemperies " of

climate—the thousand nameless causes of envy,

jealousy, mortification, and disappointments in

the easy classes, with the mental tumults, cares,

distractions, and bodily harass of the struggling

classes, exhaust, by little and little, the energy of

the nervous system, induce a whole host of nonde-

script disorders of function, and diminish the

power of organic reaction when stricken down by

acute maladies ; in every way making countless

r

multitudes fall victims to disease, long before their:

sun has measured half its heaven.

106. The " mens sana in corpore sano," in its-i

fullest sense, is the true " mmmnm honum"—i\iQ'^
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acme of mortal felicity. A life led agreeably to

nature—tlie due sway and exercise of the intel-

lect — tlie cultivation of pure affections— tlie

control of the imagination, and the discipline of

the passions— magnanimity in misfortune, and

moderation in prosperity— a mind regulated by
the precepts and promises of revealed truth;

steering clear of the extremes of infidelity, fana-

ticism, and superstition ; more anxious to obey
comoiands than to entertain dogmas — hopes
dw-eliing on the bright scenes of futurity, and
fears only deterring froui acts that would blast

them— in suc'i principles and such conduct are

found the only elements of content and peace on
earth, and the surest means of maintaining health

and prolonging life.

107. The cause of total abstinence from intoxi-

cating drinks, and the Water Cure, contain such
>eeds of moral principle and social regeneration,

as render them not only the handmaids of science,

and humanity, but the allies of religion. The
pure habits, simple tastes, and natural feelings
they develop, are the shadows cast before of
coming events—the harbingers of long-expected
and long-predicted social and political changes
which are to meliorate the destinies of the globe.

P
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TJie aspect of modern times^ aud the movements

of long-dormant comm\mities, point to an epoch,

not far distant, of regeneration for the earth, and

freedom—mental, moral, and corporeal—for her

sous.

CHAPTER IV.

THE PUYS10L(JGICAL ACTION UF WATER. THEKA-

PEITICAL PRINCIPLES llEDUCliU TIIEllEEROM.

' It m:iy souml oddly, hul it i.s true iu many cases, to sivy.

that if men liad learned less, their way to knowledge would be

Bhortcr and easier. It is indeed shorter and e.isicr to proceed

from ignorance to knowledge, than from error. They who are

in the last must unlearn Tielbre they can Icaru lo any good pur-

pose ; and the first part of this double work is not, in many

respects, the least difficult; for which reason it is seldom

undertaken."

—

Boungdiiokk.

•' Surely every medicine is an innovation, and ho that Avill

not apply new remedies must expect new evils, for time is tlic

greatest innovator ; and if time, of course, alters thing.s to the

worse, and wisdom and counsel shall not alter thorn to the

better, wliat shall be the end?"—B.vcon.

108. Everywhere within reach, and presented

by nature in the greatest purity and profusion

Cold Water was, probably, the first remedy which
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unsophistcatecl raaa opposed to tlie iujuries and
ailments to which his physical frame was liable.

To wash liis wounds in the limpid stream; to allay

the pain and to abate the heat of bruises and

iufiammatiou by immersion in its cold medium^
would be the dictate of the earliest experience,

and the first essay in tlie art of healing; for ages,

perhaps, liis only resource. The progress of civi-

lization, doubtless, led to its disuse; because it is

in tlie nature of refinement aud luxury to ena-ender

repugnance to what is simple and natural
;
and, in

proportion, as the progress of science and the

extension of commerce opened up the riclies of

the three kingdoms of nature to eke out the re-

sources of medicine, aud to create artificial wants,

simple water fell into discredit. Hence, probably,

those who retained the knowledge of its virtues,

were obliged, hy a vciy ancient rmc, to have
recourse tu the po'.verfnl aid of superstition, to
recommend nhat, witliout it, would neither have
mspired confidence nor overcome opposition. As
Numa, by exacting obedience to tlie benign laws
and institutions of the goddess l']geria, swayed by
art, an army and a senate whom he could not liave

governed by force !

100. JJut if cold water be a therapeutical agent

1-2
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SO active, so salutiuy^ so extensively applicable,

and so easily manageable, as is alleged, then it

becomes an inquiry of the highest practical

importance to determine accurately its doses of

administration, its modes of action, and the con-

ditions of the system which demand or forbid its

use. For a remedy tliat, if properly employed, is

powerful to benefit, must, if mal-administered, be

equally powerful to injure. In the treatment of

multiform diseases by so simple aud unique an

agent as water, such fixed principles of practice

must be established as can alone guide to a judi-

cious selection of cases, and apportionment of

processes. In this way only, will the means of

art not be defamed, nor the confidence of man be

misjDlaced. Hazardous, unreflectiug, aiul empi-

rical practice has already done much to discredit

a good cause, and to put weapons of offence, at

least, into the hands of enemies who are neither

backward nor unskilful to wield them. Like those

of every other remedy, the virtues which water

unquestionably possesses, depend on its being

used in ifie proper way ; in the p->-oper case ; and at

the proper time. But to reject, untried and unex-

amined, this remedy as dangerous, or at best

unnecessary or unccrtaiu, as many Jo, displays
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either a deplorable igaorance, or an unwarrantable

scepticism. It could only be tlie faulty adminis-

tration of Cold Water—erroneous views of the

laws of its operation, and of the organism to

which it is applied— which has driven it from the

pale of orthodox practice, except in a few better-

skilled hands,

110. Before being able to establish sound thera-

peutical principles forthe safe and scientific employ-
ment of water in the treatment of diseases, its

physiological and pathological effects must first be

ascertained—the laws of the operation of cold on
the living organism attempted, at least, to be de-

duced; and those morbid conditions of the body
then determined, which indicate or coatra indicate

its various aid. Tliis knowledge can alone enable
us to employ with intelligence and success the
varied powers of water, to appreciate its diversified

grade-5 of action, and to multiply our curative re-

source-., in knowing how to fulfil, with one unique
agent, a multitude of indications.

m, Pluj.iiolfjffical and patholoykul affects of
thi cold hath.—In the outset of this inquiry it is

ncce.ssary to premise, that hot and cold are merely
relative tcrm=). Individual susceptibility or .sen-

nation is the only trne physiological criterion of
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Lot or cold. The gradations of the the thermo-

meter are false guides. The distinctions of cokl,

cool, tepid, vvai'm, hot, as applied to baths, afford

no accurate data for tlie calcuhition of their effects :

what is cold for one person is tepid for another,

or for the same pcrsou under altered circumsl ances,

of bodily temperature or temperament : what i^;

hot for one is only tepid for anotlier.

11.2. We now inquire into the effects of water

at that temperatuie tbat produces the absolute

sensation of cold, or what is usually understood

by shock. The sudden application of this degree

of cold to the surface of the l^ody determines an

instantaneous change—a vivid impression on the

nervous centres : probably the most powci i'ul and

momentarily- perturbiitive ])iiysical sensation that

can be experienced
;

superficial heat is abstracted
;

the capillary vessels, glandular orifices, and minute

arteries and veins of the sarilice arc constringed ;

exhalation is suspended. I f tlic immersion be but

momentary, the blood is not driven into the

interior organs, and no accumulation or conges-

tion takes place : the constriction of the superficial

vessels is shared by tliosc deeper-seated. But, if

the bath be prolonged for a few minutes, the blood

is repelled from the surface, and accumulates in
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the larger vessels of the interior ; the skin shrinks

and becomes pale. The results of these changes

effected in the system are a keen sensation of cold,

shivering, trembling of tbe limbs
;
uneasy weight

of chest
;

difficult, incomplete, and gasping re-

spiration ; the pulse is diminished in frequency

and force ; and the animal temperature is lowered

by a few degrees. Up to this point, all tbe

organic functions are temporarily depressed ; the

duration and intensity of this depression are in

relation to the severity of the cold and prolonga-

tion of tlie contact, the power of generating

animal heat, the constitution, pi'edisposition, tem-

])eraraent, and haljits of the individual.

113. This first series of phenomena is now sixc-

cccded by those of reaction. The shock and un-

pleasantsensations subsideby degrees, andgive place

to others of an agi'ceable nature— to a general

glow of heat which pervades the whole frame; the

blood returns to the surface; the skin reddens

and dilates; tlie circulation is more energetic;

respiration is easy ; the animal temperature ele-

vated
; the exhalation free ; increased nervous

power is elaborated
; every organic tissue shares

the impression
; the entire system becomes prc-

ternaturally excited ; all the functions arc exalted;
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the whole body is buoyant with recruited energies;

and the mind aud spirits jDartake of the general

exhilaration. This energetic reaction takes place

in the water, only in the case of the more vigorous

subjects, and when muscular exercise is used; in

the feebler, it takes place only after a very transi-

tory contact. In all cases, if the immersion be

unduly prolonged, the feeling of warmth and

vigour more slowly or rapidly decreases ; chatter-

ing of the teeth, convulsion, trembling, numbness
of the extremities, languor, and exhaustion ensue :

secretion is suspended ; the pulse ilags; the fea-

tures sharpen ; the eyes sink ; the nose and

cheek-bones point; the tingers and toes become

bloodless and shrunk
; painful constriction of the

head and chest occur; the senses fail ; the mind

is stupified ; delirium or convulsions ensue ; the

limbs become rigid; and the individual sinks into

the sleep of death, unless relief be at hand.

114. The intensity of these phenomena, and tlie

struggles of the circulation to counteract an in-

fluence which rapidly exhausts the vital priiicijile,

are in relation to the mental and physical energies

of the subject, the severity of the cold, and the

duiation of the contact.

115. In patients rescued from this stale, and in
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those wherein the prolonged cold state of ague, or

the collapse of cholera, has produced sevez'e inter-

nal congestions, the reaction, when it supervenes,

is proportionably intense—is morbid— is a veritable

fever.

116. Individuals who habituate themselves to

the use of the cold bath, by degrees are obliged

to increase the length of the immersion or the

severity of the cold, before reaction ensues; but,

when it does occur, it is stronger and more per-

manent. The rationale of these effects, and the

therapeutical applications they admit of, come
afterwards.

117. ^//ec/.v of Ike Tepid or Warm Bath :—
water or vapour of a sufficiently high temperature
1^0 p;-oduce a comfortable sensation of warmth on

le .surface. Its tliermomctrical range may be

,m 86^" to
: that of the vapouv higher. The

st description of tlie cliccts of this bath is cou-

yed to the niinf], hy saying that it is a general

acntation or poultice: what a local poultice is

a fretted sore, or to a bi'uiscd or broken limb,
• :s is to tlie entire systoiri. Its ejects arc rela-

e to the heat of the bo'ly jdaccd in it: wlicn

.e lieat is excessive, it soo:hes and lowers tein-

^ratnrc, without much, if any, subsequent re-
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action. It carries off tlie heat faster than it is

produced in weak or diseased bodies. ^Vhen pro-

longed in such persons, it reduces tlie vital powers

to the lowest ebb.

118. The soothing luxurj' of tlie Avarm bath is

pre-eminently appreciated by the Avearied ho&y or

fagged mind. The pulse and respiration are gradu-

ally quickened at first; yet, by-and-bye the effect

is pleasingly sedative. The agreealjlc warmth dif-

fused over the surface gradually penetrates to the

interior; the skin sofreus and relaxes; its fluids

expand ; the superficial capillaries are excited to

increased action : exhalation and absorption are

augmented ; tlie blood is derived—determined to

the surface from internal parts ; congestions or

accumulations are I'elieved ; the circulatiou is

equalised in the centra! and extreme parts ; the

frequency and fulness of the pulse are subdued
;

the action of the heart is calm ; nervous irritation

is soothed; the whole system is refreshed, re-

laxed, and expanded; fatigue is removed; fret,

care, and trouble are chased away; and tlie indi-

vidual feels disposed for, or falls into, a placid

sleep.

119. In proportion as the temperature of the

bath is increased above the due point of calm and
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comibrt, it becoiues an exciting and disturbing

agent. The skiu becomes red^ swollen, and stimu-

lated ; the heart and carotid arteries beat with

violence; the face is tui'gid ; the eyes injected;

the respiration is frequent and difficult ; the

copious tlow of perspiration affords some relief;

but, if the subject be at all disposed to cerebral

congestion, he may liave an apoplectic fit; longer

c-ndurance of the bath becomes impossible. On
laiug out, the individual feels faint and ex-

usted ; he can hardly stand ; there is a violent

Jilting of the carotid arteries, and noise in ears

;

..e pulse remains excited for some hoiu's after-

wards ; and the sweat flows abundantly.

I.4O. Vart'iaL Bailis. ATater applied only to

parts of the body, as half-baths, hip-baths, head-

ths, hand-baths, foot-baths, &c., produce the

me effects on the respective parts of the body as

.0 general baths do on the entire surface— ai'e

-ed with the same objects—and are, besides*

pecially calculated to exercise a derivative or

- mter-stimulaiit action.

121
.

I'lic D'jiicJic. Thecflects of cold water upon

le body are modified bv its falbntr from a h(!idit,

id in an unbroken column, as by the mode in ques-

)ri. To the effects of cold water, as ordinarily up-
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pliedjit adds au extra element of power; namely, the

weight aud momentum of the stream. The efi'ect

of this is a forcible compression of the capillary

vessels and superficial tissues of the parts whereon

it plays. Tlie continuous change of the water

applied makes it a powerful abstracter of heat. If

taken during a vigorous state of the circulation

aud vital powers, aud but of short duration rela-

tively, it induces a very energetic determination to

the surface, or reaction. The cutaueous circula-

tion is intensely excited : and nervous and mus-

cular power are greatly developed. Tlie action of

the heart, however, is, more or less, disturbed
;

palpitation, fiuttering, and nervous tremor are felt,

even by the strong, during the operation ; this is

from tlie force of the stroke (if tlie column be of

the usual thickness, aud the fall from sixteen to

twenty feet), the shock, and the profuse abstrac-

tion of heat. Wlien unduly continued, its intensely

refrigerant aud disturbing power makes it a

morbid agent difficult to cope with. Even in the

vigorous, unless followed by active exercise to

maintain the re-action it produces, it determines

internal congestions, and all tlie disastrous effects

of an over-cliilL Under its proper use, long-

standing tumours are rapidly absorbed : muscular
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contractions give way; stiti' and useless joints

where there is no ankylosis) recover : and all the

superficial tissues and muscles acquire increased

bulk and firmness : new energy seems commuui-
-tted to the whole interior organs; and a high

Khiliration of animal spirits is felt.

The following propositions are legitimate deduc-
• ons from the foregoing facts, or from others of

,

miliar observation; and develop some of the

laws of the operation of water of various tempera-

';ures upon the living body, with the practical doc
trme.s and therapeutical rules they suggest :

—

Coi.D Watkr p:xtern.m,i,y applied is the

I

'MOST POWKRFri. AM) SAI.I TARY OP STIMUEAXTS;

« for it directly and simultaneously, excites the

inervous centres and extremities, creating a deter-

i
mination of blood to tlif: entire surface, refilling

j
the shrunk superficial capilhiries ; at the same

itime unloading the interior viscera, inlfn-ifying

1
ill the sensations, tonifying and bracing flie

"entire system.

123. The di£Fusil)Ie stimulus of heal, alcohol,
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or drugs excites for tlae time, but eventually ex-

haustSj the nervous iufluence,—dimlnisliing the

strength of the muscles, reducing the temperature

of the body, and destroying the power of organic

resistance. After bathing in warm M'ater, the

body feels chilly, and grows pale. The primary

tm-gescence of the tissues declines into relaxation.

By the reaction of cold, on the other hand, tlie

capillaries of the surface contract, the skin be-

comes firm, tense; the blood- gobulcs therein are

propelled with force. The blood being thus freely

carried into the small exhalant vessels of the skin,

its proper functions are increased, obstructions

are removed^, and the escape of impurities is

facilitated.

124. The sudden application of cold, besides its

mechanical cfl'ect of constringiug the capillary

vessels, exerts also a species of vital or galvanic

influence on the nerves themselves, sending a

vibratory thrill through every part of the system.

Hence its rousing effect in cases of langour,

stupor, &c. Nervous power and nmscular energy

are suddenly augmented over the whole animal

economy.

125. The eft'ects of bathing, affusions, or fomen-

tations, are principally, and,—where there are no
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obvious medicinal ingredients,—exclusively, owing

to temperature.

T26. The sensation produced by cold, that is,

tlie abstraction of heat, is relative, not absolute,

is in direct proportion to the difference of tem-

jrature between the heat of the body, or of the

a-t in contact, and that of the bath or medium of

mtact ; and modified by tlic vigour of the con-

itution, the temperament, morbid tendencies,

id habits oL the ijidividual.

127. 1v/ery cliaiigc of temperature gives a sen-

itiou of cold or heat, according as it is lower or

,5h;;r than the pj'evious temperature to which
.e part acted on lias been exposed. The duration

tills impression, however, under the mean tem-
ratiire of blood-heat and the freezing point (i. e.

jout i';dn-.; is brief, and the sensation rapidly

Ganges to c(d(l. More or less above that point

—

i the healthy and vigorous, the sensation of cold,

f-pecially if active muscular exercise be taken, will

not continue long, but change to heat.

128. 'i hc living organism is an e.xception to the
-
y.sical law, in virtue of which all bodies placed in

-rnmunicJition tend to etpudisc their temperatures.
It maintains nearly a uniform standard heat in
^'-e very lowest as well as in the very highest tern-
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peratures. The functions of calorification, and

perspiration, are respective!j the provisions made

to keep up and to keep down the heat ot the body

to the due point of health

.

129. Animal heat is freely developed so long as

the nervous energy and the circulating powers are

unimpaired. It sinks with the depression of these,

and rises with their exaltation.

130. The effects of the impression of cold are

widely opposite, according as it is prolonged or

transitory. When the operation of cold is pro-

longed—that is, when heat is abstracted more

rapidly than it is produced, in the whole or in a

part of the body—cold is a sedative. It first de-

presses, and, if continued, extinguishes the vital

manifestations— exhausting that sensibility and

irritability of the organic structures, which is the

exclusive endowment of life; and the condition

indispensable to the healthy performance of their

functions. The intrinsic operation of cold, there-

fore is sedative.

131. The sedative power of cold is primarily

exerted on the nervous centres. It blunts sensi-

bility ;
and, by diminishing the afflux of blood to

the part whereon it acts, by constringing its

capillaries, and making them propel onwards their
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.ontcnts, it takes off the vascular tensiuii tliat

^eeps up uervous irritation. It thus removes, or

[irevents from accumulatiii;?, tlic first material cou-

Jitions aud elements of inflammation. No other

known means effect this so efficaciously or so

promptly. Cold, tlierefore, by the justest title,

e->tablishes its claim as the best Antiphlolustic.

132. The sedative effect of cold is in direct

projiortiou to the inability to generate animal

heat, the lowness of the temperature, and the

duration of the exposure,

!
')3. When tlie application of cold is transient

or brief, it is a stimulant, it augments the

>ensibility and irritabilitv of the tissues ; exaltin"

:he vital principle; developing organic activity;

increasing nervous power and vascular action.

I'his stimulant ciVer-t is an indirect result of the
operation of cold

; and is tlie exclusive effort of
the conservative j)o\vt i\s of the economy to repel
an invading foe— a principle whcsc unchecked
miction is destructive to life. This counteractive

organic effort is called lleactioii.

Reaction is, ca'lcriK parihiis, in direct pro-

j>-.rtion to the coldness of tlie water, the sudden-
;iess and dnration of the immersion, the vigour of

Q
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the circulation, and the heat of the surface and

extremities at the moment of contact.

135. The excitement or increased action pro-

duced by drugs is a premature and factitious

using up of the energies of the frame, at too great

an expenditure of its vital endowments—irritii-

bility and sensibility ; a proportionate langour

and exhaustion, or collapse, always follows. The

stimulus of water produces a permanent exaltation

of the vital energies, without any subsequent

collapse.

] 36. Much, if not most, of the benefit of the

stimulant power of water lies in the shock of its

sudden application—the instantaneous and vivid

impression made on the ner\'ons centres hy the

change effected on so large a surface as that of

the body—and the energies of the entire organism

which are thus aroused.

137. By the free contact of the skin with air and

water, its functions are not only exalted to tlic

highest pitch, but it is hardened—rendered un-

impressionable to the sudden altci'nations of heat

or cold, preserving an equal temperature in all

seasons and climates. Those who perspire the

most profusely by heat or exercise, are the soonest
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chilled hy cold. In eitlier case^ the cause lies in

relaxation of the vessels, which permits them to

pour out copious streams of perspiration in

summer, and to maintain a languid circulation in

winter. It is well known that the M'eakest horses

sweat soonest.

138. AVhat has been styled the reflex, excito-

MOTORY, or SPINAL SYSTEM of NERVES, is the

medium of this impression, and the route along

which the increased energy of the nervous centres

diffuses itself in increased contraction of tlie

muscular fibres. Hence cold, applied to the head

or spine, equally lulls morbid sensibility, or arrests

a hcemorrhagc, in a di'itant part, as when applied

to the seat of the affection. Hence the power

of strong nervous impressions in syncope and

ii-phyxia, whether applied at the nervous centres

or the extremities. The actions denominated

sympathetic are referred distinctly ami exclusively

to the 8[jinal iuarrow. <jrcy nervous matter,

V, hcrever situated, elaborates nervous energy,

'['lie gangba feentiT.'s of grey niattei' and sources

of [)Owcri form a l)cautifully-connccted chain

iliroughout tlie body, su'oservicnt to excito-motory

action. Tlie spinal marrow is I)ut a chain of

gangba.

(; 2
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];^'.). If the impression be momentary or brief,

and tlie vital powers not previously sunk too low,
the heart and large vessels react on the severe
constriction that, for an instant, paralyzes their

functions
;
an increased vigour of circulation, and

development of animal ]ic;it and power, ensue.
But if the immersion be a little more prolonged,
this constriction increases to congestion : the blood
repelled from the surface, accumulates in the
larger vessels of the interior; and the circulation

is weakened. Reaction is more slow to ensue
;

but it is stronger arid more permanent. In pro-
portion as the impression of cold is continued

beyond this point, that is, when it is too great and
too prolonged I'elatively to the constitutional

powers, the internal congestions augment; inef-

fectual struggles at reaction ensue, ending in

exhaustion, torpidity and death. The sinuses of'

the brain, and the large veins and viscera of the

chest and abdomen, are found gorged.

140. The function of calorification—the power
of generating animal heat,— is increased by the

stimulant action of cold. In proportion as cold

bathing is persevered in, the temperature that

availed to produce reaction at first, by degrees

fails to do so. To produce reaction, it is nece-ssary
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either to prolong the immersion or to increase the

cold. Bnt the reaction is more intense in measnre,

and longer in duration. This is a manifest proof

of the increase of constitntional vigour.

141. The immediate effect of reaction is a more

uniform and equahlt; distribntion of tlie blood, by

the vigorous effort of the heart and great vessels,

to restore the equilibrium of the fluids repelled

from the surface. The circulation throughout the

wlioie capiihuy .^vstem of the superficial tissues,

as well as i.'f the interior viscera, is increased.

Tiie onsjcati.e result is the augmented develop-

nieut of animal heat ; the more healthy condition,

if not the entire re-establishment, of the functions

of secretion, e\cretiou, digestion, circulation, and

respiration. The organic activity of the whole

system i> exalted; every tissue feels the healthful

impulse. The >u-ceptibility to morbid impressions

is diminished ; and the susceptibility to healthful

sensations is increased. Muscular flesh and

strength are remarkably developed, lu this way,

iu the cour.se of time, the entire temperament of

the individual is changed, and the constitution

renovated.

1 f2. Tiie chemical constituents of the water

(dainty affect its power of re-action. iv\[>erience
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proves that bathing iu sea water, or sponging with
water iu which rock salt or a strong acid, as tlie

nitro-muriatic or pyroligneous, is dissolved, is

mucli more stimulant.

143. When the surface of the body is warm,
even over-heated and freely perspiring, when vas-

cular action and nervous po^ver are at their max-
imum, the stimulant effect of the cold bath is

doubly invigorating. Perspiration is not only

checked with impunity, but gives rise to the more
salutary reaction. But when the body is exhausted

by continuous labour, by excessive perspiratious oi-

evacuations of any kind, then the vital energies

are too much below par to bear what thus becomes

the sedative action of cold. In these cases, it inter-

rupts perspiration ; exhausts the languid nervous

energy ; arrests the failing circulation
; congests

the interior viscera ; and determines inflammation

of the lungs, apoplexy, or death; at the best,

fever.

144. Moderate cold (dry) is highly refreshing

and bracing to those of vigorous or too rapid circu-

lation, or who perspire easily and excessively. To
those of languid circulation, or who are weakened

by disease, it is chilling.

145. Combined cold and wet, only when with-
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'Jilt sufficieiit exterior covering to prevent evapo-

nitioD from the surface of the body, are injurious;

Dvoducing, in anothei' way, the effects of the pro-

longed immersion iu the cold bath. It unduly

robs the system of animal heat ; and determines

riie same internal congestions and irritation; and

'iieir results, febrile reaction.

146. Cold, locallv, is an astringent and tonic.

It induces strong contractions; it diminishes the

^ulibre of tlic extreme vessels : it stimulates re-

laxed parts. In this way, as well as by diminishing

"iic momentum of the blood in the neighbouring

')arts, it restrains capillary hcemorrhage. This

'•ontractile power is not an innate effort of the

jrganism ; luit a mere obedience to the physical

i>',w of the expansion of fluids and solids b}' heat,

Mud their contraction by cold. In this respect,

:i j;iiin, us in Others, cold lias an immense advantage

'»'. or medicinal astringents, as vegetable bitters,

mctalbc salts, ergot, ikv.., which contract tlie cx-

lialeut mouths u[ vessel.s, or the muscular fibres,

iu virtue of their own innate jjroperties. Hence
their action can nf;vcr he certaiidy calculatcMl ; ;uid

• !U;ir administration is never without the I'isk ol'

overdoing the effect intendcfl ; and leaving behind,

ui one way, as much miseliief as it removes in

:i iiother.
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U7. The gradual transition from heat to cold
produces scarcely any reaction. The change is
calming, soothing- and refreshing to the healthv.
If the skin is hot and irritated, the same tempera-
ture of water produces the same eflect as intense
cold in the ordinary state of the skin. Very ex-
treme cold produces the same effect on the living
tissues as a high degree of heat, -namely, the death
and disorganization of the part.

148. The eiiects of the immersion of the body
in a moderately heated medium, as the tepid water,
vapour, or wet slieet batlj (which latter is a felici-

tous union of the two former) are an agreeable
combination of the sedative and stimulant results

detailed. It at once depresses unduly excited
action, and excites unduly depressed action. It is,

essentially, a general fomentation or poultice. Its

effects are pre-eminently soothing, anodyne, and
emollient, according to the previous wants of tlie

economy, ur sensations ui' the individual; it re-

moves all local irritation, pain, and general uneassi-

ness; and recruits exliau.stlon. The imbibition of

the fluids it permits, macerates the animal fibre,

relaxes stilf joints and spasmodic contractions,

softens, expands, and dilates the superficial tissues,

and modifies the texture of tlie skin
; rigid muscles
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;
lose their tension and soliditj^, yet acquire plump-

ness. This soothing medium diminishes excessive

evacuations^ and restores those wliich are sup-

nressed. It ispowerfully derivative; actingas adirect

lit gentle stimulus to tlie skin, it promotes the

activity of its capillary vessels, and its exhalent and

absorbent functions. The uniform expansion of

I the fluids it favours—and the iniiversal and inti-

mate penetration, by the blood, of the solid tissues

of the superhcial as well as the deep-seated parts

it promotes—facilitates and ecpializcs the circula-

':on on the surface and extremities, while it relieves

ternal congestions, and local determinations
;

..us measuring to every part its own share of the

vital current ; and ai)portioning the fulness and
force of the circulation in organs to the size of their

vessels, and the necessities of their function. It

I fulfils at once, and in every part of the economy,

I
every possible indication that can be demanded in

I
ordinary cases. \\ liih; it abstracts the morbid
heat of those \v!.o burn, it liu;!-eases, Ijy accumula-
tion, the hcJi.t of tlio-e who shiver. Its action on

,

the skin makes it a (baphoiciie—,i iiowei ful drain

i

of viscid, fetid, and inorljid hiiiiionrs, and uncotn-

bmed or decomposed elements ;uu! debris, lodging

in the systcTij and poisoning the fountains of
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health. Its action ou the kiduc^-s makes it a
diuretic; oa muscular iibre, au autispasmodic ; ou
the uervous system, aa auodyue. It diminishes
the excessive vascular plethora aiul secretious of
the iatestinal canal, and of its associated glands,
which ]u-oduce diarrh(i;a

; and, in opposite cases,

it rouses the defective nervous power which pre-
sides over the peristaltic movements. '

149. The specihc heat of the body—its capacity

for caloric—is increased in febrile and inflamma-
iovj afl'ectious. In the inteusest cases, the ther-

mometer points but a very fe^v degrees higher
than the natural standard, let the energy with
which the heat is reproduced, and the frequency
of immersion, afl'usiou, or wet-i-lieet application,

necessary to subdue it, compared with the eftect

of the same processes upon tne most vigorous

subject in health, demonsti'ate this accumulation.

The amount of fuel spent in a short time—the
increased consumption of the frame—proves how
far the eliauge of maKer—the process of ci'ama-

causis—had gone, and liow much extra lieat had
been liberated, but not indicated, by the ther-

mometer.

]5U. At low degree.^ of tcm])crature, according

to the experiiucnts of Dr. Edwards, absorption in
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^ bath exceeds transudation. The phenomeua

the cohl hip-bath seem to furnish evidence in

.'. our of this position. The increase of ui'ine in

'

;5 case, however, does not afi'ord a legitimate

rerence in favour of absorption ; for such in-

nse of the secretion of the kidney may be but a

nipensating effort of the economy for tlie sup-

: issed perspiration of the subm.ergcd surface,

flowcver this may be, this department of inquiry

- eds further investigation. Nevertheless, it is

;nsistent with h priori reasoning to infer that

'ii'"' constrictive cfl'ect of a cold medium on the

superficial capillaries, will tend to prevent cxha-

' i*:ion as much as it favours absorption. The

tensive mechanical compression of the surface

:,y so den.sc a medium as cold water, tends to

strengthen this inference. It will, probably, be

found, that the amount of exudation fi'oni the

skin is in proportion to the rarity and relative

heat of the nicdiuni in whicli the body is jilaccd.

lliis is reasonable to suppose, from the giciter

accumulation of fluids in the cutaneous and su])cr-

ficial tissues which it favours. On this accvjuut,

the vapour bath, or wet-sheet bath, is luoie uei-i-

vative, more diaphoretic - pcirhaps less sliruuhiut

Uian, and e()u;i.lly soothing with, the warm I)ath.
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Does not this imcreased transudation, iu the rarer

medium, account for tlie M'cU-attested superiority

of the vapour to the warm water bath, in cases of

gout and rlieumatisra, wherein certain morbid
materials are eliminated from the system? At all

events, the results of the wet-sheet application-
its thick, glairy, and fetid deposits—afford the

best evidence yet adduced in favour of the position

assumed.

151. The Douche is the most energetic mode
of developing the stimulant action of cold water.

Properly taken, it induces the most intense re-

action—higliiy exciting the cutaneous tissues and
vessels. In this way, it simultaneously exalts

both the absorbent and the excernent function of

the superficial capillaries ; the languid circulation

round an indolent tumour*, for example, is stimu-

lated ; and the increased activity of the absorbents

removes the deposit, which their defective energy

permitted. On the other hand, the excessive .

stimulation of the same vessels and tissues, bv the

frequent and strong reactions brought about by

this, and the other processes of the Water Cure,

develops or degenerates into a morbid activity of

certain portions, which, however,' is fraught with

the most fortunate results in obstinate chronic
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:maladies. The boils and other eruptions which

.are thus produced (and wliich can be produced

in tlie healthy by the same process) are tlie

:most beneficial of all counter-irritants. That they

act as drains, and, by the elimination of morbid

elements, is a gratuitous and improbable hypo-

: thesis. This explanation, v.hlcli it was very

natural for Preisnitz to hit upon, well enough

answers the purpose of water-curers, and satisfies

the water-cured. But strict science forbids us to

adopt an unproved and far-fetched theory, when

we have an adequate physiological rationale before

our eyes.

152. The more fever and genei'al disturbance

these critical eruptions introduce, the greater the

consequent benefit. The entirely new, powerful,

and perturbative action, tl.us established in the

economy, ha^ a. highly revulsive effect on distant

organs, and operates to arrest and remove the

habitual morbid action of other quarters. In this

way, chronic diseases become converted into acute,

and often pass off with the termination of the

latter. This cjufirins the experience of the older

physicians, who were, perhaps, more acciiiatc

observers than the heated partizans of nuMlern

pathological theories.
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153. This revulsive effect of an intercurrent

malady, or morbid action, is strikingly illustrated
^

in other cases. A patient, for example, in the last
^

stage of consumption, with large portions of a lung,
e

or both lungs, hollowed out with tubercular exca-
r

vations, and just about to step into the grave^ is-

seized with, what is called, brain fever ; on its re- d

duction, the lung symptoms are found to have'v

subsided, and give no more trouble: cicatrization
ii

is rapid, and a miraculous recovery takes place.*

* Ta flic w'Ay of oliraiuation of morbid materials, boils ;uul

oriiptious ou the skin would ouly be an obstriiL'tio n of its fiiiic-
||

tious—would baffle nature's own end?, fn the sound state of tlie

skin, bow powerful an eliniination of morbid elements- take.< 1

place, may be inferred IVom the fetid odrm r and colonr u{

the body Ijandagos in many cases, as well as from the deposits of

of the wet sheet. Bnt that tlio vuiU'ric^ laurlii should be ex-

tracted from the system, by the round-about and costly proec^-^

of the formation, of pus, is contrary to all analogy, and to the J

direct and simple modes nature takes in aoeouipli.shing lie r ends. "

The morbid elements, of whose e.Kistence in the .oystem we have

any proof, are eliminated per viiis nalurah'K, as through the pores [«

of the skin, the kidn(;ys, bowels, or luug.s, in the active exercise of -i

their functions. The foi'ination ofa bubo does not eliminate tlie iv

virus of syphilis ; nor ilo the ulterior erniitimi-^. psoriasis. \-c.. '

rupia, ecthyma, or nodes. But this they should do. to I'Oason

consistently with the theory in i|Uestion. It argues Imt an

inadequate appreciation of the laws and resources of nature. »

to call into operation a painful supplcment.ary drain, when the

outlets abovo-nanicd remain as her .standard einunctorie< . h

" Nec Don-: int. rsH, iii-i ili;'nus \-in.lieo no.Ins in
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] 54-. Simple Avater is better than tmy poultice
;

• IS being more easily absorljed ; as less apt to be

changed in its properties; as less heavy ; as less

=3xpensive
;
having only the disadvantage of needing

^enewal more frequently.

155. Hot water is essentially a stimulant, but a

\iisturber of physiological action. It increases

vascular erithism and nervous irritation. Hence

t induces suppuration.

156. The effects of water used internally, as

Irink, and in lavements and injections, are to be

liscussed in another place. On this head we

pote one of the most distinguished of modern

philosophers :

—

Thf; eruption of small-pox, if it be uot a count ev-irritant, is

I lie only knoM.-n niorliid elimination of the kind ; but its course

l.nd charactei>! are so much nni f/ciicaa, as to have uo other

analogies in nature.

Acting, as tlii" poL^on doo.H. iu the way of loavciK from a small

Kiint Icareiiiii;: the whole ma.s.-i of the blood, such a forced

leminatioii of the nf/'cries morhi may be the only outlet for

vliat the other emiinctories might be unable to discharge. The
•i-nptions of w:\.!i\ci, .scarlatina, are counter-irritant in their

letion ; t)ut not an elimination. Tlie uric acid evacuated by
he kidney-', in a fit of the gout is an elimination, not a eounter-
rrit.Ttion. The profuse exjjeetorntion that terminates a fit of

.fA-modic i.-thina, i.M neither the one noi' the other, but the
esult of an altered siefioji of th(! ve.-'sels of the pnlmonai-y
niKon^; lining ; the opening of their exhalent mouth.s on the

7)asrn yielding, or fit fntt>'<iding, relieving their previous con-

gestion.
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" Water coustitutes a most iniportiiut part of

the food of man, as well as of all animals and

vegetables. Even of the solid food which we eat^

water constitutes not less than four-fiths. It may-

be said, without exaggeration, that nine-tenths of

the whole of our food is nothing else than pure

'

water. Such being the case, it is needless to

remark, that water must constitute a very imi)or- |i

tant article of food, and that, therefore, the i

proper use of it is requisite for the maintenance

of health.

"There is another circumstance which may con-

tribute to the value of water when taken into the

stomach ; and that is, the property which it has of

diluting those articles which arc of too stimulating

a nature, and which, ou that account, when taken

by themselves, are apt to injure the tone of the

stomach, by urging it to over-exertiun—for it is a

well-known property of living bodies, that all I

over-exertion, all undue action, is followed byai

corresponding languor aiul debility. Many iudi-'*

viduals are accustomed to indulge in too great a|

quantity of food; and, in order to enable their;

stomachs to digest it, they mix it with wine or!

spirits, or some equally stimulating substances..

These gradually exhaust the tone of the organ, and I

produce a state of languor, which must at last ter- -
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minate in disease. Dilution with water corrects

:tli stimnlating property of these substances, and

rrenders them comparatively innocent. Hence a

course of water-drinking, to those who are accus-

i:tomed to live high, and indulge in wines or spirits,

must frequently be attended with the most bene-

ficial effects."

—

Dr. Thomas Thompson, Cyclop, of

Pract. Med., Art. Mineral Waters.

GENERAL THERAPEUTICAL RULES

FOIl THE SAPE AND SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYMENT OF

COLD WATER.

L"j7. Xo counsels for the treatment of disease

by Cold Water any more than by drugs, can be

I
absolute or exclusive

; nor can any canons compre-
: hend every particular case and constitution. Muc-
1-will depend Cif tlie practice is to be really enhght-
ened and rational) on the pathological knowledge,

,

the powers of observation, and the reflective habits

of the practitioner, in determining the doses and

H
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the timing of the applications, relatively to the

Tvants and resources of the constitution, and the

nature and period of the maladj'.

158. The first and fundamental curative prin-

ciple of the water treatment is to direct and
MODIFY THE AGENCY OF NATURE : Watching and

imitating carefuUj', her sanative operations; re-

straining the action that is excessive
;

exalting

that which is depressed ; or recalling into the pro-

per channel normal efforts, perverted, or wasted

by wrong direction.

159. In ACUTE DISEASES generally, the processes

of nature are over active, tending to exhaust the

vital endowments of the frame ; and more or less

rapidly to accomplish its dissolution. In many

cases, after running a specific course, the disease

wears itself out, and ends by resolution ; in other

cases, where the balance vibrates between life and

death, the conservative powers of the constitution

prevail in the struggle of opposing forces—previ-

ously accumulating morbific elements force an out-

let, or the over activity of a peccant part ends in a

change of action, and the disease terminates by a

crisis. A less meddlesome practice in acute dis-

eases is, therefore, indicated than that sanctioned

by the doctrines of British schools, and of some
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contiaeatal lawgivers in luedicine. Tlie province

of tlie practitioner is here almost exclusively, but

sedulously, to watch the processes of nature ; to

respect and to aid, not to divert her efforts : to

excite the action that is too depressed, and to

depress the action that is too excited.

160. Ill CHROxrc DISEASES, generally, the pro-

cesses of nature are not active enou'jjh—the self-

repara'.ive power of the organism needs to be

stimuhited to action ; and the impediments that

shackle or nullify its efforts removed. Here, unas-

sisted, nature is inadequate to develope that

activity of tiie organic processes, which is neces-

sary to overcome disease, and to restore healthy

function. Here, therefore, there is greater latitude

for the display of tlic resources, and for the exer-

cise of t!ic genius, of the practitioner.

161. Iftiie leading and paramount indication

in the treatment of any given disease, be in one
way and in one quarter, or another, either to de-

press excited action, or to excite depressed action

—and this will probably not be disputed—then
one single remedy, capable of being graduated in

its doses, so as to exercise every degree of sedation

or stimulation respectively, is calculated, under
favourable circumstances, to operate against the

H 2
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whole liost of maladies; aud to supersede, or be

backed against the whole list of medicines.

162. An accurate acquaintance with the peculiar

properties of water; with the mode of developing

these properties ; aud with the morbid conditions

of the system, which forbid or demand recourse to

them—must determine the geueral therapeutical

principles that arc to regulate the remedial

employment of water.

164. To obtain the indirect, stimulant, or tonic

eftect of Cold AVater, its application must be

resorted to momentarily, and repeated frequently:

the temperature must be lower or higl)er, rela-

tively to the constitutional vigour of the patient :

but, ca'ttris paribus, the higher the temperature

of the patient and the lower that of the water, the

greater is the reaction. Excessive reaction in the

w^eak must be guarded against as much as defec-

tive reaction. Tlie streugtli of the patient will

determine tlie degree of the reaction that will be

salutary, and within tlic limits of morbid excitation.

164. Toobtaiu the direct and sedative operation

of Cold Water, it must be employed continuously

for a longer or a shorter time, until the end of its

application is answered. Tlie mode of producing

this eflcct is all-important. Great judgment is
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requisite in tlie employment of sedatives to reduce

morbid action to the due point, and no further :

also to avoid any interval or interaiission in the

refrigerant application, in order to prevent re-

action, which would only augment the mischief to

be combated.

165. The stimulant action of cold water is indi-

cated in diseases of debility, and states of depres-

sion.

16G. The sedative effect of cold water is indi-

cated in all diseases characterized hy excessive

nervous irritation, and inordinate vascular action,;

and diseases usually attended with interrupted

secretions.

167. A necessary precaution, suggested both by
reasoning and experience, is, to avoid the sudden

and severe applications till the patient has been

prepared by undergoing the milder processes; and
"o abandon the treatment in the same sradual

:.anner as it was commenced with.

168. Whenever the indication is to reduce high

temperature and excessive vascular excitement, as

in inflammations and fevers, the tepid bath, tepid

?dfusions, or the Avet sheet, arc much more clfica-

cious than decidedly cold water : because, on the

one hand, the prolonged use of tlie former suffi-
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cientJy abstracts morbid heat, aud reduces the

tension and velocity of the circulating svstcra;

and on the other hand, it avoids the risk cf

internal congestions, and t'le chances of subse-

quent reaction, which the undue use of severe cold

would determine.

169. The wiiT sheet is calculated to supersede

all other modes of general refrigeration ; as being

equally potent in effect, much more easy of control,

and admitting a correcter graduation of its dose.

It entirely does away w ith the objection as to the

impossibility of determining the precise extent to

which we ought to carry the sedative efi'ect of

cold. The speedy equalization of its temperature

to that of the body prevents troublesome reaction,

while the abstraction of the quantity of caloric

necessary to vaporize the water eiJcctually cools

the surface. The pulse becomes softer and slower;

the skin cool, moist, and perspirable. It removes

previous headache ; it recalls the failijig functions

of intellect j it tranquilizes the general feelings of

the patient, and induces a placid sleep ; no new

materials of strength are imparted, yet the patient

is refreshed and invigorated. An appliance of

curative art, whose primary effect is to abstract a

morbid heat which consumes ; or to develope and
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accumulate a heat that is latent^ but unfelt and

: inoperative : whose secondary effect is, to allay a

nervous irritation -o liich exhausts ; and whose

combined result is, to liberate physical and mental

energies which are overv/helmed—presents strong

claims to the notice and trial of the Faculty, in

cases at least of bad fevers and inflammations.

This remedy is to be repeated as often as is the

disposition of the morbid heat and action to return.

When these are no longer evinced : when sedation

has told : when nervous irritation and vascular

excitement have been reduced to the due point—
and a discriminating observer will easilv decide

this—then a further continuance of the application

would only depress vital action so low, that recovery

would be impeded instead of advanced, if not some-

times rendered impossible.

170. The previous loss of blood formerly coun-

seled in the cases just alluded to, and then some-

times necessary, is now superseded. The indication

to lessen by depletion the violence of the local

afTections, or the general fever, is certainly,

promptly, and safely accomplished by a cooling

bath, or affusions ; Init better far, by the wet
sheet.

171. In all cases of active hemorrhage from
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the lungs, stomach, bowels, uterus, or bladder^

dependence may be placed on the wet sheet alone,

to keep down vascular excitement, and to quell

nervous irritation. Here the sedative action of

cold on the system in general, acts upon the large

vessels which supply those that are bleeding. In

addition to this, the local constriction by cold of

the bleeding vessels, is an open or subsequent

practice, and is to be determined by the judgment

of the practitioner. The severity of the hoeraor-

rhage, the strength and condition of the patient,

and the amount of effect produced by the wet sheet,

are the considerations Avhich must dictate the

methodus medendi. The uncomfortable sensation

of cold or wet, in which the patient may be kept

for a time, is of advantage. The more exclusively

that sedation is effected without reaction, the

better; as such result would only undo the object

sought to be accomplished. Cold drinks, cold air,

cold lavements, cold injections, cold applications

to chest, abdomen, or thighs, duly guarded, will do

more in the cases in question, than all drug- medica-

tion ever achieved.

172. Epistaxis (bleeding from the nose) will be

immediately checked by a cold head-bath— immer-

sion of the occiput in water ; as also the intractable
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bleedins; from the gums, in cases of Scurvt/and

Purpura Hcemorrhagica.

173. The wet sheet is equally suitable ia almost

every case where a warm bath is indicated. It is

preferable in cases of great debility and suffering.

Its effects on the system are equally powerful:

while its application can be made without delay,

trouble, or cost ; without the hazard either of ex-

hausting or exposing the patient ; and without the

risk either of undue heat, or undue coldness of the

bath ; all which are too often grievous draw-backs

in the practical administration of baths brought to

the house of patients.

17-i. The conditions and laws of reaction, being

at present better understood thanbefore, the former

contra-indications to the cold bath, save in a few

instances, are now invalid and repealed. There

are few cases wherein the stimulant power of cold

water is indicated, that will not bear the cold bath

at once : and wherein reaction may not with cer-

tainty be ensured. By the previous temperature

given to the body; by its equalization over the

surface and extremities ;
by the general fomenta-

tion of the wet sheet; by the relative coldness of

the water, and briefness of the immersion—the

object of stimulation maybe accomplished in every
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case, even in the most delicate women, children,
and old men. In this way, to the most debilitated
and reduced, the tonic effects of the cold bath are
obtained with impunity. Hence it is a cardinal
rule, never to omit to increase the temperature of
persons of feeble circulation, or languid reaction,
before the bath. To tlie same end, active exercise

before the bath, and vigorous muscular movements
or friction of the surface and extremities in the
bath, are, if possible, not to be dispensed with.
After the body has got quit of much of its super-
fluous or morbid humours, by the copious exuda-
tion of the wet sheet process— after the tissues

have been thus macerated aud fomented, and the

circulation thus equalized—after vascular and ner-

vous excitement have been thus trauquilized, and
the whole system so agreeably relaxed and soothed

—the tonic effect of the cold bath immediately
following, may be easily conceived and accounted

for. The athletic frames of northern and oriental

nations, and of the ancient Roman.?, prove the

bracing qualities of baths in eff"ect thus taken.

175. The stimulant operation of cold, witli the

above precautions to ensure reaction, is indicated

at once as curative and hygeinic.

1. In the entire class of nervous disorders

—
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'hvpocliondriasis, chorea, hysteria, epilepsy,

tetanus, trismus, hydrophobia : or cases even

comphcated with considerable functional or organic

derauo'eraeuts : marked lesions of the latter kind,

however, are comparatively rare in the subjects in

question.

2. In the intervals of intermittent or periodic

diseases— of ague, hooping cough, and spasmodic

asthma, neuralgia, gout, and rheumatism.

3. In scrofulous, lymphatic, and cachectic habits

of all kinds;— in chlorosis (anoemia), diahetes,

&c.

4. In chronic inflammations of the pulmonary,

and gastro-intestinal mucous membranes. The

more intimate sympathy of the skin Avith the

mucous membranes, than with the parenchyma-

tous viscera, points out the necessity of largely

addressing the cutaneous functions, in our efforts

to remedy bronchitic and gastro-enteric affec-

tions. In chronic catarrh with dilated air-tubes,

relaxed mucou.i lining, profuse, fetid, or even puru-

lent expectoration, the cold bath properly admi-

nistered as above, is the remedy par excellence.

It is ecpially potent in the disorders of the diges-

tive mucous lining, and of its associated viscera;

as well as in derangements of the alimentary

I
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canal, not attended with inflammatory irrita-

tion.

5. Ill diseases of the pelvic viscera, connected
with relaxation, as uterine and vesical catarrh,

monorrhagia, metrorrhagia, (a very distinct affec-

tion but often confounded,) in leucorrhrea and
gonorrhoea.

6. In local paralytic affections, uncomplicated

with cerebral disease; as loss of power in the

sphincters of bladder and anus.

Lastly. The stimulant power of Cold Water is

advantageously liad recourse to, to effect a revul-

sive action on remote organs; to dissipate local

congestions; to arrest passive hoamorrhages
; by

determining the activity and fulness of the circu-

lation to the superficial tissues, or to remote

localities.

17(). The medical world is divided in opinion

as to the value of cold affusion, because its mode
of operation, the indications for its use, and, tliere-

fore, the fitting circumstances of its employment,

have not been accurately conceived. Hence it has

been unduly neglected, although an orthodox

practice. Its sedative effect—its prolonged use

—

need now be almost exclusively confined to the

early inflammatory stages of the disease ending in
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aydroceplialiis—the body of the patient beinj;

bmeuted by tlie net-sheet process. But wheu

effusion, tlie result of iuliamrnation, lias taken

iolace, and a tendency to paralysis exists, then the

r,timulant action of cold is indicated. After the

;mbsidence of the violent symptoms of other acute

.liseases, when the patient has sunk into the same

-.'omatose state as hydrocephalus terminates in

—with pale countenance, occasionally suffused

vivith a flush, dilated pupils, strabismus, and slow

3ulse—the stimulant action of aft\isions is a remedy

of high value. Under it the patient awakes from

!.ns comatose state, and cries violently. The skiu

oecomes cool ; the pulse small and fi-equent ; a

jreathing moisture bedews the skin ; the patient

Jozes quietly, and improves with every repetition

of the remedy.

177. The combination, or alternate use of the

stimulant and sedative posvers of CuldWatei", (such

'is is prescribed in the wet-sheet fomentation, and

:he cold bath after it,j is of indispensable aid in

;he treatment of the following forms of disease :

—

1. In the various types of fever, continued^

remittent, intermittent, inthimmatory, eruptive,

I

typhoid, hectic.

' 2. In painful iiiflauimatory affections of the

abdominal or pelvic viscera.
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3. In chronic derangements of the same parts

not essentially painful; indicated by indigestion^

defective or excessive biliary secretion, jaundice,

constipation, diarrhoea ; loaded venous system,

hoemorrhoids.

4. In chronic inflammations of ntcrus, vagina,

bladder, or kidneys ; in dysmenorrhea, ameuorriiea,

leucorrhea, uterine, and vesical catiirrh.

5. In painful nervous and spasmodic affections
;

in neuralgia, sciatica, lumbago, gastralgia, colic,

nephralgia; in stone in bladder, nre'er, urethra,

or gall-duct ; in the convulsive diseases of iufaucy.

6. In persons of full habit, disposed to cerebral

or pulmonary hoemorrhage, or those affected with

hypertrophy, dilatations, or valvular defects of the

heart and great vessels.

7. In all stages of organic diseases : in the last

stages of cancer, it is the best source of relief.

8. In states of debility, v. hich are very seldom

pure diseases, but the mere .symptoms of functional

disturbances or organic alterations of important

viscera,

9. In vitiated and depraved conditions of the

blood : in relaxed, scrophulous, and leucophleg-

matic habits ; in cachexia, gout, rheumatism, chlo-

rosis, diabetes.
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10. In the tubercular dbitliesis ; in tlie incipient

stage of consumption.

11. In all the multiform genera, species, and

varieties of cutaneous disease. From the raodi-

ficatiou cffsctcd on the tissues of the skin, by the

-softenincr, soothing, expanding, and macerating

iefFects of the vvet shci^^t fomentation, as well as

:frora its sympathetic action on the interior viscera,

'this remedy is peculiaily indicated, v,-herever the

-skin (levi;i.tes froui its hcultiiy condition, either as

regards its capillary circulation, or its functions as

.a secreting and excreting organ.

ILasllij. In that stage of acute diseases marked

by great e\haustion, and accumulation of the

fluids in the interior organs^—in the retrocession,

or iinpc-fcct development of eruptive diseases—iu

"the cold lit of ague— in the congestive forms of

fever—and in the collapse of cholera—the wet-

sheet fomentation will probably accomplish, as

I effectually, all the ends of Dr. Arinstrono's hot-

air batii. The Ijlceding sometimes advised in

.such cases is as bad as bleeding a person in a

Uwoon,or during the shock of an apoplectic stroke.

I The pov.ci's of life arc already sunk too low : the

j
heart's action not (>nly shares tlie general debility

of the .';ystcm, but is, moreover, oppressed by a
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load of blood, whicli it is unable to propel. In all

these cases, the sedative action of water is required,

so far as it is necessary to subdue the organic

irritation which is the fans malorum : the debiUty

of function left is corrected by the stimulant

action of the bath.

178. In the worst cases of these highly conges-

tive forms of disease just mentioned, and in others

of more rapid occurrence, as from shocks and

strokes—as well as in persons asphyxiated by

drowning, hanging, or poison—in these other-

wise hopeless cases there aie only two available

resources left; but these of great power, aud

usually crowned with the most triumphant suc-

cess. In such instances, the failure of the powers

of organic life—the arrest of the circulation and

respiration, aud the entire suspension of nervous

energy, are the evils to be combated. Sensibility

and irritability are not exhausted : they are over-

whelmed. 1. The first thing to be attended to

is, to have the patient placed in the shallow, cold,

or tepid bath—the head and shoulders supported

—firm, constant, and universal friction of the

surface by the wetted hands, and by relays of

assistants, is to be kept up for many hours. Cold

is proved most favourable to the maintenance of
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Litent vitality : as the vital energies become re-

suscitated, tlie degree of heat must be propor-

tioned to the amount of vitality, the same as with

a frost-bitten limb. The warm bath, though

o:cen recommended, and though sanctioned by

the Humane Society, is, on strictly physiological

grounds, not justifiable in cases of asphyxia, till

circulation and respiration begin to be restored,

and till the congestions of the interior begin to

give -vray. Then the intense reaction which by-

and-bye comes on, is to be combated by the

cooling processes aforesaid ; for depletion is death.

I 2. Simultaneously with these efforts, galvanism,

by means of the electro-magnetic batteiy, if pro-

curable, offers an almost infallible resource. One

wire should be placed over the meduJla oblongata

' (the nape of the neck) : the other to the stomach-

pit, or to the diaphragm on each side, between

the eighth and ninth ribs, reaching to its muscular

fibres by means of fine needles. Theory and

experience—the results of our own practice, and

the recorded cases of success in that of others,

f justify the recommendation of this, in bad caseSj

i the unica .tiilvs.

|l

179. The wet sheet is an invaluable hygeienic

resource to the healtliy :

—

I
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1. In fatigue after mental and bodily exertion
;

after journeys ; after watcliings.

2. In sedentary occupations; in seclusion and

study : as well as in the activity and strife of

public and professional life; and in tlie laborious

dissipations of haut ton.

180. The daily use of the cold bath—or copious

ablutions with cold water—by strengthening the

skin and mucous membranesj and accustoming

the surface to alternations of temperature, is the

surest preventive of catarrhal affections, and the

best hardener against atmospheric vicissitudes.

181. The stimulant ErFEcr or water is

CONTRA-INDICATED [l. 6., FORBIDDEN), Or tO bc USCd

with great caution :

—

1. In diseases of the brain or spinal cord—or

in those disposed to cerebral congestion and to

apoplexy. In cases of paralysis dependent on

those diseases.

2. In nervous affections, which a careful diag-

nosis has ascertained to depend on abscesses,

ulcerations (Ramollissement), tumours, or clots of

blood in the brain ; or a collection of fluid in its

yentricles; or a similar condition of the spinal

cord or its membranes. Such patients often die

suddenly, after leaving a Water Establishment
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i;as apparently cured. The pliysiciaa who cousults

his own reputatioUj will take care to seud off these

•.tieiits with au issue in their uecks—no matter

what crises they may have had, and what health

they now seem to have. Nowhere is a sound

|i judgaieiit and ciutious diaguosis so highly re-

unite.

3. lu the tendency to active li'X Jioi'rage from the

lungs ; or formed tubercular disease of the lungs.

4. In organic diseases of the heart—iu hyper-

^ronhv of oue or both ventricles—iu dilatations

—

or valvular deficiencies.

5. In diseases of the skin, where there is much

Irritation of the cuticular vessels.

182. Th^ cold, sitz, or hip-bath, with hard

i friction of the abdomen and loins all the time of

immersion, is pre-eminently beneficial:—
1. As a revulsive remedy iu acute and chronic

I diseases of the brain.

2. Iq acute inflammation of the thoracic viscera.

3. In chronic affections of tiie abdominal viscera

—all firms of indigestion, constipation, diarrhcca.

I

4. In diseases of the pelvic viscera—in uterine

and vc>-ical catarrh, leucyrrh(ea, gonorrha;:i. This

bath is contra-indicated during the menstrual

periud. Pregnancy is not a contra-indication.

I 2
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183. The tepid sitz, or hip-bath, tepid half-

bath, or the wet sheet, is the best anodyne in

cancer of the womb. With hard friction, and

long-continued, it is the best revulsive and resto-

rative in the sudden inroads of alarming illness, or

the shock of serious accidents—in threatening

apoplectic fits, or after them.

184. The head-bath— or ice-cap—the steadv

and continuous abstraction of heat—is indicated

in cerebral inflammation and congestions : of

higher temperature, and shorter in duration, in

neuralgia and certain rheumatic affections of the

scalp. It not only constringes the vessels of the

integuments, but it diminishes the action of the

carotids, and lessens the afflux of blood to the

entire head.

185. The douche, under proper advice and

restrictions, may be safely taken as a general

stimulant, by all patients previously using the

cold bath, witht benefit. Its local application is

peculiarly indicated :

—

1. Inspi'ains; in all the various diseases of the

joints, and their structural alterations short of

ankylosis ; in muscular contractions.

2. In indolent and growing superficial tumours

of all kinds (not aneurismal).
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3. Ill the advanced stage of insanity^ charac-

terised by stupor, incohereuce, dementia. The

louche, properly administered, will be acknow-

jdged to be a more humane procedure than, and

.n equally efrectual stimulant with, the deep

incisions advised by some to be made along the

-calp in these cases.

18G. The license given by medical authorities

to employ the sedative power of cold, in cases of

common inflammation of the surface, and of the

extremities of the body, is, without just reason,

refused to internal inflammations, as of the mem-
branes and organs included in the skull, thorax,

nd abdomen; from the theoretical dread, that

he blood may be thrown upon interior parts, so

to aggravate the inflammation or produce con-

gestion. Tliis reasoning, though plausible, is fal-

lacious ; and is every day practically refuted, in

inflammations of the brain and its membranes.

Cold applied to the surface, not only acts as a

sedative to the superficial vessels, but by-and-bye,

operates equally a constiiction upon the deeper

seated, preventing their congestions, and hindering

the impetus of the sanguineous current to them.

Jjy derivation to other quarters, and by the wet-

sheet to reduce ^.'cneral fever, and to moderate the
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violence of local symptoms, cold may be applied,

with equal safety and advantage, to the chest or

abdomen, in inflammations of the membranes or

viscera within these cavities.

187. Partial cold baths constantly applied— as

to the hands, elbows, or knees, in acute affections

of the bauds or feet, are of great importance, as

local sedatives, to keep down permanently the

morbid action of a neighbouring organ or }jart,

whose blood-vessels it supplies. Those who attri-

bute this practice of Pricssnitz to his knowledge of

revulsion, do him injustice. It indicates hi;:licr

knowledge.

188. Cold water is the fluid best adapted for the

di'ink of man. It is indispensable to the existence

of organic matter—water constituting seven-

eighths of the entire weight of the body. The

same proportion of the solid food we eat is pure

water. Being free from all irritating, corrosive,

or corruptible ingredients, it does not injure the

most delicate structures which it permeates or

saturates. It separates, attenuates, dissolves all

other substances : as such it becomes the grand

vehicle of nutrition—cai-rying into the circulation

the new materials of growth or repair ; while it is,

at the same time, a menstruum to dissolve and
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cari-y off tlie wasted; useless^ or dead particles of

t'r.e frame. It confers upon the tissues that elas-

ticity, expansion, and movement, which tlieir

:anctions require. Hence it is manifest how much

of tliis bland, limpid fluid is necessary for the

•vants of the economy— to repair the waste con-

>;antiy taking place, and to replenish all the parts

tiiat woidd otherwise become dry and shrunk from

want of moisture. Besides this, there is every

reason to believe lhat, in the elaborate chemistry

of the living body, it is in part decomposed—its

elem.ents form new combinations ; and all go to

CTiri'v on tlie mysterious processes of life. Hence

those v, !io are dying of starvation, if they can pro-

eu:-e water, protract existence.

180. The free drinking of cold water increases

the appetite, improves digestion, braces the nerves,

invigorates the muscles, hardens the entire frame,

augments the animal spirits, clears the intellect,

calms tiie passions.

190. Cold water on an empty stomach excites

rc-r.ction ; so that the blood is immediately deter-

iiiined to that organ in greater abundance, and

v.ith a more healthy circulation. The juices

peculiar to it are secreted more largely. This

re-action is communicated, by sympathy, to otlicr
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parts of tlie body ; all the secretions are increased.

For the same reason, absorption is more rapid.

The necessary result of tliis state of things is a

keener sensation of hunger—a greater demand for,

and ability to dispose of food. The " change of

matter" is more rapid ; waste and supply are more

equable and proportionate. The used-up particles

are duly carried out of the system. The repair of

waste is more perfect. In short, the body is better

nourished. The free drinking of cold water some-

times incommodes beginners. But is is only a

temporary inconvenience, and passes oft' by perse-

verance.

CHAPTER V.

COMPARATIVE PRETENSIONS OF DRUG AND WATET,

MEDICATION, IN RENDERING THE AID NATURE

REQUIRES IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE.

191. Philosophical reasoning and research in

physiology and pathology lead to the conclusion,

that, there are no direct medicinnl means fur

extinguishing a morbid process, or rectifying
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(leransed action, in tlie animal economy. All

dt art can aim at—all that it can effect—is to

ptit the organism into the best condition to rectify

• own error of functions, or faults of structure

yj far as these are remediable) ; i.e., by the gradual

t valation or return of healthy action in the system

nerally, to quench, piece-meal, a jmrticidar local

-ease, or to correct a constitutional taint. For

Is purpose, the freest scope is given to the play of

r' organic functions.

192. From this undisputed premiss, an axiom

: practical medicine, it is a clear conclusion that

legitimate aim ofthephysician.,in treating disease,

merely to aid nature. Thus, the ^v?,i practical

ixim of the Father of Physic was, that nature

'jiie cures disease. If it be conceded that nature

cares, it must, on the other hand, be admitted

:];at she often kills, or allows to die. And, inas-

"ch as the efforts of the organic pjowers are often

iiulequale or shackled, medical art is created, and

ike aid of the pliysician invoked, to second nature

— to reiiiore the obstructions in her way, to control

/</-/• pou-'-rs v:heii crcr-ssive, to stimulate them when

urjectirf, and to recall her deviating steps into the

i -yhl path.

103. The rncaii-! of ai t, auxilliary to the efforts
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of nature in the cure of disease, have been, in all

past times, the subject of acrid and endless con-

troversy. The weapons of medical warfare, and

the tactics of practice, were adjusted to the pre-

conceived theories of the various sects and schools.

"What confusion, fallacy, and insufficiency must

there have been, in the operations of an art,

whose principles of practice were ever chang-

ing fashion with the prevalence of doctrines

fundamently erroneous ! How insecure the lives

entrusted to it ! Hov/ destructive its eflFects on

the natural progress of disease ! How little

trustworthy its practitioners ! Need wc wonder

at the mass of credulity and error which physic

presents—at the vacillating and contradictory

opinions of an eulightened profession.

194. In one point the various medical sects and

parties coalesced, or nearly so ; this was in respect

of the indications of cure—the general idea to be

acted on—the plan and intention to be pursued.

The chief difference regarded the particular means

of carrying into effect the leading idea or plan.

This unavoidable discrepancy arose from the igno-

rance of agents suited to effect directly the desired

results. Individual practitioners of less party bias,

or of more original observ;\tion, patronised those
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Tceapous of practice wliich accident or experiment

d taught thera, with more or less show of reason,

confide in.

195. The paramount error of the t-.vo predomi-

iut modern sects and systems, lies in cither douig

• 0 much (as iu the active or English sch.ool), or

;.i not doing enough (as in the passive, or ex-

ectante, French, method)—allowing, iii the latter

ise, morhid processes to run th.eir c jurse, without

interposing necessary checks; or alteuipting, ni

ihe former, to extinguish dise:i;.cd action by pow-

erful drugging—alternately draiiiir.g the nutrient

rices, and stimulating the prosti iite functions ;
in

jth cases, equally exhausting organic energy,

vasting, bootlessly, the vis iiisi'.a, ueitroying, in

j:eneral for ever after, the constitadi^nal stamina.

To drain the body of its vital fluids—to I'ake the

delicate internal structures by an incessant battery

of powders, pills, potions, tinctures, drops, and

boluses—seems to comprise, w ith a liost of practi-

tioners, the sum total of the heahng art. This,

indeed, serves to amuse the mind, and to fdl up

the time, of the patient, as well as to keep busy

the hands of the nurse, and tl:e shop of the

apothecary. J3ut the result of the whole is to

baffle nature's operations—ofien to prohibit,

always to postpone, recovery.
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196. Another corollary from the same philo-

sophic premiss is, that the encr(jy of the curative

power ivill be just in. proportion to the eneryy of

the natural vital actions. Now, we ask—wherein

does drug medication aid nature—wherein exalt

the vital powers ? Wliat, on the contrary, could be

more inimical to the return of healthy action in

the body—what could present a greater barrier to

the cure of disease—than a mode of treatment

which systematically and profusely wastes nature's

resources, and must plainly, therefore, subvert her

intentions ? What, we ask, could put a greater

impediment in the way of the curative power

exerting itself, than draining the body of its most

vital fluids by bleeding, evacaants, &c., and

raking the delicate, sensitive interior structures

with a heavy artillery of violently-acting medicines

of all sorts and complications—the more poisonous

and complex the better? We need not add to

these sources of exViaustion the still further debili-

tating effects of protracted pain, uneasiness, and

low diet. IVith the (Jiininuiion of power in the

body, diminishes the resistance to morbid processes.

Hence, the tedious, uncertain, half-and-half cures

by drugs, and the brcaking-up of the constitution

after courses of medical treatment. For just the

opposite reason, the sparinri of the cons^titi't^^"-!
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poioers in the water treatment, and the free scope

given them to do their oivn work, do we see the

most speedy and permanent cures accomplished

bv the new svstem.

197. It is clear, thereforCj that drug-practice

is neither safe, nature-like, nor efficacious. If it

aids nature, it is helping her backwards; it is

goiuK the wrong way to work : it interferes onlv

to thwart. It not only violates nature, however,

but the plainest teachings of pathological science.

For example : there are three fundamental doc-

trines of pathology—expressions of fact, so true

and so general, that they might be called laws of

morbid action. These are— 1. That disease most

readily and generally begins in the viscera of

ORGANIC LIFE ; i. 6 , iu the stomach, liver, bowels,

heart, and lungs ; and is thence propagated to the

organs of animal life, i. e., the brain and nervous

system. 2. That no one sinks under disease till

it has seriously invaded the viscera of organic and

animal life. .3. That the severity of all diseases

is regulated by the amount and character of these

visceral implications.

198. The evident deduction from these three

great laws or doctrines ofpathology is this, namely,

that to savefrom injury, or i/ritation, parts so sen-
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silive to injury, and so j)OV)erf'ul to resent it, should

be thefirst and paramount consideration in the treat-

ment of disease. But wliat is the actual fact ?

How does dmg-practice square with theory?

Most lamentable inconsistency ? The entire keep-

ing out of vieW; in fact, of these salutary truths, is

the crying evil, the damning error, of the system

of medicine we denounce. No matter in what

locality disease commences, these most delicate

organs, the tender mucous lining, and sensitive

abdominal nervous system, on whose integrity life

and life'.^ comfort depend—are made in every case,

insanely made, tlie scene of hostile operations, the

arena for deadly feats of drug experimentation-

are pre-eraineutly the localities chosen to be raked

by the grape-shot of the apothecary. No rest is

given to the unhappy stomach, the ill-fated butt

of all remedies, the scape-goat for the offences of

the v\'hole system ! The result of this gratuitous

tampering witli man's most sentient organic tex-

tures, is morbidly to afiect tlie centres of sensation

and motion, the sources of nervous influence and

vital power. What is the marvel of delirium and

stupor so often occurring in the active treatment

of acute diseases, and that the tumult into which

the oj ganic viscera are thrown by alternate drain-
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iuo- and stimulation slioukl be extended to the

brain ? In cbronic maladies^ in the same manner,

this injudicious interference equally reacts on the

brain, inducing numerous forms of hypochon-

driasis, if not positive insanity.

199. The drugging and drinking habits of

modern times, probably, lay the foundation of its

universal stomach ailments. Mere nervous irrita-

tion, or subacute inflammation of the stomach-

lining, is, by the primary excitement of drams,

drugs, and stimulant food received into it, goaded

on to a higher grade of inflammation, with increased

secretion. The i-esult of this extra morbid action

is, further to exhaust the vital endo\Yments of tlie

tissues, to superinduce, in the mucous membrane,

more intractable states of disease—worst of all,

lighting up fresh morbid sympathies in other

organs. Curable derangement of function is thus,

by degrees, converted into hopeless degeneration

of structure. The simple becomes complicated.

The whole fabric is shaken to its foundation, and

brought prematurely to its fall : or the patient

survives to drag out a life of suffering, a living-

death—as wretched in mind as disabled in body

—

the prey of gloomy terrors—haunted by phantoms

of his own fancy—devoured by secret griefs—

a
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.

burden to himself and a plague to all around him.

This is no imaginary portraiture, but the outlines,

at least, of the fiend Dyspepsia, in the several stages

of his progress under drug medication.

200. There is another great point as to the real

action of drugs, on -which the public, not to say the

profession, need enlightening. To deny that drugs

are occasionally efficacious, ^vould be contrary to

fact. This does not, however, impugn the funda-

mental proposition of the water-doctor, viz., tJiat

drugs have no innate, sjiecific, or occult property to

amend faults of function, or to rectify errors of

structure. Drugs only cure, inasmuch, and in so

far, as they promote an extra activity of one or more

of the grand excerning organs—the emiinctories or

drains of the system—the safety-valves of the living

mechanism. The most trustworthy and renowned

drugs are those
,
precisely , whose action on the excre-

tories is the best ascertained, and the most decisive.

The excretories referred to are the skin, bowels, and

kidneys.

201. This brings us to the very gist of the great

questions at issue between the Water-doctors

and. Drug-doctors respectively. The whole merits

of the controversy, the entire strength of theWater-

Cure's pretensions, lie in the answer to two simple

practical queries :—

•
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?202. 1st. Are drugs the most scientific, rational,

safe, aad efficacious means of curing disease ? We
believe we have proved, to a demonstration, that

they are not—that drug medication as a general

mode of treatment is insufficient, unphilosophical,

injurious—opposed at once to the first principles

of physiology, and to the soundest axioms of patho-

logical science—that they ought to be superseded,

and can be superseded, by better agencies.

203. 2nd. Can we bring about by water, and

its adjuncts of treatment, all the changes in the

animal economy wliich drugs, kc, are given to

effect ? This is the burden of proof that is laid

upon us ; and m'c shall joyfully sustain it. We,

the Water-doctors, ai e prepared toprove, inthe only

way which can render this sort of proof unequivocal

and decisive, viz
,
by the facts of actual practice,

that simple ivater, used in various ways, provokes

and exalts the physiological actions in question

more safely, certainly, and lastingly, than drug-

remedies. If this l)e tlie case—and we challena-e

refutation of the statement—a thick veil will fall

from the eyes of many. Simple water, variously

applied, will be seen to produce curative results

supposed, or said to belong only to the best directed

pharmaceutic resource! A very slight acquaint-
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ance with the curative effects of clrugs_, and with

the operations of nature, will sufSce to show—Avhat

no medical man can disprove—that medicines have

no salutary physiological action which water has

not.

204'. Herein, we trust, is the satisfactory solu-

tion of the great mystery that puzzles, equally, the

learned and the illiterate of our opponents, viz.,

the applicability of theWater system to all diseases

curable by drugs, and to many not curable by

drugs. We are told, daily, by physicians as well as

laymen, that if we claimed for the Water Cure a

pre-eminence of success in a few given diseases,

then its merits would at once be recognised. But

in their opinion, the idea of its general applicability

is an absurdity ; and they scruple not to call- us

arrant fools, enthusiasts, and madmen ! Clear-

sighted, charitable confreres! The careful reader

will plainly perceive, however, that these objectors

take a mere outside-glance into the svstem, and

do not appreciate its true philosophic bearings.

205. Understand, then, the fundamental and

irrefragable proposition of the Water-doctor—the

basis of the most scientific and successful system

of cure ever propounded to the world, namely,

i\i?it we possess no 7nedirine, no remedial agent or
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renonrce, uij ichick the functions of the animal

economy are controlled with so much certainti/,

safetij, andpromptitude, as by the varied uses of

icater, internally as icell as e.vlernally : or, in other

wordsj that water best accomphshes all the ends

of scientific niedicaL treatment.

206. Tiie appHcubiiity of the Water system to

the treatment of all curable diseases will further

be made apparent by a reference to the tactics of

medical practice—the objects sought in any given

case of treatment. The indications in the cure of

disease {\. e., tiiat which is pointed out by the

nature of the case to be done for its cure) do not

differ, as we have already seen, in any medical

system. The difference of medical sects and. sys-

tems merely relates to the means of carryiug out

the common objects of their common art. We
shall here specify the leading aims and. objects of

medical treatment, and contrast the agency used

thereto by the Drug-doctor and the Water-doctor

respectively. We shall then leave it to the reader

to deteiminCj witli which pi'actitioner rests the

superiority of the tools, the superiority of the work-

manship (the results achieved), and the superiority

of the science or art that dictates the rules and

modes of practice.

K 2
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207. The iudicatious of cure, as laid down by

the standard writers, ancient and modern, may be

drawn out into a long- list of trivial or superfluous

particulars
;

because, in fulfilling one indication,

we take the best means of performing another.

For example :—that which best determines to the

surface, will best relieve an internal congestion,

and vice versa ; that which best nourishes the

system with rich and pure blood, will best invi-

gorate the constitution, as well as best alter it :

best neutralize hereditary predispositions ; best

correct morbid taints ; all which things are laid

down to be acted on, among others, in a given

case. Philosophically analysed, the whole hst

resolves itself into two primary or leading indica-

tions, commensurate with the simplicity of diseased

action, M'hen reduced to its ultimate elements :— 1.

To deplete ; in more accurate language, to depress

excited action of the system. 2. To stimulate: in

more accurate language, to excite depressed action.

The indications, or intentions of treatment in all

diseases without exception, and the thei-apentical

action required of all remedial agents, are, accord-

ing to the circumstances of the case, either to

depress excessive action, or to stimulate deficient

action. In the successful fulfilment of either of
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these objects, exclusively, or both conjointly or

nlternately, consists the whole :ut and science of

healing. In the loss of balance of the circulatory

and nervous systems, lies the source of disease.

Hence morbid heats, or chills, malaise, pain, irri-

tation, impoverished blood, vitiated humours, and

often depraved habits, propensities, &c., are all

so many symptoms, whose material causes and con-

ditions are struck at in aiming to fulfil these two

grand leading indications. These may be subsi-

diarily treated for the temporary and partial relief

of the patient, Avho is hastening on to cure by

radical processes. Unfortunatelj^, Medicine too

often confines her aims only to the attack of sym-

toms, and, therefore, degenerates into a mere

palliation of suffering—leaving the funs malonun

untouched, and failing to cure when cure is attain-

able. Tiie innumerable cures of chronic, linger-

ing maladies (asthenic) daily taking place under

the Water Cure, proves how safely and success-

fully we rouse action in the torpid system. The

cases of violent fevers and acute inflammations,

attacks of rheumatism and gout, &c., quelled in a

few hours or days, by the refrigerating sheet, or

the revulsive perspiration, prove how mcII and

speedily excited action is reduced. Medicine, in

the former case, tries to flog up languid action by
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stimulating drugs —irritating' organic viscera that

sliould be soothed ; in tlie latter case, it reduces

excited action of the system^ by draining away the

vital fluids^ squandering the strength like a

thoughtless spendthrift, and sapping the constitu-

tion. Now, if the processes of the Water Cure be

proved, by the daily facta of practice, to be exactly

suited to fulfil the above indications, we can see,

point blank, its applicability to the treatment of

all curable diseases. That tiiis is daily proved,

we justly boast. And herein consist the extraor-

dinary remedial powers of the "Water Cure, in

every disordered condition of tho system that is

amenable to drugs. Neither is the action of our

remedy vague and undetermined, as is that of drugs.

Its doses, and effects, and modes of action, are

accurately appreciated, and can bf^ correctly gra-

duated, so as to accomplish, precisely, the end

desired, and no more. This is the virtue, this the

praise of the Water Cure— a praise wliich envy

cannot disalloiv— a virtue wliicli so])histry cannot

dispute. Thus, hydro-therapcnl ics is the only

part of therapeutics that deserves th.e name of

.cience—the oiily remedy that will neither disap-

point the calculations of the physician, nor deceive

the hopes of the patient.

.'308. The foundations of drug cure, are tlie
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opiulons of fallible experimenters. The founda-

tious of the Water Cure, are tlie deduced laws ot

the phrsiological actiou of water on the human

body.

.209. The foundation of the Water Cure is the

admitted fact, that it is the innate, self-preserving

poner of the living organism—the vis medicatrix

natirrce—e\Qy:teii with the least impediments from

injurious agents without or within the body, that

arrests the progress, and repairs the ravages of

disease.

210. The Water Cure, beyond all other medical

svstems ever before promulgated, co-operates with

the efforts of nature towards the restoration of

liealth, freeing the economy of incumbrances,

counteracting its irregularities, and expediting its

fuucdons, by meaus that do not lower, but, con-

trariwise, exalt the organic powers. No exhaust-

ing depletions are permitted. No internal irrita-

tion, by drugs, diverts the sanatory efforts of the

system. The organic actiou, when too strong, is

reduced by a Hcdativc, alike potent, safe, and

easily dosed ; and the organic action, when too

feeble is exalted by a stimiUaaf at once powerful

and innocuous.

211. Ttxe ijroce.HseH of Ihn ll 'aler Cure fulfil in the
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living system every indicatiou of practical medi-
cine. Herein lies its general applicability to the
treatment of all curable diseases. Herein consist

its extraordinary powers, as a remedial agent, in

every disordered condition of the system amenable
to drugs. The water measures are the fittest to

quell inordinate action of the heart, or to stimu-

late its flagging energies at will—to reduce fever

—abate heat—resolve spasm—allay irritation

—

provoke sweating—excite the kidneys—and to

impart tone to the stomach and bowels. Thus,

this simple element is made to accomplish all the

effects of stlmulcuds, sedatives, antispasmodics,

anodynes, diaphoretics, diuretics, tonics—the efl'ects

of mercury, opium, antimony, arsenic, digitalis,

iron, lead, copper, silver, salts, rhubarb, colocyntli,

oil, et hoc (jenus omne, without disturbing the

functions of the animal economy, as these must

inevitably do—and without the risks of accumu-

lation and consequent poisoning. We also realise

from water the good efl'ects of fomentation, lini-

ments, rubefacients, blisters, and other counter-

irritants or derivatives.

212. Drug - Medication leaves too little to

nature, and meddles too much with her restora-

tive efforts. The stimulus of drugs is directly
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addressed to the delicate and liiglily-sympjithisiiig

liniug of the stomach and bowels ; that is, to the

very structure whereiu the most vital operations

of the economy are carried on— irritating its tex-

ture, congesting its vessels, exalting its sensibi-

lities, and perverting its secretions. Thus, a gra-

tuitous burden is laid upon organs already

oppressed, and struggling to rid themselves of

obstruction. The reiteration of this unnatural

stimulus is the most likely means of converting

functional disturbance into organic alteration.

:21o. Drug-!Medication is essentially, and from

its very nature, symptomatic; it chiefly addresses

itself to symptoms. The Water Cure strikes at the

very core of disease— aiming to alter the primary

material conditions that keep it up. This aim is

successful in all cases wlieu the restorative powers

are not worn out, or the organic changes not too

far gone to be irretrievable. The necessary result

of the drug, or .symptomatic Ireatment of disease,

is, that it stops sliort with tiie relief of symptoms,

while the fons nwloru.a is untouched. Hence,

regarded in its best light, it is but a palliative

system—deadening .sensibilit}', or giving a truce

to .suffering—.stopping the progress of a conflagra-

tion, but never repairing its ruin. This the powcr.s
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of nature can alone effect, and do effect, albeit t

tliM^arted and enfeebled by the blind interference

of drug-erapiricism.

214. The search after specifics, engendered by
such mere symptomatic treatment, is as unphiloso--

phical iu theory, and as bootless in result, as the

search after the cV/./.v/- rif(c. It has only ended in

,

stultifying the healing art and its professors. As
examples of the trcatracut of mere names and.

symptoms, instead of diseased conditions them--

selves, we have to mention dropsy, hoemorrhages,

fits, spasms, breathlessness, (asthma,) cough,

nausea, indigestion, constipation, purging, cuta-

neous eruptions, headaches, and aches and pains-

of all sorts. These are all attempted to be quelled

by some specific or other ; and every day new !

specifics are sought, announced, and lauded, for^

these symptoms, as well by the scientific drug,

practitioner as by the illiterate pretender ; while,

the effect of this limited mole-eye view of the;

subject is, to absorb the attention in mere symp-j

toms, and to neglect to look out on the more com- ij

prehensive horizon of treatment. ^Vlience the

failure to grasp and grapple with the pathological

conditions of the organs, of which these symptoms •

are but the index—the warning voice of the
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organism lifted up (to those who understand its

accents) to proclaim its derangements, and to

invoke the helping hand of science to restore

them

.

215. After all, the specific action of medicines

on disease is really not known. In a given case,

a routine of remedies is gone through—till, by

chance, the physician stumbles on the right one,

or, alas 1 kills his patient. Experience thus bhovvs

what is useful and what is baneful. The design

is rational; the means are empirical; and not

only so, but replete with danger. Drugs are not

only uncertain and baneful in themselves, but

cioubly so, from the discrepancies of medical

opinion as to their doses and effects. Hence, the

dose sanctioned by cue school of medicine is

declared by another to be poisonous!

\Vii!i <!i.-ciil<' whim Doctor.-: di^Hgree
?""

.'il6. Fiora llie preceding obso'vations, then, it

will be manifest that the Water Cui'C sii)ii)lifies

the treatment of disease, and reduces, the ca.tuloguo

of lemedics. It Ijanishes from the ar.->enal of

physic a ho'<t of deadly weapons— tlu; lancet, the

leech, and dreaded iniueral and vegetable prepa-

rations, v/ho.;c proper u.^^c is in tlie arts of life, and
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which were never intended by the Author of

Nature for the stomach of mortals.

217. Even when administered hy the most skil-

ful hands, drugs are not without danger—indeed,
they daily prove deadlj^, and are, essential^,

poisons. In delicate constitutions, the smallest

doses produce the greatest havoc —often depositing

a seed of disease that takes root and vegetates for

long after.

218. In the Water Cure, on the contrary, there

is no danger at all, unless by very gross mis-

management. The accidents under water treat-

ment, even in unskilled hands, are not to be

compared to the danger of bleeding, and the

administration of powerful drugs by the most

experienced physicians of the allopathic school.

219. No matter what a person's chronic

malady may be, he cannot continue for a few

weeks or months under drug-medication, M-ith-

out the supervention of some derangement of the

stomach.

220. The modus operandi of drug medication

is as unscientific as it is unsatisfactory. It is liable

to one great objection :—Its principle is to draw

out one disease by letting in another— to introduce

moi bid action into soimd parts, in order to restore
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healthy action to disordered parts— giving exit to

a natural disease, by giving entrance to an arti-

ficial one. Irritable viscera are still further irri-

tated by combinations and alternations of purga-

tives, emetics, sudorifics, diiiretics, stimulauts,

sedatives, bitters, tonics, carminatives, &c. The

effect of this jiell-mell medication is, to throw the

viscera into tumult and disorder, which extends to

the brain. The passage of arsenic and antimony,

of senna and salts, rhubarb and colocynth, bark

and wine, croton oil and castor oil, creosote and

colchicum, turpentine and vitriol, calomel and cor-

rosive sublimate, lunar caustic and copperas,

broom-tops and fox-glove, prussic acid and opium,

minerals and metals, acids and alkalis, in all kinds

of dose and combination, forces unusual secretions

and excretions from the intestinal canal—deter-

mining an unnatural afflux of blood to its tissues,

to .supply wliich other parts are robbed. The

result is, at the very best, a tedious struggle

towards recovery— a slow and prolonged conva-

lescence—and a shatterqd constitution for the rest

of life. Wliat else could arise from the faulty

principle of Art coercing Nature—dictating her

channels of relief— neglecting her indications

—

fettering her powers — and staking the whole
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success of the case on the efficacy of fallacious

anci dangerous remedies.

The modus operandi of the Water Cure, ou the
other hand, is much more accordant with philo-

sophic intentions of treatment, as well as infinitely-

more satisfactory in effect. Avoiding a violent

local action, its aim is to exalt the healthful action
of the system at large. It seeks to subdue internal

irritations by securing intenser action of the sur-

ftice-to take out of the body that which deranges
it, by bringing into free operation its Ovvn inherent

powers—summouiug up all its own energies to

the rescue of the organism. The minute, complex,

and delicate structure of vital organs, is not tam-
pered with by hazardous experimentation. The
parts arc not sacrihced to preserve the whole;
nor, in order to drive disease from an old lurking

place, is it necessary to establish irritation in a new
and previously healthy locality. Sufficient coun-

teractive action is set up by exalting the functions

of parts that are sound. For example :— by
appropriate diet, water-drinking, and exercise,

the digestive and nutritive powers :iie highly

invigorated; by daily active excitement of the

skin, by fomentations, perspirations, baths of all

sorts, compresses, &c., tiic pores are opened, and
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its elimiuating functions augmented, so as to

throw off morbid elements lodging in the system.

The whole efforts of curOj in short, are addressed

to the organs of waste and suppl}^— the skin,

stomach, and l}oweIs. Their functions being got

into the most perfect condition, morbid processes

are found to decline. Simultaneously with the

removal of some internal complaint, an eruption

often occurs on the surface, or a discharge of fluid

issues from the skin, kidneys, bowels, &c. Hence

the foundation of the humoral pathology—
the ground for the belief that there is a true elimi-

nation—a critical evacuation cither of morbid

elements, or of the effete materials of the frame.

On these phenomena the doctrine of ciusis is

based. The "Water- doctor in his methodus mcdendi

acts on the hints which nature thus gives

—

imitates the course of her crises— follows the

routes she takes—and aims at the ends that she

accomplishes.

.222. The Water treatment of acute diseases is

the most purely antiphlogistic imaginable— the

medication at once most consonant to the feelings

of the patient, and best befitting the pathological

condition of his organs. The very instincts of a

person labouring under fcvci', or inflammation, are
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towards cold drinks and cold ablutions. But if

only dipping the hands into cold water be so

refreshing to a patient parched with feverish heat,

how mnch more so must it be to have tlie entire

bodv cooled by a sadden affusion of cold water, or a

plunge into a cold bath ? Innumerable have been

the cures of violent fevers by patients plunging into

cold water in their delirium. The critical sweat,

so much extolled by the older physicians, is thus

surely determined. Though perspiration is the

most common mode of the spontaneous cure of

acute diseases, yet nature is left free to select any

other outlet, without the constraint, violence, and

tumult that drugs impose.

In ERUPTIVE FEVERS, agaiu, by cooling the sur-

face, the internal irritation is diminislied ; for. the

amount of the one is the measure of the other.

The eruption, in these cases and others, is but the

transferred irritation of an important interior

organ to the surface. Tlie reduction of this in-

ternal irritation (which is the fans mahrum) is

further promoted by the withdrawal of all stimu-

lating ingesta, whether food, drink, or drugs.

The paramount excellence of the Water Cure

treatment is the /proscription of the farrago of

drugs that interferes with the natural progress of
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the disorder, under the pretext of cooling, sweat-

ing, acting on the kidneys or bowels, altering the

secretions, lowering the pulse, &c. Morbid secre-

tions within are diluted or M ashed away by copious

potations of Cold Water. Matters remaining in

the bowels that might augment the ii-ritation are

removed by the same means, or by mild lave-

ments. The principal focus of morbid action

—

tlie starting point of the malady—is appeased by

fomentations. N vttre is thus aided, abetted,

and led forward in the course of her sanative

operations, without the drawback of those present

sufferings, and future liabilities, which are the

results of violent medication, or meddlesome

practice.

CHAPTER YI.

COMPARISON or THE RESOURCES OF DRUG AND

WATER TREATMENT, TN THE DISEASES Or MSOT

COMMON OCCURRENCE.

It now remains to pass in review, and offer a

few comments on, the general principles of

L
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TREATMENT^ in the diseases of most commou oc-

curreuce—those for which the aid of mediciue

is most resorted to. This we shall do without

any reference to formal order, or nosological

arrangement ; first discussing acute, then chronic

maladies.

IXFLAJIMATIONS.

224. We enter not here on the question, how far

the faculty have lieen led away by a mere name—an

" ignis fatuus" of their own minds ; —how far a

false theory and interpretation of the simplest

morbid phenomenon—the mere symptom of the

diminished action and incipient decomposition of

a tissue, and which, when not traumatic, is a lesion

consequent to a constitutional derangement ;—we

inquire not how far this error of theory has led to

an error of practice, as wasteful of human life as

ever the sword has been. Our present object only

concerns treatment.

225. We shall first speak of inflammation of the

SEROUS MEMBRANES, and of the PARENCHYMATOUS

(solid) VISCERA of the scull, chest, and belly.

Here copious blood-letting, generally to fainting

(if the patient be at all able to bear it), is the

initiatory measure of treatment—the " anchor of
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hope"—the "nnicu sahis' of tlie ortliodox. Other

evi^cuants are next called to the rescue of the

patient ; always purgatives and diaphoretics. More

acute observers have learnt to tsnpersede even all

these by an emetic— certainly a more philosophic^

safe, and successful practice, if it were only for its

revulsive elFccts, in the commencement of disease.

"When the strength of the complaint (at all events,

the strength of the patient) has been In'oken by

this assault of heavy artillery—to appease the

tumult of the oi-g,auism thus excited, and to dis-

lodge tlie enemv from his remotest and seeretest

lurking-places, calomel and opium are given to

promote ra[)id salivation; invoking agaia, if the

enemy be at all refractory, bleeding, coup sur

rrjnp, in the h.eroic i.nannor of our excellent friend,

M. Bouilland : wiih leeches or cupping in due

dose; blister.-!, dres-cd with mercurial ointment;

and (li'f'tt (ib--<'Ai<y. This is pretty nearly the

standard, and almost universal practice in modern

times, in infiammatioa of th.c brain aiid its mem-

branes ; of the heart and Imigs, and their mem-

branes; of tlic liver and uterus, and tli^ir cover-

ings; and of the peritoueal coat of the stomach

and intestines.

220 Such are the intentions of treatment

—

I. 2
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suclithe orthodox modes of their fulfilment. That

they answer their end depends verymuch on the dis-

cernmeut and tact of the physician—the due time

and ciicumstances at and under which they are

practised—and the limits that are maintained, the

" Ultra citraquc uequit oonsistei'o rcetinn.''

As it is, it is a question, how far the mortality is

the resixlt of the treatment rather than of the

disease. Those who fortunately (or unfortunately)

escape death, often surviving to encounter a worse

in the eternal malaise of a broken constitution

—

mutilated in a warfare for which there is the

recompense neither of pension nor glory.

3.27. A word on blood-letting. This is an unjusti-

fiable measure in any case— a practice that receives

no sanction from the lights either of recent chem-

istry, physiology, or pathology. Whj^ this haste to

draw blood, in inflammations and fevers? Is an

undue quantity of blood the sura and substance of

inflammation or fever? Will the abstraction of

blood essentially change the proportion of the

morbid constituents of the rest ? Tlie mere dimi-

nution of the quantity of blood in a part can

never cure an inflammation—is the wrong way to

correct the faulty qnalitics of the blood— is the

way, in fact, to perpetuate them. The fluids are
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vitiated iu qualityj and the solids that move them

are lowered ill vitality. The true science of the-

rapeutics can never sanction such an absurdity

and cruelty as the measure iu (juestion.

2:28. In inflammation of the .mucous mem"

13RAXES, mercury and general bleeding are both

contra-indicated—by good observers, at least,

avoided. Local bleeding is mainly depended on.

This measure among the Broussaisists, is an enor-

mous abuse. In iullammation of the lining of the

air-tube.--, antimony is considered as essential to

success ; if there be no gastric irritation to forbid

its use. Sow, the indications of treatment being

the same, can the same ends be answered by the

processes of the AYater Cure? 'We reply, Yes!

more efficaciously, more promptly, more safely.

22;j. 1. Tlie indication to subdue excessive vas-

cular action, and to allay inordiiuite nervous irrita-

tion, is brouirht about M'ith far less damage to the

constitution, by the due use of wrung sheets, or by

cold or tepid affnsion.s,—both of w hich procedures

can be so graduated, as in the course of a few

hours to reduce to ])ulse (if need be) " to the

smallest thread and to calm perfectly the most

threatening nervous excitation—even maniacal

violence. 2. Local excitement will be l educed by
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cold lotions or evaporating baudages to the head,

cTiest, or belly."" 3. The bowels will be got to

operate perfectly by enemata of cold water
;
aided,

if requisite, by the cold dash over the abdomen.

4. Diaphoresis and diuresis will be excited by

copious potations of cold water : the former may

be kejit up to any extent by tlie proper manage-

ment of the hot-water fomentations. 5. Paiu^ or

general uneasiness^ tossing, irritability, and sieep-

inesSj will be marvellously allayed by the wet

sheet. 6. Food will lie withheld in the first

onset] then, as the vital powers I'alJy, as the

stomach becomes able to digest, and the patient

inclined to eat, it will be given according to the

necessities of the case, and the discretion of the

» Cold externally, as a vcfvigcvaut, is almost universally liad

recourse toby praetitiouors in eases of inflammation of the brain

and its nieinbranes—organs considered the most delicate to deal

with, and the most to resent any maltreatmeut. Why not employ

its confessedly powerful aid in inflammations of other prime

viscera, as the liuins, heart, stomach, intestines, bladder, and

uterus ; and in hoemorragfe from these organs ? The objection

that by such means, the blood -would congest or accumulate in

internal parts, so as to aggravate tlie inflammation, is a mere

theoretical di-ead. Cold -water properlj- made to bear upon an

an inflamed organ, diminishes the qnautity of the circulating

fluid in the part, as ivell as breaks the impetus of the blood

going to the suifcring organ. Tlie sedation of the surface and

the constriction of the superficial vessels, operated by cold,

extends to the deeper- seated part;-.
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practitiouef. The result of tliese measures will

be— 1 . Eftectually to cut short the most violent

acute tllseases in their first assault. 2. To render

impossible the complications that confer upon

them tlicir fatality. 3. The perfect re-establish-

meut of the patient's health in a very few daj's;

often in a fe-.v hours. Lastly. To avoid the oft

irrecoverable shock to the constitution sustained

by the large draughts on t\\e "pabahun vitce"—
tlie clement of its strength and integrity ; and to

escape the damage accruing from the irritation of

the organic tissues by tlie unnatural stimulus of

drug>. This double drain on the vital powers

lays tlie foundation of^ perhaps, one-half of

clironic maladies.

FEVEK.

:1']0. Tevcr is another of those abstract terms

" embodying forth " an altered circulation or

impaired composition of the blood. How far the

received distinctions of fever indicate essential

differences in its nature ; or are mere modifica-

tions induced by variation in the grade of the

primarj' nervous lesion, or in the seat of the sub-

sequent visceral irritation— it is not for us here to

discus-. Our object only lies with treatment.
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The proper management of a bad case of fever

calls forth the best curative efforts of the phy-

sician, and, because of its difficulties, is admitted

to be the truest test of his genius. According to

the course fevers usually run under ordinary drug

medication, there is requisite the skill, coolness,

and courage of a general who has to conduct a

retreat, with a powerful army pressing on the

rear, and dispirited, and ill-provided— sometimes

refractory—troops to convey through a wasted

territory,

231. With the old tactics, the dangers to be

avoided in the treatment of fevers (as the ordinary

epidemic fevers of tliis country), are— 1. Too

profuse antiphlogistic measures in the beginning :

and—2. A delaj' iu the use of stimulants, in the

latter stages, till the powers of life are sunk too

low. It will be conceded by every experienced

practitiouev, that in fever, as in childbirth, we

should never do more than is necessary ; a meddle-

some, practice is not more injurious in the one

case than in the other. The strength is to be

husbanded, in order to give the fiiirest chance for

the triumph of the constitutional powers, in the

struggle that is to folloM'—and to get the patient

through the collapse and the complications that
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coustitvite clic ditticultics of treatment, and become

the causes of death. A prying look-oiit for^ and

and early attack of, complications, is the most

anxious duty of the practitioner, as on the result

hinges failure or success. Cleanliness, coolness,

and free yentilation are iiulispcnsable under any

treatment.

232. So far, there is very little disagreement

among physicians. The matters of controversy are

the best modes of accomplishing these ends. The

amount and kind of depletion, by which alone, in

the doctrine of the schools, fever could be cut

short, in its first assault
;

o)', failing that, its

intercurrent complications removed—have been

the subject of as acrid and endless a warfare, as

the dispute as to its essential or symptomatic

nature. The due reduction, by v.hatever means,

of the excitement that distinguishes the first stage

of ctiTumon fevers ; and the due administration of

stinmlauts (as to time and quantity) in the de-

[)rc.s.siou that mai'ks the after-ytages—have been

hitherto the nicest problems to solve in the whole

circle of practical medicine. To Dr. Graves is

due the credit of li.vviiig established valid indica-

tions fa-s to time) for the safe employment of the

latter. The former point, it is hoped, will now be

alike decisively settled.
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233. Local bleeding, for the compliiiitioiis of

fever, has been agreed upon by most modern

pathologists. General bleeding has received, and

very properly, fewer partisans. It is a canon

admitted by all, that the plilegmasitc complicating

low types of fever cannot be treated so actively

as when not so combined—and on the principle of

sparing the constitutional powers for the subse-

quent struggle. Dr. Billing and ^I. Bouillaud,

however, do not recognise this exclusion of aclive

treatment. They contend, that the depression and

debility characterising low (typhoid) fevers do not

prove a deficiency of blood, or an inability to bear

its abstraction, but a deterioration of its quality,

and local congestions of vital structures. Bleed-

ing, they assert, takes off this inward load, and

relieves the labouring circulation — making it

fuller and less frequent. This reasoning is just,

as regards the pathological state, and the pi'tmary

effect of bleeding. But the remedy is as fatal as

the disease, and must be so. Many patients,

indeed, recover—escape ; but few regain tlieir

former health. The majority of physicians, how-

ever, Avith Dr. Stokes, Graves, Ellioton, Bright,

and Addison, at their head, inculcate much more

reserve in the use of venesection in such cases.

234. Excessive purgationin fever is a crying abuse
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and i:i almost au article of British medical faitli

since tlie publicatiou of Dr. Hamilton's well known

v,-ork ; always excepting the Dublin medical school.

Conceive the irritation^ even on a health}' stomachj

liver, and bowels, of large doses of calomel and

jalap, salts and senna, ipecacuanha and aloes, castor

oil and rhubarb : with adjuvautia" of opium and

hyoscvamus, musk and and antimor.y, nitre and

digitalis.

235. The plan of Dr. Carrie has been unme-

ritedly neglected. Kis cold iiiFusion in fevers was

never attacked, for it coukl not be controverted.

In any other age than that of Ijudding pathological

tlieories, it would have found a large school of

partizans. The absorption in another line of stu-

dies, of the minds that could have given a lead to

the practice, or established it in fashion, and the

apathy of the rest, led the profession to counte-

nance, rather than confront, the popular prejudices

against it. The Father of Physic ap))reciated tlie

effectsof cold w ater in controlling fevers, and utei'iue

iKcmorrhages ; and had he had a glimpse of the

lights of modern cliemistry and physiology, would

doubtless have been content witli its agency alone

in the treatment of these and other diseases. Ac-

cordingly it reached only the rank of a subsidiary
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i-cmetly with Lis successors. Dr. Currie deserves

well of the profession, and of humauitj^, for his

philanthropic efforts to make known the virtues of

cold water in fevers. Notwithstanding its present

disuse, cold affusions in fevers have the sanction of
'

the best modern teacliers. It lias always been our
" sheet-anchor.'^

236. The simplest British practice in fevers we
find recorded, is the most successful—that of Dr.

Jordan Lynch, in the worst districts of London
(Lancet, Dec. 14, 1839) . After ratlier brisk firing

in the commencement of the attack—an emetic

with a purgative of calomel and rhubarb and jalap

;

he confined the patient to three drachms of com-

mon salt to a pint of tt ater in twenty-four hours :

Avith plenty of cold spring water to drink : adding to

the mixture, as the symptoms improved, a drachm

of muriatic acid ; with effervescing soda powders,

till convalescence was complete : supporting

the strength with beef-tea and porter. This is the

most rational practice^ within the pale of orthodoxy,

that we have heard of in this country. The result

was commensurate with its sense and simplicity.

Of ninety-seven cases, not one died : and the re-

covery took place iu as many days, as it required

weeks with the usual routine.
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237. Let us now compare the old tactics in

fever with the ucw. The loss of blood (not to speak

of its subsequent morbid results to tlie constitution)

produces at the time an '^^
irritative'' or pseudo-

fever, which is often mistaken for real : and the

bane is often used asraiu and a2:ain for the antidote,

till the case is beyond either experimentation or

cure. The medicinal means^ " sanctioned by tlie

highest authorities/' for reducing fever, leave be-

hind the track of their progress in the shape of

organic irritations_, which in turn become new ob-

jects of treatment. So that in such cases it is

extremely difficult to say, how much of the organic

lesion or functional disturbance met -with, is the

result of the treatment, and how much is the

effect of the disease.

238. The AVater-cure processes subdue all the

abnormal action of fever, without leaving any new

materials of irritation. A gi eater or lesser num-
ber of wrung-sheet applications, or of the cold or

tepid affusions, not only abstracts morbid heat,

but reduces inordinate vascular action, and quells

excessive nervous irritation. Cold lavements aid

in the same object ; while they effect the necessary

evacuations. (Jold drinks assuage the thirst, cool

the stomach, dilute its crudities, a:ul facilitate their
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propulsioUj attenuate the viscid blood, excite per-

spiration, and provoke urine. If the brain is the

great focus of irritation, cohl lotions constantly

renewed—with derivatiunto tlie extremities and siu*-

face, by the wet sheet fomentation, by the hip-bath

by the shallow-bath, and by the foot-bath—soon

su^bdue morbid violence. That, thus are accom-

plished all the ends that nature requires for the

removal of diseased action, is apparent by the

happy result. We appeal to facts alone for the

settlement of this question. Let every practi-

tioner who has the interest of humanity and

science (and not the sordid gains of a calling) at

heart, try the Water-Cure processes, as v:c have

very feebly endeavoured to develope its principles

and practice. The issue will decide him. No

words will then be necessary to conciliate parti-

zanship : no arguments will l)e of avail to stagger

confidence. He will then need to fear no com-

plications in fever. His ministry and his anxiety

will both be terminated before it had seriously

begun, under the old incendiary discipline. But

will men be found disinterested enough to forego

the fees? We rate the virtue of the best men

in the profes.sion higher tlian to tliink they will

not.
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ERCrTlVli DISEASES.

.'239. AVe select small pox, for a single illustrative

remark, Avhich is equally applicable, mutatis

luutaiulis, to scarlet fever. In uiild cases, the

ordiuarv cooliug regimen, or even tliey'ar' nieatc

practice, uill suttice to conduct safely through the

disease, and to prevent its malignant forms ; which

are now happily rarely seen, but still occasionally

met with. In the latter cases, when the eruption

is confiueut, danger arises from two opposite

sources, either from excessive or defective action.

If trom the former cause, steady perseverance in

the sedative water-processes will diminish the

violence of the inflammatory symptoms, and

speedily amend tlic threatening character of the

disease. If from the latter cause—danger from

defective action—when the pustules are iiumerous,

but small, badly developed, and pale—when the

pulse is rapid and conti'actcd, and the heart beats

rather from its organic irritability (which disease

is fast quenching) than from its muscular energy,

then the stimulant poMcr of water (as already

explained in its proper place) must be had recourse

to. f>dd affusion, suddenly aiul rapidly per-

formed, may so exalt the sinking vitality, and

rally the energies of the organism, as favourably

to decide the issue of the malady.
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GOUT AXD RHEL'.MATISM.

210. These are cognate diseases—twiribrotliers iii

patliology. The source of the couslitntional dis-

turbance is tlie excess of uica and uric acid salts

in tlie blood. Tiiis niaferies morbi, again, is the

product of the distui bcd functions of the alimen-

tary caual, or of the retained elements of excre-

tions. The object of treatment is usually to

eliminate these morbid materials, and so relieve a

present attack. 'JMic means that do so, it is

admitted, cannot correct the organic disposition

or functional derangement that creates the disease.

The free excretion of uric acid, by means of

colchicum, or by benzoic acid (which converts it

into soluble salts), is one of the i'ew instances of

a suitable adaptation of means to ends, in the

symptomatic treatment of disease, sugge&ted.

hitherto by the mutual lights of chemistry and

pathology. It is after all the mere removal of an

effect of disease. But, unless great care be used,

the remedj'' is so noxious, that it will raise a

demon in the system as bad as that which it is

invoked to lay. The best drug medication has

always failed, and must necessarily iail, to touch

the cause of the disease.

241. It -would be easy to present here a long

array of the means renowned in the cure of gout
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and rheumatism ; and used with partial success.

The principal of these are blood-letting, the hot or

vapour-bath, emetics, purgatives, diuretics, aud

diaphoretics, iu all possible varieties aud combina-

tions. Is it not in virtue of their opening the

excernent outlets, and by this action solely and

exclusively (and not by any occult properties they

are supposed to possess) that the resources in

question exercise any curative agency ? Does not

this theory explain the similarity of results obtained

by the most different plans of treatment, and kinds

of drugs, in the practice of contending sects?

The effect, the goal is one ; the means to it are

juany—the roads different, but all converging to

the same point. Nature seems to make even the

errors and passions of men contribute to her ends.

Nolens vohns, intentionally or unintentionally,

the eliminating organs are, in the pell-mell of

medicines, stimulated to increased activity. Could

these ends be missed in the random prescription

of calomel and opium, salts and senna, colchicum

and guaiacum, iodide of potass, and cream of

tartar, ipecacan and antimony, rhubarb and jalap,

aconite and belladonna, saisaparilla and bark^

morphia and camphor, prussic and Spanish flies,

iodine and arsenic ? Is not this long catalogue of

M
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accredited remedies a satire on the " Divine art"
—a confession of its impotence;—an acknowledg-
ment that, open sutiiciently nature's own excre-
tories—put her in the train to do her own work—
and it matters little what means do so; always
taking care to use the means least costlv to the
constitution—allies the least likely to tkke the
place of the enemy they are called to eject.

242. With the old tactics, the complications of
acute rheumatism—pericarditis and endocarditis—
require early diagnosis and prompt treatment to
avert present death, or to avoid future disability.

The bellows-murmurs set up in tlie heart and
great vessels, consequent to bleeding coup sur coup,
are the mere effects of the abstraction of blood

;

but are often mistaken and treated for the endo-
caxditic complications. To these complications,

undetected and untreated, are owing four-fifths at

least of the chronic heart diseases, so often mis-
taken for essential asthmas, and the cause of

innumerable dropsies. Dr. Hope's well-known
treatment of rheumatism was sure to avert this

mischief Mr. Wigan's (of Brighton) mode of

giving powdered colchicum in eight-grain doses

every hour, till active vomiting, profuse perspira-

tion, copious purging or diuresis, is the most
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summary atid successful plan for strong subjects.

Here, too, we have another apt illustration of our

theory of the modus operandi of really curative

agents—that they operate physiologically, not

chemically.

Let us compare, with the drug-treatment in

question, the simple and nature -like processes of

the Water Cure. The wet sheet or sweating

blanket, with plenty of air, exercise, plain diet,

and pure water internally and externally in various

^avs—constitute its sum and substance. What

activity of the excretories can any drug of the

long catalogue cited, effect, that is not more

promptly, certainly, and safely effected by the

water measures? What excitement of the circu-

lation will not the wet sheet quell? Yv hat pains

will not its general fomentation allay? What

morbid elements will not its powerful exudation

eliminate? Will any medicine, or combination of

medicines, equal these effects ? The ample exer-

cise, the air, the diet, the regular hours, the calm

of the passions, arc more potent means for des-

troying the gouty acidity and diathesis, re-

establi.shing the digestive vigour, and consolidating

the constitution, than drug-medication, or minera

waters, ever did, or ever can, pretend to.

M 2
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243. Neuralgia is perhaps another member of
the same fomily. Is not the seat of suffering

identical in all the three—the fibrous neurilema?
Are they not all marked by periodicity? This
disease is too often confounded with inflammation,

and treated accordingly. 'Tliis is the case witli

pains of the head, chest, abdomen, and uterus.

The differential diagnosis is not difficult, but nice.

The water processes will afford the best means of

radical cure. The only chance of permanent relief

is by exalting the general health.

DROPSY.

244.. It was, long ago, clearly made out by the

Freuch pathologists, and is now pretty generally

recognised by the British (thanks to Dr. O'Beirne),

that obstruction of some of the venous trunks is

the cause of dropsy. The consequent distension

of the venous ramifications is relieved only by the

pouring out of serum into the shut cavities, or

the cellular tissue.

245. In this disease, the two essential indica-

tions of treatment are— 1. To promote the activity

of the absorbents ; and—2. To correct or relieve

the structural lesions that are the fons jnalorum.

Bleeding is very often adopted with the former
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view (and sometimes without any view at all, by

routine practitioners) ; if diuretics are to he used,

venesection can scarcely be dispensed with, as

Dr. O'Beirne has well shown ; the best diuretics

often failing before, seldom after, bleeding. We
AYe admit the temporary triumph here—the relief

to the effects of obstruction, by unburdening the

loaded veins. But, to bleed these debilitated

patients, who are generally old or broken-up

people—is to rob their already too-impoverished

blood of its small residue of vital constituents,

and cannot fail eventually—by weahening the

coats of the vessels, and the action of the heart

—

to confirm the morbid tendency. The factitious

support of the strength by gin and brandy, as

counselled by this clever practitioner, will only

tend to the same result. If this disease is to be

radically cured, the structural lesions that cause

it are to be alleviated or corrected. Means that

restore the strength and enrich the blood are

the most hkely to secure the conquest gained.

246. In dropsy, as in most other diseases treated

orthodoxically, the weapons of warfare are chiefly

directed to the attack of symptoms ;
and their

exclusive object is to compel a violent effort of

nature's own drains. This is accoraphshcd by
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stimulating bydragogues and diuretics—jalap and
juniper, elaterium and squills, calomel and nitre,

broom-tops and fox-glove, &c. But tbe removal

of tbe serous accumulation is by far tbe least balf

of tbe cure. Tbe strengtb bas to be supported—
tbe blood bas to be enricbed—congested viscera

have to be unloaded—biliary secretion bas to be

rectified—sleep to be secured—local pains or

general malaise to be relieved. Tbe difficulty of

accomplisbing all tbis, v/hile tbe organism is being

belaboured by tbe battering train referred to, may
easily be conceived ! How do tbe simple water

processes subjugate tbis disease ?

247. Pressure, it is well known, gives activity to

tbe absorbents—cold increases tbe contraction of

tbe capillaries. Here we bare two conditions for

tbe removal of a dropsical collection. Tbe sballaw-

batb of tepid or cold water, witb long-continued

and firm friction, promotes derivation, beat, and

absorption ; and tbus rebeves tbe loaded cellular

tissue or serous cavities, and the congested con-

dition of tbe viscera:—tbe wet-sbeet fomentation

in sufficient dose to open tbe outlets of tbe skin—

and beating bandages tightly applied over tbe

seats of effusion, will contribute to the desired

ends. Exercise will additionally promote the
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activity of the excerneut organs and of tlie

absorbent vessels—facilitating waste and necessi-

tating supply. Appetite will arise. Digestion

will improve. The too serous, or too fibrinous

state of the blood will be corrected. The copious

and systematic drinking of water, while it aug-

ments the activity of the skin and kidneys, will

afford at once a menstruum for dissolving, and a

vehicle for conveying away retained elements.

Y\'e leave it to the unprejudiced to decide which

of these means, drug-medicatiou or water-tactics,

gives fullest scope to the conservative powers of

the economy, to clear away both the effect and the

cause of disease.

HOjIMORRHAGES.

2-18. "We refer here, of course, to internal

hcemorrhages—the province of physic, not of

surgery. The old mode of subduing the excessive

varicular action of haemorrhages (in most cases the

effect of hoBmorrhage, not the cause) by copious

blood-letting, according to the strength of the

patient— is now yielding to tartar emetic and

ipecacuanha in nauseating doses : a transition-

state, we trust, to the simple Water-tactics. The

closing of the orifices of the bleeding vessels is
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sought to be accomplished by the coagiilum formed
m a state of depression. Is this coagidatioii in
the extreme vessels the ?mdus operandi of the more
dii-ect hosmostatics, ergot of rye, gallic acid,

tanine, acetate of lead, and turpentine ? Or is it

by simple constriction of the capillaries, in the

same way as cold primarily operates to restrain

bleeding ? The latter is most probably the true
theory of the operation of anti-hoemorrhagic

remedies. If it be so, why go about to restrain a

bleeding by the tedious and dangerous mode of

circulating a poison through the system, for accom-

plishing whatCold Water does promptly, certainly,

and safely ? In bleeding from the lungs, stomach,

bowels, bladder, or uterus, cold can be made to

bear both internally and externally, and to achieve

its end too, often before a remedy—itself uncertain

in its results—could be administered. No words
can sufficiently reprobate the practice of bleeding,

for the pseudo-excitement resulting from loss of

blood—the " irritative fever," not inflammation

—

a symptom of exhaustion, not of strength—and

which is to be cured by stimulants and nourish-

ment, not depletion. Yet we have known this

insane practice followed from day to day—the

eflfect being mistaken for the cause ; and the
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p.iticnts who were lucky enough to escape this

sanguinary procedure, permanently anaemiated

?jid broken up.

249. In hemorrhage proceeding from an active

cause, and accompanied with real excitement, every

end of cu'-e may be accomplished by the wet-sheet,

cold affusion, evaporating lotions—or by ligatures

to the limbs, in the manner suggested by Dr.

Buckler, of Baltimore,—an innovation in practice

of such value as to entitle this physician to the

thanks of the profession. If hoemoptysis be, as it

is in the majority of cases, the result of a previous

morbid process in the lungs — blood-letting is

doubly injurious. In such a patient, the feeble

pabulum of a feeble vitality is with difficulty re-

placed ; tolerance of its loss is of the minimum

deciree : its abstraction takes away the only chance

left for the organism to elaborate the healthy plastic

materials of the tissues.

2.00. In uterine hoeraorrhage, whether puerperal

or not, cold affusion, the hip-bath, the use of the

speculum already described, the foot-bath, the wet-

sheet, cold drinks, &c., will do more than the old

incendiary mode of pouring brandy or wine down

the throats of patients, and then the use of tardy

styptics.
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251. The lioemorrhagic diathesis can be cor-
rected only by the resources of such a perfect
system of hygeiene as the Water Cure boasts, and
proves itself, to be. The late elaborate essay on
this subject, by Professor Miller, in the " London
and Edinburgh Journal (July, 1842), is a painful
one for a practical physician to read; unless,
indeed, it be a cunningly disguised satire on the
pitiful resources of curative art, at the seats of
science in the middle of the nineteenth century—
the more pungent because pronounced ex cathedra.

For actual bedside practice it is nearly null and
void. The paper in question not only lacks com-
prehensive and philosophic views of the great

objects of treatment; but detains us all the while

on the mere threshold of cure. Its whole strength
IS spent in spinning a physiological cobweb—an
abstract and barren discussion about the produc-
tion of a coayulum, such as would have suited the

age of Cullen. This is the Alpha and Omega of

the inquiry ; and the chief aim of his curative

efforts. The pathology is as much at fault as the

physiology ; effects take the places of causes, and

are the objects of attack : while the general means
of treatment proposed are of a nature to aggravate

ten-fold tbe fons malorum

;

—namely, starvation !
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the iiicluctiou of iiifiamraation. to increase the

proportion of fibrine, and promote coagulation ! !

nauseating remedies for the same end ! !
!

drastic

purgation with elaterium, v/ith the same object ! ! !

!

Lastly, to give the couj) de grace to a \roru and

fainting patient, almost drained of his fluids, and

thus cruelly maltreated by the rules of art, not of

common sense—water is forbidden to appease his

burning thirst ! ! ! ! ! This extreme measure is

justified by another physiological fancy. Who

ever heard that drinking cold water added serum

to the blood ? Does anemia occur among water

drinkers? Do ancient or modern v/riters on

dropsy, mention this as a cause of serous blood or

serous accumulations?

252. The really practicable means suggested are

a quarter cf a century behind the progress of

science. Who that has ever treated a veritable

case of the ha;morrhagic diathesis would lose his

.time with even pll. jjhmibi opmi. while ergot

of T\Q; tanine, or gallic acid would do in a few

days what the other would tardily do in weeks ;

not to speak of the locking up of the alimentary

secretions all that time by the large use of opium,

even if so much lead did not prove an uugenial

intruder into the organism. As to the constitu-
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tional effects of the other more powerful hcemo-
statics, they have here no pre-eminence : there is

only a choice of evils. But even the object of

satisfactory arrest obtained, it is, with the old

tactics, in nine cases in ten, only to feed the
patient for the slaughter, so to speak—to accu-
mulate new materials for a fresh outbreak. The
cure is to be brought about by correcting the
fault of digestion and assimilation, that produces a

blood deficient in plastic elements. Hygeiene, not

physic, must do this,

253. We hope this criticism will not be misun-

derstood. Personally, we highly respect Mr. Miller.

But the subject too well illustrated the necessity

of the practical reforms we are contending for, to

be passed by in silence. Amicus Plato, sed Veritas,

i)C. In strict fairness, however, to this venerable

school of Medicine, it is to be remarked, that this

subject was more in the line of observation of the

midwifery or medical professor ; and that had Dr.

Simpson or Dr. Alison taken it up, it would have

had full justice done it.

CONVULSIONS.

254. The source of this disease is a primary or

consecutive irritation of the medulla oblongata, or
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of the spiual cord. The remote irritation in

children is, generally, in the course of the

alimentary canal, as difficult detention, worms,

&c. In adult females, convulsions are, perhaps,

most frequently symptomatic of uterine irritation.

In infantile cases, the Cold Water tactics are

gradually coming into vogue. Dr. Marshall Hall,

in his excellent observations on hydrencephaloid

disease, recommends the cold dash or pouring cold

water on the head, for the reduction of coma. We
recommend, in addition, the wet-sheet envelop-

ment, as an improvement on the practice. Dr. K.

B. Todd has lately used the cold applications to

the head and spine with marvellous effect. We
hope that bleeding, as counseled for puerpe-

ral convulsions, will soon be replaced among

accoucheurs, by the wet-sheet process with cold

affusions to the head ; and that the incendiary

purgation by calomel, and jalap, and turpentine

will cease.

APOPLEXY. ASPHYXIA. POISONING.

255. The apopletic tendency (congestion of the

brain], and the apoplectic fit (rupture of a vessel),

are met with in two opposite states of the system

— either from excess or deficiency of blood ;—

a
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too pallid, or a too rubicund face, being equally

their SA-mptoms. Whether in the sthenic or the

asthenic state, bleeding is the most ordinary-

practice : but in either case it is alike bad. It

will diminish, indeed, the quantity of blood, and

give temporary relief in a threatened attack from

its excess. But, as a curative measure, it is not

only nil, but injurious. In approaching seizures

of this kind, the patient has a deadly faintness

;

the actiou of tlie heart is rapid, irregular, inter-

mitting ; tliere is great anxiety, alarm, and

excitemenf:. How senseless, then—how injurious,

to bleed a man in this condition ! The fons'

malorum is not a redundancy of blood, but a failure

of nervous pov/er. The unequal distribution of the

blood, which hence arises, is the great defect to be

remedied. The abstraction of blood will eveu-

tuallj^ aggravate the effects ; and will never correct

the cause of the disease. To bleed in the shock

of the stroke, as is too often done, is murderous :

to bleed in the subsequent reaction hardly less un-

justifiable. In the shock, the vital powers require

no lowering; and, in the menace of the fit, as

well as after it, excited action, whether real or

factitious, can be reduced by means that will

answer the temporary end, without an exhausting
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drain of the life-current. Cold aftasion^ or cold

cloths to the head, will strengthen (by con-

stringing) the vascular coats, and will prevent

rupture. The wrung-sheet envelopment, hip-

baths, or the shallow bath, with sufficient friction

of the trunk and extremities, will equalize the

circulation. Lavements will regulate the bowels.

Copious water-drinliing, with exercise, pure air,

and plain diet, will refresh the blood of the

impoverished, and attenuate the blood of the

bloated; and call into activit}^ the excretories.

The incendiary stimulation by wine, brandv, and
drugs, to keep the patient's spirits up, necessitates

frequent bleeding to keep the force and fulness of

the celebral circulation down. Dr. Wilson relates

a remarkable case of this kind* as illustrative, as

he well remarks, " of the vast field for reforma-

tion in the medical treatment which at present

prevails," but equally illustrative of his own skill

in dealing Avith the simple weapon of water.

256. In the prostration, paralysis, and stupor

succeeding a cerebral rupture that does not imme-
diately kill—in persons asphyxiated by accident

=^ TLc Practice of the Water-Curc, with AnthojiLicated
Evidence of its Efficacy and Safety. Part I,, p. 7. London:
Baliiere, and A. H. J'.aily and Co.
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or design—in those seized with sudden madness,

or maniacal violence, with suicidal or homicidal

tendencies—in patients apparently stricken with

death—and in cases of poisoning (after attempt^

at neutralization by the appropriate antidotes)

—

in all these instances, active and long-continued

friction for hours in the cold, cool, or tepid shal-

low bath, promises more than any other measure.

This remedy in Priessnitz's hands is attended with

astonishing success. Electro -puncture, between the

eighth and ninth ribs, to the fibres of the dia-

phragm, will, in viable cases, restore respiration

when all other means fail. Dr. A. T. Thompson

advises to abstract a large quantity of blood from

the neighbourhood of the brain! to counteract the

effects of the poison on that organ ! ! and to afford

time to provide against the collapse ! ! !—an event

sure to be produced by the remedy, if the poison

should fail to finish the patient. Waiving the

practice, is this sound physiology ?

CONSUMPTION.

257. The full resources of the Water-Cure have

never yet been brought to bear upon this fearful

disease. The lights of Liebig's discoveries will do

more than auglit else to stay the ravages of this,
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the fellest foe of humanity—the desolator of the

happiest homes—the blighter of all that is

brightest and loveliest among the sons and

daughters of men. Thank God ! an antidote may

at length be said to be found for this desolating

scoui-sre. A clearer revelation of the cause is

suggestive of valid measures both of prevention

and of cure. The greatest triumphs of the Water-

Cure system of Hygeiene have, probably, yet to

be achieved in this domain. But the practice

must be in the hands of thorough-bred profes-

sional men. In this field of human woe, it may

be predicted, without hyperbole, that a grateful

posterity will record it of the Water-Cure physi-

cian—'as, in other fields of disease, it is pre-emi-

nently entitled to record it of Priessnitz—•"He

stood between the living and the dead—and the

plague was stayed \"

258. Dr. James Johnson, in his private capa-

city as an observer (and a first-rate observer

he was), was forced to admit, that " the paramount

virtue of the "Water-Cure is that of preserving

many a constitution from pulmonary consump-

tion \" In his public capacity, as a reviewer, he

saw fit to revoke this eulogy, and to decry the

Water- Cure. In the former case, the conviction

N
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of an honest heart was spontaneously uttered, in a

moment when no motives of policy dictated its

suppression. But alas ! for the boasted freedom

of the press in Great Britain, the medical press is

not free. If he had told the truth, and shocked

the prejudices of his supporters, there would be

a speedy end of his vocation and his Journal.

Alas ! for the mental slavery of freemen ! How
abject is the condition, how craven the thoughts,

how pitiable the recantation of him, whom the

necessities of business compel to pospone truth to

interest. Woe to the professional repute of

that medical writer, whose doctrines do not

square with the fashionable dogmas of the time
;

Sydenham was despised and rejected in his

own day. Yet the very men who repudiated

him, have been forced, in later times, as if

in atonement for their insult, to come and

do homage at his shrine.

—

(Revenons a nos

moutons.)

259. The oxj'-gen of the air is the proper ex-

ternal cause of the waste of matter. Phthisis is

a wasting of the frame in this way—a literal

rusting to death. The essential feature of the

debilitated and cachectic constitution, which is the

fons malorum in consumption, is the formation of
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tissues of II low degree of vitality. Tubercles are

one species of these morbid products
;
organiza-

tion is stopped sliort ; that which should be a

deposit of fibrine^ is onl)^ an exudation of albu-

men. Animalization is imperfect ; the organized

globules are arrested in their development. A
vitiated nutrition is the starting-point of the mis-

chief. The analogy is almost perfect between

tubercular disease of tlie luno-s and scrofulous

deposits of the exterior.

260. The correction of nutrition—the invigo-

ration of the digestive powers —the building up of

a faulty constitution with new and sound mate-

rials—is the fundamental aim of treatment. As

this disease^ according to Liebig's theory^ is essen-

tially an oxydation of the tissues of the body, that

food should be given which affords the most ele-

ments for combination with oxygen—thereby to

shield the tissues of the body. The diet must,

therefore, be generous. Antiphlogistic treatment

—dietetic austerities—the failure of the moral

energies consequent to the withdrawal of " hope "

—and, too often, the palsied efforts of the practi-

sioner, from the decided prognosis afforded by

the stethoscope—aggravate tenfold the fatality ot

phthisis. Late statistical researches go to prove

N 2
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that the iatempei'ies of climate has very little to

do with its prevalence.

261. Emetics have in past time done wonders in

this complaint at all stages; but their cvxrative

power, especially in early stages, will be admitted

by all practitioners of large experience who have

given them a fair trial. These happy results may

be explained parti}'— 1, by the revulsive effect of

the remedy on the constitution at large.—2, by its

stimulating certain phj'siological actions—pre-

eminently promoting the activity of the absorbents,

and of the cutaneous circulation. Setons or issues

over special seats of tubercular deposits—or the

daily use of St. John Long's liniment (recom-

mended by Drs. Graves and Stokes
!
), with the

inhalation of iodine and conium, according to the

formula of Sir Charles Scudamore—have, in our

hands, saved many condemned lives, that without

them would have been sacrificed. The return to

the active pursuits of business of many individuals

whose lungs were hollowed out with tubercular

excavations, who had been given up as hopeless,

and had actually approached the gates of death

—

must be a pretty familiar experience with all who

have observed carefully, aud treated perseveringly,

numbers of such patients. Yet, successful as this
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practice has heen, it is not to be compared with,

the truly marvelous and quite unlooked-for results

of the water treatment of pidmonary tubercles

in their crude or first stage. A short time ago ap-

peared a vohime, written to shoWj by the evidence

of authenticated cases, and by the aids of diag-

nostic physical signs, before and after treatment,

" TTie Curability of Coasumpiion by the Water

Processes.'' * But, in such diseases, let patients,

above all things, beware of entrusting themselves

to the hands of unprofessional "exploitews" of the

Water Cure. Priessnitz only failed in these cases

because of his want of physical diagnosis : and

because most of these patients have too feeble a

vitality to resist the powerfully oxydizing influence

of his rigorous climate and treatment. But the

"Water Cure, as modified by practical physicians,

both in climate and in processes, to the weak vital

powers of such patients, will be found to be, as we

have above affirmed, the most elfectual check ever

yet discovered for consumption.

262. In ASTHMA, CATARRH, and hooping cough,

the Water Cure measures, by maintaining or re-

'* Sfec, hy the author, •' The Water Cure iu Consumption

;

a Demonstration of its Curability. Illustrated by 117 authen-

ticated Cases of Cure." Lo.sa.\iAX & Co., London.
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calling tLe healthy fuuctioiis of the skin, and aug-

menting the tone of the nervous system, diminish

the susceptibility of both to morbid impressions,

and harden against atmospheric vicissitudes. On
the same principle, it is beneficial in the intervals of

all periodic diseases—as ague, neuralgia, epilepsy.

STOMACH COMPLAIXTS.

263. Here, alas ! medicines, by almost universal

consent, ai'e totally impotent. Drugs may relieve

symptoms; but they never yet have created, and

they never can create a healthy stomach, or confer

a vigorous digestion. By the water discipline

alone a radical and permanent cure is to be

effected. Without " change of air," and " tra-

velling exercise," hoAV vain are the prescriptions of

the most sapient medical mentors !—with them
how useless !

t^RINARY DISORDERS.

264. The qualities of the urine are altered by

disease of the kidneys, or derangement of the con-

stitution. The secretions are temporarily vicarious

of each other : an augmentation of one diminishes

another, and vice versa. If the function of the liver

be suspended, highly carbonized products are elimi-
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nated with the urine. If tlie cutaneous or pul-

monary exhalation be obstructed, there is a deposit

of uric acid. In diabetes, and Bright's disease,

there is a diminution of the functions of the skin

:

and in both a new element is added to the urine.

In the former disease, the " fons malorum,'' so

long referred to the kidneys, is to be sought in the

digestive organs. The saccharine principles, or

matters containiiig them, which we take as food,

cannot be assimilated to the constituents of the

blood, and of the living tissues. The ulterior

stages of fermentation therefore take place : an

abnormal development of saccharine principles is

the result. The great object of treatment must

be to strengthen the digestive and assimilative

functions—to prevent the formation of sugar in

the stomach. As to the other faulty states of the

urine, or its apparatus, the remarks made under

the head of gout and rheumatism make but few

words necessary here. If any means will radically

cure these diseases, it is the entire discipline of

the water treatment. Well-regulated diet, exercise,

and cold bathing, with the powerful eliminating

process of the wet-sheet, wall do more than alcaline

or saline draughts, colchicum, mercuiy, opium,

sugar of lead, bark, benzoic acid, wine, purgatives,
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diaphoretics, diuretics, tonics, or bleeding. The
correction of the faulty properties of the urine

(where that can be effected, which is no easy

matter in many cases), is, after all, merely the

remedy of an effect, not the removal of a cause.

In changing, for example, the character of the

urine from acid to alcaline, the fojis malorum is

still imtouched.

UTERINE DISEASES.

265. We venture to affirm, that the water treat-

ment of the constitutional disorders of females

—

of the morbid results of pregnancy, miscarriages,

and difficult labours—and of the illnesses inci-

dent to commencing and terminating menstru-

ation — diseases, the bane of beauty, and the

blight of hope—will one day, when conducted by

physicians of skill and experience, exhibit the

richest trophies of curative art. We hold out no

hope of the cure of cancer. That its ravages,

however, will be prevented, or greatlj' diminished,

is a legitimate hope.

SKIN DISEASES.

266. The radical cure, and sometimes only the

relief of some forms of these obstinate complaints.
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is the most difficult achievement in medicine. If

any -n-here, the water processes are here omnipo-

tent. But they require full time to operate their

results, and a very full course in all respects. The

wet-sheet fomentation j which any one anxious for

a cure may, in almost any circumstances, enforce,

is the direct means chiefly to be relied on. This

alone will mitigate any form, however inveterate

and tormenting.

SYPHILIS.

267. The real specific for this plague, also, has

been, at length, brought to light. M. Ricord
^

himself confesses that mercury, or iodide of potass,

is no specific for it, but merely cures the sets of

symptoms as they arise. The water-processes done

justice to—notably the wet-sheet exudation, elimi-

nate the whole virus from the system, even of the

incurables. A mechanic, ill for the last six years,

of what Ricord would call a " verole " of the

fifteenth century (so malignant and intractable has

it been in every stage), for which he has been

treated repeatedly in the first provincial and London

hospitals, has now, for tl.c first time, its ravages

arrested, and his health re-established, by the very

imperfect water treatment he can give himself in
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his own very poor home. The excessive and indis-

criminate use (or rather abuse) of mercury in tliis

disease^ has, probably, done more mischief to the

human constitution than even its unchecked

progress would have done. This, at least, is cer-

tainly the case, as the disease presents itself iu

modern times.

THE DISEASES OF CHIXiDIlEN.

368. The diseases of children have been hitherto,

under the old tactics, of alarming fatality. Sta-

tistical researches in great towns demonstrate this :

—more than one-half of the whole amount of deaths

is of children under five years of age. By the

processes of the Water Cure, the whole of the once-

fatal tribe of infantile diseases is now compara-

tively innocuous ; and need cause no further

anxiety to practitioners, or alarm to heads' of

families. The most threatening illnesses, as we

ha'S'e again and again witnessed in our own tiimilj-

and in others, are averted in a single dny or night

—often in a single hour—illnesses that would have

run on to weeks of treatment, and, iu all proba-

bility, have ended fatally, under drug-medicatiou.

269. Croup {acute /arynyi/is) , the most formid-

able and deadly of these, is now divested of its
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terrors. This disease^ under tlie old system, unless

attacked with the greatest vigour and skill from

the beginning, will kill in a few hours. The mode

we fouud most siiccessful, in combating very bad

cases— and short of which there was no salvation

—was almost a living death to an infant. We
must describe the implements of warfare in the

order of their use :—1. General bleeding, if the

child were robust. 2. An emetic. 3. Sponging

of the chest and throat with very hot water. 4.

A grain of calomel every two hours. 5. Local

bleeding. 6. An emetic again. 7. If, notwith-

standing this brisk battery, false membrane still

forms, cauterization of the throat with the solid

lunar caustic :—or 8. Its abstraction, by the finger

thrust into the glottis, when the patient is, per-

haps, struggling in the last gasp !

270. How much more simple, how much more

successful, the water treatment, which rescues,

sometimes, even in articulo mortis ! The wet-sheet

investment, pro re nata, which is now a depletent,

now a sudorific, as the necessity arises : evapo-

rating bandages to the throat : cold affusion re-

peatedly to the back of the head, neck, and spine :

cold water to drink.
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We miglit go on, at this rate, discussing the

thousand-and-one ills that flesh is heir to in the

shape of disease, and comparing their drug-treat-

ment with their Water Cure. But we have not

room, nor is it expedient, in a work of this nature,

to develope applications. Enough, we deem, has

been said to illustrate the principles we contend

for, and to stimulate those who are better qualified

to take up the research.

lu conclusion:—we sum up the merits of

the simple Water Cure relatively to the old com-

plex treatment, in the following axioms—truths

which can neither be subverted nor denied

—

which both reason aud experience, theory and

fact unite to establish :

—

271. The office of art, in the cure of diseases, is

merely to aid nature. The most genuine and really

available aid to nature, in her restorative eS'orts, is

that rendered by the processes of the Water Cure.

272. A remedy can only be truly valuable, and

inspire a just and rational confidence, in propor-

tion as its nature and action are accurately known.

As the doses, the effects, and modus operandi of

cold water variously applied, are more clearly

ascertained than those of any other remedy ;—on

these abstract grounds alone— (apart from the
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results of practice) —water makes out its claim to

public and professional confidence.

273. The water treatment will cure all diseases

that medicines will cure ; that is—proper appli-

ances of water externally; and its due use inter-

nally, will cure many diseases that medicines will

not cure, and will place the powers of the system

in the same favourable position for restoring

healthy action, tliat the most scientific adminis-

tration of drugs is said to do. The water pro-

cesses, moreover, will materially alleviate the

sufferings, and prolong the days of the incurable.'

274. The Water Cure treatment can be so

modified as to produce every pbysiological change,

and curative effort of the constitution that drugs

can eff"ect, and to fulfil every indication of medical

treatment—now to be a stimulant—now a sedative

— now an anodyne— now a revulsive — now a

diaphoretic—now a diuretic—now an emetic

—

now a purgative—and each in the most salutary

measure ; and in a manner at once safe, certain,

prompt, and efficient. Medicines are confessedly

unsafe, uncertain, tedious, and inefficient—either

going beyond, or falling short of, the cflTect in-

tended. It is now clear to a demonstration,

therefore, that, in the present state of science.
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drugs can be superseded by more trustwortby'sub-

stitutes ; and they ought to be superseded, as not

only useless, but injurious agents.

375. The salutary stimulus of every organic

function is obtained by the Water Cure processes

—of digestion, assimilation, absorption, exhalation,

secretion, excretion. All the ends of perspira-

tion are obtained by wrung- sheets, the sweating

blanket, or heating bandages ; the ends of purga-

tion are obtained by lavements, cold or tepid ; the

ends of diuresis by sufficient M^ater-drinking ; the

equalization of the circulation, or the ends of

revulsion or derivation, are obtained by the general

fomentation of the wet sheet, partial baths, long

friction in the shallow bath, the douche, &c.

276. The great aim of all sound and scientific

treatment—the true philosophy of therapeutics

—

is to obtain a cure by crisis—to let off diseased

action or elements, by opening a drain through the

outlets nature takes in her own spontaneous cures.

The entire and exclusive aim of all the Water Cure

processes, is to develope the full activity of the

secernent and excernent functions. This is accom-

plished without any of the unnatural strain and

stimulation of the organism, that drugs always

produce when they are directed to the same ends.
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277. The tendency and result of the Water
Cure processes in acute {dynamic) diseases, is to

lessen, permanently, the heat of the body ; to re-

duce inordinate vascular action ; to quiet excessive

nervous excitement ; to unlock the reluctant excre-

tories of the system— the safety-valves of nature
;

to clear out capillary obstructions ; to open up the

pores, to cleause the surfoce, and to re-establish

the elimenting functions of the skin ; to obtund
all morbid sensibilities that fret alike mind and
body ; to conciliate sleep.

278. The tendency and result of the same mea-
sures in chronic {adynamic) diseases is to develope

animal heat ; to equalize the circulation of the

surface and extremities; to facilitate the trans-

formation of matter ; to eliminate morbid excre-

tions
; to augment muscular vigour ; to increase

nervous power ; to produce at once a demand for

food, and the ability to digest aud assimilate it

:

to gi'.-e buoyancy to the spirits, alertness to the

movements, and energy to the whole organism.

Under the Water Cure, in an incredibly short time,

the Avhole mass of the blood, and the entire quality

of the secretions, are changed. The constitution

is literally renovated—rebuilt. These results are

not hypothetical ; or the mere colouring of a
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heated imagination; but they are a demonstration,

ou the clearest physiological grounds; and are

realized yearly, in the cases of thousands of pa-

tients, most of whom were prouounced previously

beyond the reach of art.

279. An indispensable condition to the success

of the Water Cure is the withdrawal from the sys-

tem of all irritation, in the shape of aflFections of

the mind, turmoil of affairs, and stomach-fret from

improper diet, drinks, and drugs—all which aggra-

vate the original malady, and establish new centres

of morbid action.

280. The Water Cure does not mortgage the

powers of the constitution ; nor leave behind

vitiated habits ; nor entail morbid tendencies ; nor

induce after-maladies— as when cure by drugs

takes place. When the end of medicine is gained

—when present disease is vanquished—we have no

guarantee against (or rather Ave have the fearful

looking for) the attack of a new ailment, a growth,

so to speak, from the seed of the drugs—noxious

weeds springing up in a soil made rank with phar-

maceutical filth.

281. By the Water Cure, the present dangers

of routine medical treatment are avoided ;
namely,

1 . Interference with the salutary changes operating
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by nature.—2. The depression of the vital powers

by unnecessary bleeding, purging, vomiting, sweat-

ing, and diuresis. The metastases thus favoured

—the complications thus entailed, arrest or alter

the natural course of disease, and impede recovery

where they do not prevent it. It is assuredly this

bUnd and meddlesome practice that confers upon

fevers their immense fatility.

28.2. Drugs are immediately or ultimately in-

jurious even when wielded by the most skilful

hands ; and the best of them are uncertain in their

benefits, either from being spurious in their nature,

or spoiled in their qualities. They are, moreover,

administered by the partizans of one school of

medicine, in doses which those of another declare

to be poisonous. The Water Cure measures, in

competent hands, are always innocuous, cannot be

sophisticated, and cannot prove inert.

283. The best treated cases, according to the

doctrines of the schools— those most successful in

result—are attended with such serious drawbacks,

as are calculated greatly to abate the boast of the

physican's triumph, and to cool the ardour of the

patient's gratitude. These drawbacks are,—1. The

tedious convalescence occasioned by the exhausting

depletions thought necessary to quell the abnormal

o
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actions of tlie organism.—2. The liability to re-

lapses, from the reduction of the organic vigour,

rendering the system doubly impressionable to

morbid causes.—3. A permanently impaired con-

stitution. — 4. The drug-disease subsequently

springing up.

284. Blood-letting — the withdrawal of the

pabulum vita, and, consequently, the reduction of

the iris vite—only augments the susceptibility of

the system to take on diseased action. All lower-

ing remedies, by diminishing the plasticity of the

blood, dispose the morbid processes of the body to

develope low products—tissues of deficient vitality

—the degenerations of structure (as tubercle)

characterizing the most deadly diseases. Of how

great moment, therefore, must be a plan of treat-

ment that quells inflammation and other diseased

states, without a waste of the vital fluids—and

which nips them in the bud before they become

chronic and confirmed ? How all-important is the

indication, to improve the condition of the blood,

by inducing the highest activity of the digestive

organs—the greatest amount of nutrition—simul-

taneously with measures to arrest local diseaaes,

and to eradicate constitutional taint ?

285. The wet sheet or the cold afi'usion, pro-
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duces effectually and permaaeutly, all tliat relief

whicli bleeding produces ineffectually and tempo-

rai'ily ; and with the material advantage of not

robbing the constitution of tbe prime elements of

its strength. No anodyne, no opiate, no evacuant,

no medicinal means, can equal, or at all approach,

the prompt and powerful sedative effect of the

wriing sheet on the vascular and nervous systems.

286. The Water Cure, with its auxiliaries of

air, exercise, and diet, justly claims to be the most

perfect system of Hijf/eiene ever S3t forth.

287. The Water Cure is the long- sought and best

devised constitutional treatment of local diseases.

238. TheWaterCuresuspends the pre-disposition

to, and eradicates the taint of, hereditary diseases,

scrofula, consumption, gout, and rheumatism. It

removes the cachexia, or vitiated habit of body

induced by mercury, iodine, arsenic, and other

drugs. It will improve the human constitution

with the advance of time ; and even be an instru-

ment of the moral elevation of man. For it not

only makes practicable, but easy, the abandonment

of bad habits ; and supersedes, by healthier appe-

tites, the factitious stimulation of drams and drugs.

289. Most fatal maladies kill from want of

proper early attention. The bulk of chronic

o 2
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diseases are admitted, by the generality of patho-

logistSj to be the consequence of neglected or mal-

treated acute diseases. These chronic maladies

will now be diminished, if not exterminated. The
timely application of the water-processes will pre-

vent the development of the most dangerous and

intricate stages of acute diseases, as they occur

under drug treatment.

290. On the outbreak of future illnesses, water-

treated patients will have in their favour all the

moral and physical advantages, which arise from

entire confidence in a remedy, and a sure hope of

its success. They will neither be alarmed by vain

terrors, nor nonplussed by contradictory counsels.

291. The Water Cure is neither tedious nor

expensive compared with the time and money
spent in the vain pursuit of health. The most

shattered constitution is rebuilt in a comparatively

few months : a new lease of life, as the patients

express themselves, is taken ; and a new sphere of

activity and enjoyment opens up for those who

considered themselves as closing alike life's hope

find history.

292. The most of the water-cured patients have

adopted it as their last expedient ;—having

exhausted the resources of the Pharmacopoeia iu
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their efforts to get rid of their diseases—often their

purses ; and always the ingenuitj and the patience

of their medical advisers.

293. If the Water Cure lias done, and promises

yet to do, so much to renovate decayed constitu-

tions, and to cure or relieve diseases erewhile

incurable and unrelievable ; how much more effica-

cious must it be, to preserve the health already

unimpaired, by removing the conditions, and
arresting the elements, of disease, in their m-st

development.

294. The proper administration of the Water
Cure measures requires full as much knowledge of

the powers of the remed}-, and judgment as to the

capabilities of the individual, as any other mode of

medical management. The tampering, therefore,

of invalids, with their own cases, or of unqualified

and uneducated persons with the public health,

cannot be reprobated in too strong terms.

295. An exact knowledge of the physiological

and pathological effects water can produce, and of

the morbid conditions wherein its agency is indi-

cated, can alone enable the practitioner to employ,
with intelligence and success, the different " means
and appliances " of the cure—to appreciate their

diversified modes of action—and, therefore, to
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multiply as well as to simplify Lis therapeutical

resourcesj in knowing how to perform, with one

unique remedy, almost every possible indication.

296. The graduation of the dose of the water-

measures—the mode of exhibition—the tempera-

ture—and the time of application—relatively to

strength of the patient, and the necessities of the

disease, will constitute the t ouchstone of the prac-

titioner of true genius. Medicus nascifur, non

fit."

297. The faulty administration of water-

neglect of the laws of its operation —a groundless

timidity of its due application to the living

organism— or a love of sophisticated art instead of

simple nature—one or all of these causes have

almost driven it from the pale of orthodox prac-

tice, and equally limited its general usage in

society.

298. Brilliant as the achievements of the

Water Cure hitherto have been, it is reasonable

to believe that, when it is zealously studied and

carried out by professional men of learning and

genius, it will bring forth fruits many-fold ex-

ceeding all the rich harvests of the past.

2D9. A justifiable feeling against unprofessional

dabblers in the Water Cure, is very unjustifiably
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extended to the practice itself. Medical meu
have their own prejudice and apathy to blame for

leaving the field open to ignorant exploiteurs.

Their adoption of the Water Care will be the

death-blow to quacks and quackery. Any other

means than the diflPusion of knowledge to

suppress quackery, is absurd iu its nature, and

will be inefficient in its end. The encouragement

given to it, arises out of a principle of human
nature, that will neither be eradicated by a

coercion-bill/' nor shamed out by ridicule.

Destroy the mystery and mysticism of physic,

and quackery will die a natural death.

300. The "Water Cure will produce such a

revolution in the treatment of disease, as has

never occurred before, and never will occur after.

Hitherto, the sects and schools of physic have been

pretty equally divided. How conflicting soever

their practice, and how contradictory soever their

theories, the results of treatment are nearly uni-

form in all. But the case is far otherwise with the

new system. The immense, we had almost said infi-

nite, superiority of its results, alone demonstrate

that its principles must be founded in truth. The
relative number of cures is out of all proportion

greater, and of deaths out of all proportion less,
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in a thousand cases of sevei'e maladies treated by

the new, than in the same number treated by the

old practice. It is a mortification, therefore, the

pride of science must endure, to see the cumber-

some mysteries of scholastic lore, superseded by

the simpler and more efficacious practice of a

peasant genius.

301. The science of medicine—the immutable

truths of anatomy, physiology, pathology, and

chemistry, on which it is based—will never be

superseded ; its present art will—the dogmas and

doctrines of pharmaceutics, and their uncertain

apphcations, will be exploded. The faults of the

herb-collector, the errors of the laboratory, and

the adulterations of trade, will no more vitiate

or nullify medical practice. A new cycle in the

history of medicine is now commencing to riin.

Water—despised water—which is, nevertheless,

the moving principle of our machinery, and the

vehicle of the commerce of nations, is destined,

henceforth, to be an agent of co-extensive utility

in the god-like art of heahng.

302. Opposition, when honest and not factious,

is good, and to be coveted. It will call com-

batants into the field on both sides; and the

residt of the collision will be the eliciting of truth.
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" Who ever knew truth put to the worse in a free

and open encounter?"

—

Milton.

303. The most serious objection to the Water

Cure, is, that it is an unprofitable mode of prac-

tice. Disease is too soon subdued ;
and the artil-

lery of its reduction too simple, too overt, and of

too small cost, to be good for trade. This tells in

a commercial country. But if this objection were

as valid as it is selfish and short-sighted, a wise

crovernment will never enlarge its revenue by what

curtails the lives of its subjects ; or promote the

profit of the few by the loss of the many.

304, The general adoption of the Water Cure

principles and practice will induce a much more

healthy frame-work of society, physically, men-

tally, and morally ; and will thereby annihilate an

almost infinitd host of diseases, that originate in

present baneful modes, customs, and habits—not

to say the present system of polypharmacy. This

" heavy blow and great discouragement" to the

material interests of the profession, is sufficient

reason for the warfare, offensive and defensive,

waged against the Water Cure, by those whose

craft and emoluments are in danger. " Great was

Diana of the Ephesians." Yet her fane fell, and

her votaries disappeared, before the rising shrine

of a purer worship.
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305. The well-grounded pretensions of the

Water Cure not only concern individuals, but

claim the attention of governments. Premature

deaths in the middle and higher classes, are a sub-

stantial loss to a state, of the materials of its

strength, and the elements of its intelligence.

Premature deaths of the poor, or their disablement

by chronic maladies, or their long confinement by

the tedious treatment of acute diseases, are a

direct and indirect loss of money to the State.

Let the Poor Law Commissioners, and the Boards

of Guardians throughout the kingdom, inquire

into the sums that would thus be annually saved

by preventing premature deaths, tedious illnesses,

and permanent disabilities

!

306. It may be safely affirmed that nature has

provided in every country an antidote to its

diseases, as well as the diet suited to its climate.

The fond dreams of philanthropists, and the

longing hopes of physicians, may now be said

to be realized, for the first time in the woi'ld's

history. A panacea, as nearly as can be—a uni-

versal remedy—so far as such a boon is consistent

with the laws of nature—seems at length to be

discovered, and set before the eyes of a wondering

world

.
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Here, then, we take leave, without regret, of the

waning glories of the ancient temple and rites of

PHYSIC—with all that splendour lends them of

classic decoration, gothic ceremonial, and barbaric

emplement. Its priests, real and pretended, have

enjoved a long, lucrative, and honoured day. Its

votaries have been as zealous in worship, as un-

sparing in oblation. The world will not look upon

its hke again;—a system that has braved the

storms of ages ; and which, by the sole prestige of

human authority, has commanded the veneration

of all countries and classes, and maintained un-

checked the even tenor of its sway through the

long lapse of three thousand years. This venerable

relic of other days—which stands out as a monu-

ment in the waste of time, telling of the con-

vulsions of nature, and of the wrecks of Empires,

which it has suiwived—now at length is assailed in

its foundation, and totters to its fall. On its ruins

is preparing to arise a structure, simpler in its

grandeur, and more massive in its strength

—

destined to propitiate a truer divinity, to perpetuate

holier observances, and to last through all suc-

ceeding generations. Although its architect be

only a peasant- philosopher, yet its proportions, its

arrangements, and its uses, are found to be in
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admirable harmony with the principles of modem
science, the wants of modern society, and the

tendencies of modern institutions.

CHAPTER VII.

GENERALITIES OF THE WATER CURE.

CONCLUSION.

307. From the preceding exposition of the inti-

mate nature, physiological action, and philosophic

claims, of the Water Cure, it must appear to be

a system based on truth—notwithstanding any

errors or abuses of administration—a system that,

of all others, comes nearest to the requirements of

man's organism in disease. It is, moreover,

exactly in harmony wiith the spirit and the wants

of the times we live in. Its public reception has

corresponded with the validity of its pretensions.

It is no longer a thing to be scoffed at, scouted,

and turned out of doors. Yet it still takes men
by surprise, dazzling them by its light—the pre-

judiced are stirred up to opposition—the candid
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incited to inquiry. Like many of those discoveries

that, from time to tiaie, hurst upon the world, its

history, also, is calculated to rebuke the pride of

science, and to silence the boasts of erudition.

It is not the first time that truths, the most influ-

ential on human destinies, have escaped the notice

of the wise, the learned, the mighty, and have

been revealed, as it were, to the simple babe and

to the illiterate peasant !

308. The practical physician who has renounced

drugs, &c., on the demonstration of their inferior

efficacy to the water treatment, would be shrink-

ing from his duty as a good citizen—would be a

traitor to that loved medical science he had sworn

to advance—and would be faithless alike to his own
private vows to pursue and contend for truth, how
unpopular, how unappreciated soever—if he did

not come forward, with all the strength of his

head and his pen, to urge the claims of the Water
Cure.

309. Some people ridicule the idea of one

remedy being applied to uses, cases, and constitu-

tions so various. But this is from want of know-
ledge, or want of reflection. Although the remedy
be unique, yet its appliances are capable of endless

modifications. Its doses can be graduated to
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every requirement. It can be so wielded as to

produce every degree and difference of effects on

the animal economy.

310. The medicinal use of cold water had so

fallen into oblivion, that its resuscitated virtues

are marvelled at— even disbelieved. HeretoforCj

it was deemed incredible (so far had the mania for

medicine prevailed), that drinking plentifully of

cold water, and its copious application to the skin,

win cure a raging fever^ straighten contracted

limbs, cool the ardours of inflammation, and

assuage the pains of gout and rheumatism. Yet

these are its easiest and every day achievements !

When physic leaves a case, water takes it up

—

completing that which the other could not even

begin.

311. How strange, how unworthy, that the

noble profession of medicine should still retain

and practise the delusions of the age and art of

alchemy! In all else, and everywhere else,

scarcely a vestige remains of the elixir vita and

philosopher-'s stone absm-dity. But in the labora-

tory of the pharmaceutist, the silly furor seems

still to rage in all its pristine intensity. The

romantic but vain hope of discovermg agents

endued with the talismanic virtue of charming
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fivray every form of ailment flesli is lieir to—is

still indulged. This lias lead;, and yet leads, to a

great waste of time and misapplication of ingenuity.

The multiform products of the animal, vegetable,

and mineral kingdoms, are tortured in all sorts of

^vays, worse than to no end. True, the pharma-

copoeia, and systematic books of practice, are filled

with interminable compounds, inventions, and

nostrums ; and this senseless catalogue is re-

inforced every day—as if this prostitution of art,

and degradation of science, were its highest gloiy

and its best achievement.

312. Popular " Systems of Physic,"—treatises

on " Domestic Medicine," — giving outlines " of

diseases, their symptoms, and remedies,— and

written with a view of every man becoming his

own physician, more or less,— are either the pro-

ducts of folly or cupidity. No real medical phi-

losopher could so pretend to serve his generation.

The idea is absurd — the execution injurious.

What wise man would take for himself, or admi-

nister to his wife or children, active poisons

according to vague directions—" pouring medi-'

cines, of which they know little, into a body of

which they know less ?" How shall we expect

from the uninformed judgment of a patient, the
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application of practical rules in physic, wHcli

depend on the accuracy of the diagnosis—an

application often so difficult to the most expe-

rienced practitioners."

313. Notwithstanding these very formidable

obstacles to every man becoming his " own

doctor," yet tlie iudoctrination of the masses of

the people—at least, of the well-educated portion

of society, is neither chiiueiical iu idea or unfruitful

in result. Indeed, the study of Medicine, or the

art of healing, lias been urged on the laity by the

greatest minds iu the profession. As regards drug

practice, this advice is indeed both impracticable

and pernicious. Physic is too puzzling, too com-

plicated, too extensive a pursuit, to be taken up

by amateurs. Even to practitioners, the nature,

qualities, doses, and combinations of drugs, present

an inextricable labyrinth—a terra incognita in

science; and it must ever remain so. Indeed,

drug-therapeutics constitute such a hopeless chaos

of absurdities and contradictions, that reform is

impossible. Were this study not now happily

rendered obsolete, the only true path of progress

for it would be the investigation of the physio-

logical and curative effects of simple drugs, in

simple doses, and iu simple diseases. This w6uld
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take ceuturies of observations by first-rate minds

to accomplisli ; and even then, so liable is the

experimentation to be vitiated by errors of diag-

nosis, that to expect true science in tliis depart-

ment is visionary and futile. The absurdities of

drug-medication have, for ages, brought the pro-

fession into contempt. It is so still ; and justi-

fiably so. But make the tools of praetice simple,

safe, and effectual, and vou will diminish the

uncertainty of the science, as well as increase the

trophies of the art of healing. Advancing know-

ledge will prove drugging to be so odious, so

demoralizing a system, that it will be impossible

to be maintained. Interest alone sways the

opposition.

314. Painful experience has proclaimed the in-

sufficiency of the existing modes of practice. While,

under the auspices of the Baconian philosophy,

all other branches of experimental science have

rapidly advanced to the highest perfection, the

art of healing has lagged far behind in the march

of discovery and improvement. Medicine as a

science, and Medicine as an art, are two very

different affairs. The efficiency of the latter has

not corresponded with the progress of the former.

The structure of man, by means of the scalpel,

p
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the microscope, and chemical re-agents, has been

profoundly investigated ; but the study of the

philosophical relations of remedies to the animal

economy and to diseases has not kept pace with

it. Medicine, in this view, has been prosecuted

and regarded too much as a study for the curious,

and too little as a practical art for preserving life

and mitigating pain. The practical aims of the

physician, as a minister of health, have been post-

poned to the glory and glitter of abstract scientific

renown. The physic of the schools is too much

a sort of intellectual gymnastics : retaining a great

deal of that fondness for theoretical disputations,

and that readiness to challenge, characteristic of

colleges in the age of the revival of letters. The

healing art is stultified by the pedantry of a

nomenclature (nosological and chemical) varying

with every new phase and theory of science.

This enhances the natural difficulties of the study,

and serves admirably to keep up the mystery of

the craft. The grain is lost in the husk; the

shell preferred to the kernel. Nevertheless,

Eeform has begun. Men are retracing their steps

from the complexity of art to the simphcity of

nature. Truths long concealed under the rubbish

of prejudice, discountenanced by fashion, and
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frowned upon by authority, are at length making

w;iv. A study of the hiws of animal life, and the

simple natural processes of cure, simplifies the

aims of the physician, simplifies the indica-

tions, and simplifies the measures of treatment.

The faithful observance of the requirements of

these laws is chasing drugs from the field, and

will render them useless, superfluous, and obso-

lete; as the farrago of balsams, salves, plasters,

detergents, purifiauts, digestives, &c., are now

exploded in surgery. But, the reverse of what it

was before, the efforts of nature are now reckoned

primary; the appliances of art, subsidiary. The

simple measures of Hygiene, diet, and regimen,

are supplanting the vain show, tinsel, and parade

of pharmacy. Art may now limit itself to laying

down a railway for the progress of nature, and

keeping vigilant guards at the critical places, to

turn the points," so that she may keep in the

desired course, and reach in safety the destined

terminus.

315. Diagnosis, as it is the fundamental, so it is

the most difficult, part of the practice of medicine.

Herein the genius of the physician is most called

out, most needed ;
and, when successful, shines

most conspicuously. Herein lies the source of all

p 2
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tlic errors that have disgusted the lioner,t i)ro-

fessors of physic ; of those endless variations of

doctrine and practice that have at all times

brought it into suspicion and contempt with the

shrewd and knowing. Men talk much—and most
of all the old physicians—of medical experience.

What was their science ? what their diagnosis ?

A state of knowledge (we speak of the masses of

practitioners) in which it was impossible to identify

diseased conditions. Learning, (mere book learn-

ing,) observation^ and experience, were all thrown

away on an art of sheer conjecture—medical

romancing, it might truly have been called. The
upright scrupled, and confessed they were deceived,

unwittingly deceived. The dishonest imposed, and

persevered in a wilful fallacy, because a gainful

error. How, in such a state of matters, could any

enhghtened and rational deductions be made, as

to the effects of remedies, even supposing their

remedies to be clear and simple for experimenta-

tion ; but they were the reverse—compounds the

most heterogeneous—ingredients the most incom-

patible. How could the special management of

disease be thus made a branch of accurate know-

ledge ? The ignorance of diseased conditions, or

only a doubt about them, vitiates, nullifies all the
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results of observation. The experience so founded
is false and fallacious.

316. The inherent difficulties of medical science

are not lighth^ to be passed over. It has to deal

with a delicate^ subtle, sensitive, organized appa-

ratus—an apparatus continually exposed to change,

and suffering from its ov»n complex functions, and
their sympathies, physical and psychical, within;

and to innumerable causes of derangement and
decay, without. The external signs and manifes-

tations of liiddeu, unsuspected, internal disorder

—the local lesions which constitute or complicate

disease—the material characters, symptoms, course,

and terminations, that distinguish resembling or

alhed diseases from one another— are not the least

puzzling parts of the science. Add to these the

barren, hopeless, dark domain of drug-experimen-

tation—the uncertain qualities, doses, operations,

and combinations of a legion of remedies—take

all these in connection with idiosyncrasies, or

individual peculiarities of constitution, and we
shall not wonder why medicine has been prevented

from taking its proper place among the real

sciences, or why it cannot be reduced to a certain

formula. It is these inherent difficulties of the

healing art that have made the profession of
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medicine the noble p^rsv^it that it is : calling into

exercise the highest powers of gifted intellects,

dignifying the practitioner, when it is properly

cultivated, as it degrades the art and the man

when it becomes a mere money-getting profession,

and a mill-horse practice.

317. The healing art is now progressing with

rapid strides. It is every day attaining to more

and more exactitude, so as to remove the former

too just grounds of scepticism. It achieves now

too uniform, too palpable success, to permit the

field to be any longer the appropriate domain of

doubt. Practice is now reduced to simpler aims

and principles than ever before ; and is, therefore

safer and more successful. We have now got a

clue to guide us out of the labyrinth of disease;

we have attained to certain regulating ideas of

philosophic treatment; and practice is found to

be proportionally effective. Victory over disease

is the rule—defeat the exception. Medicine now

boasts a real and mighty eflF.cacy—but that efficacy

lies not in drugs. The causes of disease however

complicated, the shades and phases of disease

however diversified, do not now argue or necessi-

tate a correspondingly multiplied agency of cure.

It is not now a difficult or hopeless task to evoke
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order out of the chaos of nature's variations^ or to

elicit trutla from thecrowdof her conflicting appear-

ances. Hitherto there have been no fundamental

principles of practice on which physicians have

been agreed. Two different consultations on the

same case will end in the recommendation of

diametrically opposite treatment. If the consti-

tution has stamina to go through the prescribed

courses, the result will be pretty much the same

under either. The powers of nature, though, per-

haps, for a time overwhelmed by the assault, will

eventually assume the supremacy over the powers

of art—'will shake off the dead weight and drag-

chams so placed upon her wheels. Thus cures

are said to be effected in the most opposite ways,

by means of drug treatment, when it is really in

spite of it. The contradictions are reconciled by

the various operations of the organism resolving

all into one result—operations impeded by the

injurious agents, forwarded by the favourable.

The most successful practitioner is he who has

learned best to appreciate the powers of the

organism in resisting morbid agencies, and who

most sagaciously turns them to account in treat-

ment. The practical problem to solve is, when

to trust solely to the powers of nature—when to

employ the adventitious aids of art.
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318. The present era is distinguished above all

preceding epochs, for its solicitude to improve the

condition of the masses—the raw material, and the

working-tees, of society. The true interests of

humanity are now more consulted than ever. The

errol's in civic economy, in politics, in morals, in

religion, are losing their hold of the human mind.

Statesraeii, patriots, philosophers, and philanthro-

pists, seem all to unite in one grand object and

design, namely, the physical improvement and

moral elevation of the people. That which pro-

motes the former will most effectually ensure the

latter.

319. There have been two master fallacies in the

history of man, handed down from sire to son, and

acted on by savage and civilised, from immemorial

ages—delusions that have proved more destructive

of the species than all the slaughter of famine,

sword, and pestilence combined. These are, first,

that drugs of some kind or other, and in variable

quantities and com^binations, are necessary for the

restoration of health, sometimes for its preserva-

tion. The other fallacy seems to be an embodi-

ment of the principle of evil itself—the deadliest

device of "the Father of Lies "—namely, that

alcoholic beverages are necessary to the mainte-

nance of health and strength ! an excellent means
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of counteracting disease ! ! and tlie best promoter

of social enjoyment ! ! !

320. Mankind made a bad exchange, in aban-

doning -water for the stimulating, but deadly,

beverage of fermented liquors. A diminished

duration of life, and a host of painful maladies

besetting life's path, and embittering its pleasures,

was the dear price of this exchange. Let the

votary of "the bottle" declare, in the last

anguished moments of his existence, whether the

transient excitement of his cups compensated for

the pangs of mind, and the pains of body, they

inflicted.

321. That certain of the faculty still persist in

recommending the habitual use of stimulant

liquors, can only be accounted for on the principle

that they recommend to others that which they

like themselves. And in so doing they are, douljt-

less, keenly alive to their own benefit, for the cus-

ternary use of potent drinks and drugs (ardent in

the real sense of the word), mixst tend to increase

their practice many-fold.

322. The temporary excess of action which

alcoholic drinks create in an organ, or in the

organism generally—the increased momentum

they impart to the living machinery—is purchased
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at the expense of a corresponding collapse, wliicli

necessitates both a repetition of the stimulus, and

an augmentation of its dose. The end of all this is,

a premature exhaustion of the vital endowments

of the fi'ame. The body is used up ere half its

time and work are done. To descant on all the

forms of organic mischief by which the compact,

durable frame, as it came from the hands of the

Creator, is gradually disintegrated and destroyed,

does not come within our scope here. The cata-

logue would frighten the veriest sot, and deter all

but the really insane.

321'. Drams, liqueurs, condiments, spices, and

stimulants of all kinds, by irritating the nerves of

the stomach, increase the determination of blood

to it, which augments the secretion, while it

impiiirs the qu.ality, of gastric juice—causing a

morbid sensation of hunger, a false appetite, a

craving for which there is no justification or

demand in the system. The consequence is, a

larger quantity of food is consumed than what is

requisite for the reparation of the body, and it is,

therefore, never completely assimilated. We say

nothing here of the positively poisonous properties

of the beverages in question.

325. The aim of every wise and good man wil
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be to keep the moral unci intellectual faculties in tlie

ascendant. This is impossible under the habitual

use of alcoholic liquors. We speak advisedly in

this enunciation of a serious conviction. On

these unnatural, and brutahzing stimulants, the

excess of the animal passions—the impetus to

ci-iiiie—is more dependent than on any moral

provocatives. The records of murders, robberies,

incendiaries, prostitution, ^dce, and enormities of

all sorts, attest this weighty truth.

,3:26. One remark as to the connection of the

AVater Cure Avith the sacred cause of Temperance.

The latter requires, for its due and permanent

operation, to be indentified with some great

public institution, wherewith to be a co-worker

for the regeneration of society—so far as human

means will contribute to that end. The genius

of Temperance, as impersonated in the societies

in question, stretched out its arms for aid to the

various sections of the professing Christian

Church ;
and, had they come forward, in a body,

to co-operate, as they were bound to do, on the

principles of the New Testament, (taking only

the low ground of St. Paul's "expediency"

argument in an analogous case,) then the axe

would have been laid to the root of the tree of

the most gigantic evil of modern times. This
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coalitioUj unhappily, tlie weakness and dissensions

of men prevented. The Water Cure, as destined

henceforth, to be a permanent institution, takes

the T€mperance Mission in its powerful embi-ace.

The triumphs of the one will now go hand in

hand with those of the other. The facts of

science, and the testimonies of experience, alike

show ho\Y powerful a claim they have on society

at large. Here, as elsewhere, the most rational

philosophy is the soundest policy. The Gospel,

doubtless, will do its own work. The ameliora-

tion of the surface of society, at least—the less

feverish existence—the sober habits—the health

of body—the calm of spirit—the subjugation of

the passions—-the simplicity of tastes-—and the

reform of manners, which are the proved results

of these two great agencies, will be hailed as the

harbingers of a better state of things—of a time

when, as foretold by prophets and poets,

•' Exiled, from cartli to deepest hell,

In bi-nzen bonds shall barbarous discord dwell
;

Gigantic pride, pale terror, gloomy care,

And mad ambition shall attend her there :

There pui-ple vengeance, bathed in gore, retires,

Her -weapons Idnnted, and extinct her fires
;

There hated envy her own snakes shall feel,

And persecution mourn her broken wheel

;

There faction rage, reljelliou bite her chain,

And gasping furies thirst for blood in vain."

POPK.
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327. The condition of the mind intimately

depends on that of the body. To be rendered fit

instruments of the soulj the corporeal powers must

be properly developed and trained. Without this,

the most valuable intellectual attainments, and

moral qualities, cannot exert their benignest

influence, either upon their possessor or others.

The training of the liody should be made com-

patible with the highest mental cultivation. At
schools and colleges, bowever, body is generally

sacrificed to mind, in the eager and ambitious.

But a system that is destructive to the body,

cannot be beneficial to the mind. Early pro-

digies are never found to be late ones.

328. For a people to be healthy, is a great step to

tteir being virtuous. The perversions of thought,

the infirmities of temper, the vagaries of the

affections, and the fury of the passions, are

closely connected v.ith the state of the bodily

functions. Crimes are often but the manifesta-

tions of a diseased organism ; so are eccentricities.

329. Serenity of mind, and control ofthe feelings

—an habitual and equable flow of spirit.s—are in-

compatible, in the sedentary or the thoughtful, with
high and gross feeding—food and drink excessive

in quantity, and stimulating in quality. On the
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otlier haQd, sparingness and simplicity of diet in-

fallibly contribute to habitual mental calm and

sunshine. Dr. Johnson (the moralist and lexico-

grapher) was constantly wretched and fearful in

mind. How far did not this depend on his gor-

mandizing propensities ? Had he reduced himself

to the diet of Cornaro or Cheync, or combined the

arduous bodily labours with the mental activity of

Wesley, very probably we should have heard little

of his gloom. The frugalest farers have been the

longest livers, and have enjoyed the quietest days.

Those who exchange a light vegetable diet for a

heavy one of animal food, always become as irascible

and impetuous in temper as gross and ailing in

body. The high diet of the Court of Charles I.

was fatal to Old Parr, who had stamina to have

attained a much more advanced age. Franklm

laid the foundation of his greatness on the mea-

gerest diet, receiving from it alike strength of

mind, and hardiness of body.

330. The care of man's physical misery, as of his

social degradation, lies in his own hands ;
for with

him it remains to abandon the causes of both.

331. The primeval curse of labour was a judg-

ment tempered with mercy. "Labor ipsa voluptas."

The toil is the real pleasure in the pursuit of fame
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and wealth. Grasped without that, both are but

phantoms

—

ignesfatai—false fires that allure only

to deceive, to disappoint, if not to destroy. An inac-

tive mind or body, like au uutilled garden, grows

to weeds. To be slothful is the surest M'ay to expose

oneself to the double assault of vice and disease.

332. Indolence, intemperance, vexation, and

anxiety, are the most fertile sources of chronic

disorders.

333. Care is a great bane of health and happiness.

One important manifestation of it is, the absorbing

passion for wealth in commercial communities

—

the rage for speculation and schemes of aggrandize-

ment, which subordinates every other feeling, aim,

and interest ; and perils every loftier sentiment of

the mind. Money is accounted the siimmum

bonuiii. Health and peace, mind and body, are

sacrificed for the grovelling gratifications of gain.

Thereby the organic equilibrium, the balance of

the corporeal functions, is lost. The nervous sys-

tem is overtasked by excess of exercise, the muscu-
lar power undertaskcd by its defect. Debility is

equally the result in both cases. The vital energy

is withdrawn from operations for wliich nature

designed it, and devoted to operations nature never

contemplated.
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334. Man Las to blame, then, for his complicated

maladies, not the ordinances of his Creator, but his

own unnatural social condition and habits. The

items of these are endless. We can only here

enumerate a few. These are— 1st. As regards the

poor ; their crowded dwellings—their intemperance

—deficient cleanliness, diet, and clothing—noxious

employments— premature and ill-assorted mar-

riages.—2nd. Among the rich; their luxurious

habits—constant and excessive mental excitement

—intellectual toil with bodily indolence—violent

passions, as ambition, avarice, love, revenge,

hatred—and then the morbid states of mind that

result in both classes, from their excesses and

errors, re-acting on the corporeal functions. By

these causes the springs of life are weakened—the

nervous energy diminished—thence the circulating

and muscular systems, and the organs of animal

life (as distinguished from organic life), become

debilitated, and the whole system falls into dis-

order.

335. The source of the vices of the poor lies in

the want of suitable places of amusement for their

leisure hours. The toil-worn body of the artizan,

in the evening, needs rest, and his jaded mind re-

quires stimulus. liis habits of dissipation are
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almost forced on him by the pressure of circum-

stances—by the want of home comforts and occu-

pationsj which he goes to seek abroad. The most

effectual way to wean him from these habits, is to

refine his tastes by siiitable education, and then

s:ive him facilities for indulwinur them. This sx^it-O DO
able education implies with us, moral culture, as

well as mental training.

336. Man is the author of his own miseries.

God made all things good, and intended them to

be sources of happiness to his creatures. So they

would be, even in a fallen world, if the laws of the

constitution of tliicg.s were studied and observed.

It Ls only the infringement of these laws that con-

verts the boons of heaven into banes—blessings

into curses. The existence of moral evil, corporeal

disease, and death, when rightly viewed, squares

admirably with the Divine benevolence. All

truths, those of revelation and of nature, when

rightly understood, and propei'ly applied, are con-

sistent with themselves— never conflict, never con-

tradict each other. The discrepancy is in our

own purblind reason.

•%7. The laws regulating the material world

—

even those of the little world of man's wondrous

body—are like those of the moral government of

Q
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Deity^ uncompromising, unchanging, universaJ.

They inay oft be tfirdy in their revenge. They

suffer long, in the case of man's mucl'i abused body

—and are kind. But the retribution, though late,

is certain
;
though silent, is not the less signal^ and

does not leave itself without witness.

338. Nature, or God in nature,, it may be safely

affirmed, has kindly provided for the wants of all

created beings—and, especially so, for his noblest

offspring. To man, the Deity has been above all

liberal. Endowed with superior organixatiou, as

with superior intelligence, he is formed to reap

the highest happiness from the mere exercise of

his physical, mental, and spiritual powers. But,

as society is at present constituted, he dearly

achieves^ and scantily enjoys, the grand results of

his enterprise and civilization. His days are short-

ened, and his existence blighted, by the very

refinements with which his intelligence has sur-

rounded him. Disease in a thousand shapes,

assails him at every turn, and dogs his steps

through every lane of life. Tlius, the means fm--

nished to him for the purposes of the purest happi-

ness, are converted into instruments of misery,

and become avenues to death. But are the dis-

pensations ofthe Creator, therefore, to be an-aigned'''
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Just in proportion as man departs from nature,

nature depra-ts from him ; and by a sort of fearful

retaliation, withdraws tlie aid she otherwise ren-

ders to all who ehei'isli her unfailing resources.

339. In thus pointing out how the artificial

habits, wants, and restraints of civilized lifo, are

all at variance with tlie laws of man's organism,

inconsistent with his liealth, and opposed to his

happiness—let us not be misconstrued as pleading

for a return to barbarism. Far be the thoui>-ht.

But to ensure !icah.h, man must alter his modes of

life, and conform to the behests and purposes of

nature, evident in his organization. Amid the

refinements of civilized society, a return to the

•simplicity of nature's ways and wants, is both

practicable and safe—will neither lower a man's
social position, nor lessen his professional useful-

ness—will neither create present discomfort, nor
entail future mortification.

3 W. By restricting ourselves to what nature
rerpn'res—by eating to live and not living to eat-
by ample exercise of our limbs—by pursuing"

health in tlie open fidds at somo time of the day
—by quaffing of the ever-living fountains—by
escheTfing the enjoyments of indolent repose, of

he;»ted rooms, of cozy garments and stimulating

ti 2
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drinks—we shall lose our paleness, nervousness,

dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, etc., and come to

resemble, in strength and endurance, the hardy

natives of our northern islets. We shall cease to

dread, on every exposure, the invasion of chills
^

and colds, and damps, and all the fell cohort of

inflammations, fevers, coughs, consumptions, and

rheumatism, by which man pays the bitter penalty

of nature's violated laws.

341 . It is only when the blood circulates freely and

purely—when every limb and every muscle obtain

their due and daily exercise—when the stomach

receives no food but what is prompted by appetite,

and purchased with toil—when content of mind

and calm of passion remove all worry of brain and

fret of feeling—it is only then that a buoyant tone,

vigour, and elasticity, are felt to pervade the entire

physical frame—that the harmonious play of its

wondrous mechanism yields, of itself, inexpressible

joy; that man feels mere corporeal existence to be

a blessing, and revels in the delicious sensations of

flush health—a feeling in whicli, though material,

the mind largely participates, and by which the

thoughts are, as it were, instinctively sublimated.

342. Man, in wandering from simple to sophis-

ticated habit.s, misses the true path of pleasure—
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quits the substauce for tlie shadow. Nature will

not be baulked, will not willingly yield her rights

and be supplanted by art. The slight she receives

she returns. In this case, she revenges herself by

increasing desire, but withholding gratification.

The warfare with her is expensive, fatal—not to

her, but to her adversary. He reaps the fruits of

his folly in painful diseases, weakened nervesj

impaii-ed digestion, mental gloom, and premature

decay.

343. Art and refinement nowhere so much show

their antagonism to nature and simplicity, as in

the pains taken to vitiate (to poison, shall we say ?)

the food and drink of man—the device of the

creature perverting the design of the Creator.

Invention is put upon the rack to torture the

" good creatures of God " into meats and drinks

that only minister to a morbid palate, if they do

not pander to more depraved propensities. These

aliments, instead of gliding smoothly through the

channels and reservoirs of life, put on nature a

load she cannot dispose of, and overtask the func-

tions to expel an intruder—concentrating on the

organs so occupied, the vital energy that ought to

have been shared alike by all. Nature, at length,

becomes unequal to these reiterated efforts. The
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springs of life, being overstrainecl, get weakened

:

the nervous energy is diminished j thence the cir-

culating and muscular sj'stems lose tone : the

machinery by little and little gets into irremedi-

able disorder : drugs afford a temporary relief, but

leave behind the seeds of relapse, till a sudden or

lingering death closes the unavailing struggle.

344. The evil here dilated on, unfortunately,

does not end with death. A corrupt tree cannot

yield gocd fruit. The sins of the fathers are visited

upon the children. From a diseased parentage

springs an iinhealthy progeny, a race born to

suffer; and doomed, in their turn to (aint the

fathers and mothers of many generations,

/Etas parentum, pcjor avis, tn'.it

Nos requiores, niox datiiros

Progeniom Yitiosiorom.

tlon. Lib, III. Oil. G.

345. Health is more frequehtly undermined by

the gradual operation of constant—albeit disre-

garded—causes, than by any great, marked, and

accidental exposures. The uniform and careful

observance of the laws of the organism is, there-

fore, the great security for the continuance of

health.

346. Deleterious influences, though not always
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sensibly operative at the moment, in reality impair

healtLj and abridge life, in exact proportion to the

exposure.

347. The comfort and the continuance of life

depend on unremitting attention to minute mat-

ters. Taken singly, these may appear trifling

—

in the aggregate, they are of prime importance.

348. If the means by which health is regained

be observed, as to the spirit of them, there is no

reason why the benefit thus gotten may not be

perpetuated, until the gradual decay of the fuac-

tions in a green old age shall, almost unperceived,

herald the approach of dissolution.

349. Long life is not necessarily connected with

robustness of constitution. The vitality of an

individual relatively or absolutely may be Aveak

;

hut, if the waste do not exceed the powers of

repair, the machine will work Avell and long. The

powerful steam engine wears out sooner than the

delicate watch. By good use of the body—by
proper discipline of the mind, and control of the

appetites—a feeble constitution may last as long

as a strong one; and assuredly it will afford its

possessor higher sources of enjoyment (not to say

means of usefulness), than a strong body with a

weak mind, or ill-regulated passions.
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Certain invalids always remain invalids, from

an original organic deficiency, or innate constitu-

tional feebleness. These, however, compose the

smaller class. More are the victims of bad health,

from their un genial position in society, or from

the nature of the labours they are subjected to.

But by far the majority of those who suffer, owe

their bad health to controllable causes, which

they fail to avoid, by reason of their ignorance,

apathy, appetites, or passions.

350. The condition of man, by the eternal law

of progress, has been destined continually to im-

prove. His life should become longer, his health

firmer,, his days happier, with the advancement

of society. Where the fact shows the contrary,

the cause is in himself. Man has been unfaithful

to himself.

351. The discoveries of modern science, and

the matured arts of life, tend, directly or indi-

rectly, to increase the comfort and to extend the

duration, of life. Although immense room for

reform still remains, upon the whole, the improve-

ments, present or prospective, in matters of diet,

drink, cleanliness—the superior size, ventilation,

drainage, and sanitary arrangements of houses

and streets—the better supplies of food, clothing,
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aud fuel, for the labouring classes—Avith the more

skilful mauagement of children aud training of

youth. All these afford the presage and the pro-

mise, that human health and longevity will be so

superior to those of former ages, as to give the

chance of at least one-fourth greater average

duration of life. Yet many of the " means and

appliances" of modern art counterwork this ten-

dency. Luxury will subtract what science will add.

352, If modern science has disarmed small-pox

of its terrors, why should it be deemed visionary

to expect the host of fevers, inllammations, con-

sumptions, asthmas, dropsies, baleful humours

and taints—as scrofula, cancer, &c.,—to be exter-

minated, or nearly so, by the hand of skill—by
the progress of scientific improvements?

CONCLUSION.

353. The aim of every right-thinking physician

should not be the mere triumph of hia peculiar

sect, system, or opinions ; but bow, to the greatest

possible extent, to alleviate the sufferings of his

fellow creatures ; how most largely to prevent,

how most speedily to cure, diseaie. In seeking
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the accomplisliment of this eud, it is for him,

legitimately, to discuss the routes pursued, the

rules acted by, and. the weapons used.

354. A man's first duty is fidelity to liimself,

—

negatively, the refusal of his mind's assent to

parties, and. forms, and fashions, and dogmas,

merely because prevailing and applauded; and

positively, the exercise of liis unalienable right of

free thought, as well as free action, where sucli

does not compromise the riglit of others. Let free

discussion, free pu.blication of opinions, take their

course, and wlio shall doubt of the ultimate

triumph of truth and right—of the emancipation

of mind and body from the enslaving trammels of

fashion and custom, and the debasing domination

of interest and authority ?

355. The faggot and the rack are no longer the

magisterial arguments for silencing the assailants

of antiquated systems, for coercing the noncon-

formist in religion, or converting the sceptic in

science. That divine charity, which is the bond

and seal of brotherhood, and due as a bii-thright

from man to his fellow, is claimed and granted

pre-eminently for matters of opinion. It is not

now, we trust, as it M'as of old, an occasion of con-

tempt, obloquy, and antipathy, to hold opinions
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diSerent from the received, the orthodox, the

domiQant. But if opinions challenging investi-

gation, and pregnant with public benefits, be the

honest convictions of their supporters, arrived at

after calm and cautious inquiry—if, moreover,

they be proved to be sound principles, founded on.

truth and nature, antl receiving a warrantry from

science—then we claim for them higher con-

sideration than mere tolerance.

356. The present era is the struggle of light

with darkness, of receding ignorance and bar-

barism with advancing knowledge and civilization.

It will, therefore, be a time of the awakening of

human passions. For precisely on what points

men's interests lie the greatest, their passions run

the strongest, when any shock or change comes to

jeopardize the former and to rouse the latter.

Fear and hope, the most powerful stimulants to

action, v,e accordingly find most excited on

questions of religion, politics, and physic. Just

as belief or unbelief predominates, will sound con-

clusions, valid reasonings, and authentic facts be

thrown away, or be appreciated, in evidence, by

that public tribunal to which the appeal is made.

What the mind cannot see, or will not see, imagi-

nation will pervert, distort, exaggerate, invest with
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false colours, and eaviroii with ideal dangers.

The meutid bitis thus superinduced in au adversary

may go so far as not to concede to an advocate

either conscientiousness of intention or candour in

act. From such we turn away to appeal to men

unprejudiced, dispassionate, and open to convic-

tion. The question, tlierefoi e, whetlier the burden

of fact and philosophy be for or against the AVater

Docter—we leave to tlie faithful award of this

candid class of readers. In either case, whether

our cause fail or triumph, we care not, so that

truth be vindicated, and tlie Ijest interests of our

fellow-men promoted.

357. The exponents of )iew doctrines and practice,

the teachers of truths tliat ai'e in advance of the

times, must not seek to pan-y opposition, by de-

pressing themselves to the level of their contem-

poraries—to concilitate prejudice, or to ward off

persecution, by diluting and disparaging their

principles
;

they shoukl ratlier seek, by every

means, to raise their contemporaries to their proper

standard, morally and mentally, so as to qualify

them for coadjutors in the good work of reform.

358. Not only motives of pure philanthrophy,

but a spirit of patient forbearance and of i-igid

philosophy, must actuate the heralds of progress.
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They must bear, and be conteut, to have all mau
ner of evil said against them falsely. They will

be aspersed as renegades from the true ranks, as

disappointed men, as seditious, as openly advoca-

ting charlatanry, as wishing to play on the cre-

dulity of the public, as outraging integrity, as

embracing new systems for selSsh ends, as retailers

of novel doctrines set forth to entrap the unwary,

as persons anxious only to sacrifice the public in-

terest to private cupidity ! Even if candour grants

them to be honest iu intention, the saving clause

will be added, that they are weak in judgment

;

and either deceived by false facts, or led away by

specious theories ! Such are the common-place

allegations of opponents. But the pioneers of

needed reforms will reck little of calumny and

falsehood—of the censure or resentment of the

i^oble, the ignorant, and the interested.

359. As for the writer himself, he is actuated

principally by the desire of doing good. A zeal

to promote the science, and to improve the

practice, of his profession— to give accuracy to

diagnosis, and simplicity to treatment— has

dictated his every effi)rt, since his first work,*

• " A Treati-w on t)if (h-irnuif l)Lsefi.s<»s of the Womb."
SjiOfpnsua and Co. : ] 8:3*5.
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written entirely with these views, some twenty

years ago. A radical change is needed in

medical practice^ and it must come. Till then

all attempts at reform in the bod\^ politic of

the profession, are absurd in principle, and will

be futile in effect. The corruptions referred to,

as degrading a practical art and its professors,

are the real causes of their want of due standing

in the public estimation. Make the tree good,

and its frait will be good. The whole fabric of

Medicine, as a curative art, must be changed.

The powers of nature must be more studied,

more solicited ; the powers of art less respected,

less trusted. The object to be accomplished is

no less than founding a new era in the history

of healing. Ihe too valid grounds for medical

scepticism must be destroyed. Truth must be

divested of tlie errors that cling to it, that >"

disguise it, that deform it, that weaken it. The

seeds of the change sought must be sown in;

men's minds. The beaten track must be aban-

doned. The practice of a divine art must be

rescued from being a degraded trade. We must

roll away the reproach of any longer floundering

in the slough of a conjectural art. We have

enou^-h of solid materials of science, and exact"
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principles of art, on whicli to build a feasible

reform. Time, however, must be granted; y/hile

many earnest and enlightened minds must labour

zealously in raising the superstructure.

360. All accurate knowledge of the operation

of remedies—a study of the lavrs of animal life,

and of the powers wliicli regulate the system

—

careful observation of tlie materi;il characters of

disease, its course, and terminations—na advanced

science of diagnosis—experience and acumen in

tracing the origin, seat, nature, and tendency of

bodily derangements—skill in the use of simple

but effective weapons of art, with positive rules

of Hygiene aud Dietetics—arc the grand requisites

of this practical reform, and, when obtained, will

remove the long opprobrium of medical art, will

obviate its uncertainties, meet its difficulties,

testify to its reality, and conciUate faith in its

profession and practice. We duly appreciate,

and profoundly respect, the high talents of former
writers and practitioners. Xevertheless, theirs was
but the science of guessing—a chaos of error—

a

melange of facts and fictions. A crisis is now
come for Medicine. In the ferment and collision

of men's minds, this good will arise—the scum
will come to the surface.
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361. The want of an espri-t de corps in the

medical profession—the absence of union, and

mutual confidence in their intercourse— their

unamiable feelings towards each other—their

extraordinary irritability, and mutual jealousy,

have brought the " order " into contempt,

impaired confidence, and entailed suspicion.

This, therefore, in the present instance, will

destroy the moral force of their opposition.

Their squabbles, so perpetual, and often obtruded

upon the public, are without a parallel in any

other liberal profession. Strife and variance,

envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness,

ill become the priests and ministers of a divine

art which should only deal in peace, mercy,

and good -will to men. He who degrades a

colleague, or attempts to raise himself upon the

ruins of his reputation, degrades, at once, himself

and his art. The ripping up of one another's

faults, foibles, and errors, evinces bad judgment,

bad policy, bad taste, and bad temper. Mere

self-interest, in the absence of liigher principles,

should band them together. If, howevei-, the

old school practitioners be chargeable with uubro-

therly heart-burnings, some extenuation for xt

mJiy be found. But the Water Doctors have no
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need, and no occasion, to be so chargeable. Witli

the former, the profession is crowded, and compe-

tition excessive; with the latter, it is far diflFerent.

For them, at least, the world is wide enough
;

let them practise the old maxim of " Live and let

live," and let the disciples of the new school be free

from the reproach which has fallen upon the old.

362. These remarks, called forth by the necessities

of the case, must not be regarded as a depreciation

of the medical character. With all its drawbacks,

and all its faults, the profession has embraced

in its ranks some of the best men that ever

adorned and blessed the world—meu filled with

the noblest enthusiasm for the interests alike of

science and of humanity. Wc shall not magnify

the office and the character too much, by inserting

here, in conclusion, the beau ideal of a good physi-

cian. He who aims highest, will approach nearest

to perfection
;
and, however short we may come

of the standard ourselves, we shall not regret our

labour, if it only have the effect of setting up a

mark whereunto the rising and future generations

of practitioners may seek to attain.

363. The good physician lives only for the welfare

of his fellow-creatures. The fame he seeks is

humble, honest, legitimate— that of relieving
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Suffering, and preserving life. He strives after

truth, not for his own delight and improvement

solely, but for the benefit of his species. In

serving others, he spends himself, lie acts chiefly

from a sense of duty to God, and love to his

neighbour. His mind is expanded, and ennobled

by a knovi'ledge of Man, in the largest sense—his

form and functions, his structure and constitution,

the laws that regulate it, aiul the different powers

that act on it. He is a philosopher as well as a physi-

cian. His studies embrace the wide range of

nature's works, and of the sciences as embodiment'^

of nature's laws. He views man only in his con-

nexions and mutual dependencies -with the rest of

organised beings—as part and parcel of one grand

whole. His acquaintance with disease— its charac-

ters, course, and variations—enables him to foresee

and foretel the issues of life and death. His

intercourse with the sick is as the visits of a

guardian angel. Benevolence and gentleness are

in his bearing, yet earnestness and energy mark

his measures. Courage, presence of mind, close

attention, unaffected interest, deep sympathy,

perfect candour, simple manners, sound mental

faculties, and pure moral feelings, are his chai-ac

teristics. He is above nothing that may, in any
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way, conduce to the relief or restoration of the
sick. While, in painful and trying conjunctures,

he shares in the sorrow of the house of mourning,

his compassion for suffering does not impair his

judgment, or unnerve his arm. As he tempers

tenderness with firmness, so his directions do not

lose their effect, nor his authority its weight. He
hits the happy union of the suavlier in modo with

the fortiter in re. His practice in emergencies,

when decision and promptitude can alone save,

is as far removed from timorousness, vaccillation,

and temporising, as it is from rashness. By his

mmistratious, melancholy, despair, tcedium vitce,

irritability, peevishness, unreasonableness, reck-

lessness, dissipation, whimsicalities, eccentricities,

and all the other demons of disease, are rebuked
and eva'iish ; Avhilc hope, confidence, serenity,

cheerfulness, enjoyment of life, common sense, the

love and practice of virtue, and the solaces of reli-

gion, take their place. His self devotion in times of

peril is far greater than that of the warrior in the

battle-field. The din and tumult of arms, " the

pomp and circumstance of war," do not excite his

brute courage. "With equal daring, and more cool-

ness, he mingles benevolence. He sacrifices him-

self to Have a fellow-ci cature. AViieu stouter hearts

11 2
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are appalled^ and flee from death's carnage, he

coolly maintains his ground
;
taking his stand, un-

moved, between the li\dng and the dead, to staj

the plague ; with unwinking eye and unquivering

arm, braving its terrors and bridling its virulence ;

exercising his noiseless duties unnoted, uulauded,

unattended, save by the presence of a Redeeming

Spirit, which, unseen, guards him —covering his

head as he follows the steps of the destroying angel

—and preserving him luihurt amidst the deadly

miasm of " the pestilence that walketh in dark-

ness, and the destruction that wasteth at noonday."

This exposure he encounters manfully—not for

worldly honours and emoluments, for stars or gar-

ters, for parliamentary thanks or pensions, for

national tombs or testimonials, but for a simple

maintenance in a plain, unobtrusive sphere. His

devotion he deems the mere call of duty ; and as

such, he ex[)ects no out-of-the-way rewards. His

recompence is not chiefly pecuniary—the end of

his labours not solely personal aggrandizement.

The claims upon him, as a good citizen, he reckons

to be far higher ; his readiness to contribute to the

general welfare he limits not to considerations in

kind. His services are acknowledged—the obli-

gations of patients not discharged—by the quiddarn
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honorariicm. Although his whole heart aud in-

tellect, his body and soul, are devoted to his pro-

fession aud the service of the public, jet is he not

secure from heartless private animadversion aud

tickle popular favour.
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PlllNCIPLJiS OF IIYOEIENE — PRECEPTS FOR
THE PROMOTION OF HEALTH, AND THE
ATTAINMENT OF LONGEVITY.

To cure diseases, or io alleviate those tliat are iucurable, is

not tlic sole function of tlieplij.sician. The task of teachiug

how to conlirm aiul preserve heallh, amid the multitudinous

influences at work in society to impair or destroy it, is, per-

haps, a more impoi'tant part of his mission : inasmuch as the_

prevention of evil is better than its removal. To point out
the conditions ou which the health of individuals aud com-
munities depends : to reveal the errors of conduct in infancy,

childhood, youth, jnanhood, aud maturity, which destroy the

constitutions and blight the prospects of countless myriads,

is an extension of his field of usefulness, which more dignifies

the physician, and more exalts his art, than the fruitless

search for nostrums, or the hap-hazard experimentation vnth

drugs.

To ignorance of the human organism, and to tlie violation

of its laws, may be attributed the ill health and unliappiness

of every period of life— tlie diminution of its cnjoyineuts, aud
the abbreviation of its term.

The principles of physiology must dictate the precepts of

hygeiene ; and the sanctions of practical csperieuce, iu its

turn, must be invoked to confirm the soundness of abstract

precepts.

The conditions of health are subjected to the same general

laws that both religion aud philosophy unite to prove to be
the ordinary principles of the Divine administration, alike in
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tl.ij dopiirlait'Utb of uatiin?, providence, aiul redemption.
Obedience to constituted laws or conditions is invariubly con-
nected with appropriate beuetits : infringement of tenure is

puraslied with forfeiture of privilege ; and just in the degree
:(nd of rhe kind of the condition violated. Tliis is agenei-ali-

/.atiou wuieh neither the iugenuity of sophists nor the casuistry

of bigots can sliake ; and alike glorifies the work, and vindi-

cate- the ways, of the Creator.

It may be .safely affirmed that man entails his own dis-

order.-. A violation of the laws of his organism—of the con-
ditions necessary to the due play of all its functions—whether
wittingly orunwittingly counnitted —is visited with the penalty
>>f disease and premature death.

With bodily health, mental and moral health is intimately
;u--C'ti;!ted. Mind is dependent for its manifestations on the
condition of the material organization with which it has
pleased the iUmighty to ally it in this Ufe. Defective energy
or strucitire of the one leads to faulty evolution of the other

;

as an unstrung or injured musical instrument fails to elicit

its due tones. Irritability of body disposes to irritability of
luind, and l)oth influence, unfavourably, the moral feelings.
A lit of indigestion will often becloud and make irascible the
serenest mind.

The habits and modes of artificial society—the love of
luxury— the culture of the iutellectual at the expense of the
physical powers—the pursuit of wealth—the cares and re-
verses of trades and professions—the moral excitement of
public controver.sy in politics, religion, and literattire— the
unbounded play of the passions, love, hatred, jealousy, auger,
sorrow, hope, and fear—the excess of meats and drinks of a
stimulating nature—the addiction to drugging—the vitiated
air of towns and manufactories—are all so many sources of
.K-ute aud chronic maladies that abridge and embitter exis-
tence, because they involve departures from the contlitions of
health.

ThLs state of things cannot ])e done away with, although
tiie evils deplored might be greatly mitigated by the difiusion
of proper htad-knr)wledgc, as well as by the obtainment of
sound heart-principles. The subjugation of our appetites
and ien.ses is a moral triumph that will lay the foundation of
phj.iical a.s well as iutellectual strength. "

Courage is requi-
site to forego accu-stomcd gratifications, and to brave the
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reproach of singularity ; but the benefits of abandonment
will soon repay the pains of self-deuial, and a temporary dis-

comfort will be the purchase of a permanent blessing. To
simplify our habits, and limit our wants, will be fouud the
surest way to diminish our cares, and to increase our comforts.

Yet we must not be misconstrued as countenancing austerity

or asceticism, much less as insisting on it as a requisite.

The food would then absorb greater care than the body, and
the raiment than the life ; and health would bring with it as

great privations or punishment as disease.

Health and longevity are within the reach of almost every

individual—at lea,st of those possessed of average soundness

of organism — if he will but study and enforce the means and
conditions thereto, established by the Divine architect of our

frames. That three-fourths at least of human beings should

die in childhood, and a moiety of the rest in early adult life,

was surely never an ordinance of the Creator; although the

individual losses are often wondered at, and classed by a

piety more sincere than enlightened, as instances of the mys-

terious designs of Providence

!

The well-being of man comprises his physical, moral, and

intellectual condition. To discuss the two latter branches

belongs to other professions. We proceed to lay down the

general jn'inciples and precepts that are to regulate the for-

mer. Modifications of these may be necessary, according to

individual cases and constitutions ; for no general rule can

comprise all particularities. The great requisite for those

anxious to regain and perpetuate health, is courage to com-

mence, and perseverance to continue in, a right course. The

love of life will supply the one
;
returning health will stimu-

late the other.

DrET.

What is the most fea.sible theory of the phenomena of di-

gestion ? Fermentation, in the light which Liebig's admirable

researches have thrown upon it. The vermicular niovementi!

of the stomach are a mere mechanical help.

It is a law in Dynamics that a body or atom put m motion

by any power will in-opagate its motion to bodies or atoms iB

contact with it, unless the resistance opposing the motion, as

vitality, chemical aflinity, electricity, cohesion, &c., i*

sufficient to arrest the motion imparted.
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The alterations in the forms and properties of bodies which
occur in cliemicul combiualions, are referable to this law
to the state of motion or transposition into which are thi'own
the atoms or ultimate elements of bodies ; in this way all the
molecules in contact, or within the sphere of tiie change,
arrange themselves into new forms or groups, and entirely
alter the nature of the product. This is the principle of
fermeutixtion. All organic substances, as soon as they pass
into a state of decomposition, determine these molecular-
changes, that is fermentation : tlie precise products of fer-
mentation alter with the temperature, and Avitli the stage of
their transformation. At a certain stage, they possess t!ie power
of breaking up and dissolving various alimentary .substances.
Animal membranes—the mucous membrane of the stomach—in certain conditions possess tlie power of producing tlieso

changes —of dissolving solid animal matters. The gastrio
juice owes its solvent power to tlie hydrochloric acid it con-
tains : combining with the decomposed outward layer of the i

stomachal mucus, it forms a fluid that essentially corrodes. I

eats away, and liquefies tlie aliments. A very weak solution \

of this acid in warm water, with tlie addiiion of a small por-
tion of calf's stomach, forms a mixture like gastric juice—an \

artificial digestive-fluid, which has the same solvent power i

over aliments out of the stomach (exposed to its action for a I

few hours at 96" of heat), that the other has over aliments
|

in the stomach. If we were inclined to recommend any
j

medicinal resource to invigorate wx>ak digestive powers, it i

would be most assuredly tliis very simple and eflicacious
{

digestive-fluid. If it will dissolve fibrinc or coagulated albu-
men out of the Btomach, d fortiori, it must dissolve them in

'

the stomach.

_
I. The impropc-r management of diet is the source ofmany

disea-ses, and the bar to many cures. The errors of diet are
more frequ-nt on the score of quantity tlian quality, and in
respect to the circumstances under which it is taken. The
instincts of nature in man's present artificial state are blind,
and perverted guides. Appetites arc soplii-iticated; and the
natural relations between the senses and the objects that im-
press them, are destroyed or vitiated. Experience must novr
Bupply tlie de!".;cts of instinct, and science must dictate the
principles of dietetics.

II. The object of sUimc-nt being to repair tlie waste of ovti'
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tissues, and to afford the luatcrials of their recomi)Osiliou,

its reUitive quantity aud quality must have refereuce to the

rehitive waste of the several periods of life. Tho absolute

amount of food necessary is regulated by the absolute waste

from the efforts exacted of the system -the power of the

stomach, and the craving or demand it sets up.

III. The vigour of the digestive functions is. ceie rispuribus

n proportion to the vital energies of the iudividual, the size

of its organs, and the degree of labour habitually imposed

upon them.

IV. The food that is most conducive to health must be

partaken of with moderation, and at regular intervals;

leaving after it an agreeable repletion, without sense- of

fulness, load, oppression, or fatigue, and the bodily aud

mental energies equally recruited.

V. The cardinal rule for weak or dyspeptic subjects to

avoid overloading the stomach, is, to eat slowly, to masti-

cate thoroughly, and to attend carefully to the first feelmg of

satiety—the" first intimation of repletion. The rehsh given

by the appetite then ceases ; and every mouthful after this

accumulates materials more than the stomach can uiivster,

and which will oppress and annoy for hours, mcapacitate for

the due digestion of the next meal, aud probably iU.;order the

system of the susceptible for days.

VI The habit of immoderate eating devclopes tne powers

of the stomach at the expense of the activity of the bram,

the senses, and the muscles.
_ , . , .

VII The general sympathy of the organism, which asso-

ciates the weal or woe of one part ^^ilh that of every other

finds a centre, so to speak, in the stomach. It supphes the

part of an index, for the others to intimate their want of

nutritive materials.
. . .

VIII Most persons eat more than is requisite or good tor

health The stomach and the humours of the body are

equally surcharged-thc supply far exceeds the waste :
ele-

ments accumulate in the system which should be eliminated

.

unhealthy plethora ensues. The faculties of the mmd arc

blunted, and the seeds of innumerable diseases are

IX Once for all, let it be premised, that in al tlmt con-

cerns' diet and regimen, there is no absolute rule for indi-

vidual guidance. It is impossible to lay down general .-ules

that wUl apply to every particular case. Hic part of the
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pU}-*ii.-ian is to establish general principles, from which par-
ticular rules must be deduced for special cases. 'I'he attempt
to mete out diet by weights and scales, or to erect a universal
standard of quantity or quality, would be as ridiculous as to
promulgate an invariable size of hat, or a fixed shape of coat
cut out on mathematical principles.

X. Unil'orm regularity in the times of taking food is as
important as its quality or ([uantity. Due attention to these

!poiut.s is an indispensable condition of the recovery of health
in the valetudinarian, and of its maintenance in the sirong.

XI. All complicated combinations of food are to be avoided:
as at once unwholesome in tliemsclves, a sophistication of the
palate, and a temptation to e.xccss.

XII. As the appetite is regulated by habit, with stated
hours the desire for refreshment, and ilie proper appropri-

.
ation of it, will return : the meal-times—their periods and
frequency—are, therefore, all-important. Protracted fasting,
as well as too frequent eating, are equally injurious. The
meal-hours of the Water Cure system cannot 'be improved:
rigidly carried out, they will be found the most suitable for
health, and probably the most convenient of any other hours,
either for business-intervals or household-arrangements

I It avoid.s an unduly substantial meal at one time of the day
more than another; and prevents the oppression and ina-iia
produced by a heavy meal when the stomach is weakened
after a long fast: as happens with those who starve all day.
and take a late or large- dinner or supper—a bad practice in
every way. To prove how much the vigour of digestion is
impaired by too long inactivity of the stomach, a person in
good health has only to omit one of his meals : the subse-
quent repast, even of the usual quantity, will incommode.

XIII. The appetite is never natural, nor the digestion
perfect, tdl the contents of the last meal are passed out of
the .stomach, and the ulterior stage of digestion is accom-

^ pushed. If this subsequent process (chylijication) is imper-
fect, or unfinished, natural hunger will' not return, and the
next meal, if indulged in, will over-load. This is the reason
why, after a full meal of nutritious viands, or after an excess
that oppresses, the appetite is slower to return—the disincli-
nation or di.srelish for the ensuing meal should be respected
If It be not respected, a double error and mischief are com
muted

: namely- first, the inten-uption of the assimUation of
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the last meal; and, necondly— Lhc arrest of the functions of
the stomach, taken at unawares and disadvantage - alike

nupreparcd and indisposed for tlie labour so unseasonably

imposed upon it. Priessnitz's liours of diet, and the iuter-

veuing' exercise they allow, are the best g'uarantee for the

perfect assimilation of one meal before another is taken : and
the assimilation is accomplished not too long- before the next

meal comes round, to produce faintness before or oppression

after food.

XIV. The first part of the process of dig-estiun, namely,

its solution and trituration in the stomach— the reduction of

the mass of the ingcsta to a houiog'eneous pulp (chymiji-

catioii)—is facilitated by rest, partial or entire. It is ad-

visable, therefore, to avoid especially any violent exercise for

an hour or two after a meal— especially the chief meal.

XV. The fulness of the meal an individual may indulge

iu, is to be determined by the amount of previous exercise

taken, the state of hcaUh, and the vigour of the digestive

powers.

XVI. As A general rule, people, and especially delicate

people, should never eat freely in a state of fatigue, or imme-

diately after liard exercise. The nervous energy that has

been diflused over the system, and spent iu muscular elTorts,

must have time to accumulate and concentrate itself upon

the stomach iu order to proper digestion. Half an hour's or

an hour's rest should always precede a meal under these

circumstances.

XVII. The interval between meals— when the stomach

and duodenum have been relieved of their load, and the nevr

chyle is entering the general circulation—is the best time to

indulge in, and profit'by, active exercise. Muscular energy

is then at its maximum, and its free scope accelerates the

last stage of digestion, and completes assimilation.

XVlTl. The" interval of the meals is the fittest time for

tlie reception, into the system, of liie water necessary to repair

the waste of the fluids. The stomach having then, in a

great measure or alto.gethcr, disposed of its load, is preparcnl

to receive a few copious libations of cdd water, to dilute

what remains, to carry off superfluous matters, and to

Bupply new materials for the functions of the kidne\sand

skin. '

, . 1.

XIX. The aJlowance of liquids to meals i.s u much eou-
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truverted point, 'llie strong stomach may take them with
impunity, or find tlieni absolute^' indispensable, especially if
the contents of the meal are solid. In the weak, much fluid
relatively will unduly distend the stomach, weaken its coats,
and absorb the gastric juice ; thus hindering the formation'
of the chymous pulp, both by impeding the vermicular move-
meiit*, and by diluting the glandular secretions.
XX. r.i;E.\KF.\sT. To enjoy and digest well this meal,

the individual should be abroad early (six o'clock at latest),
and spend two hours at least in active e.xercise ; and should,'
by copious libations of cold pure water, have repaired the'
waste of the fluids lost in perspiration, and otlier excretions,
in the uight-time— corrected the acrimony of tlie secretions,'
and the taint of the breath oft perceived in the mornino-—!
washed out his stomach and rinsed out the circulating
vessels, as well as attenuated their conteuts. After half-an-
hour's repose, within doors, let him then breakfast, and he
will do so to his heart's content, keeping always in view the
prime axiom, '-temperance in measure and simplicity iu
kmd." The fewer luxurious gratifications indulged in the
bettor for fulfilment of the prayer of Juvenal, and the desire
of all wise men, mens mna in corjmre sano."

Such a commencement of the business of the day will
" set up"' any man in moderate health for the rest of it

•

enabling him, with clearness of head and steadiness of limb',
to go through any rounds of public or professional duty; and
botli to relish and digest his subsequent meals.
XXI. Di.N.Ncn. An hour or two after mid-day is tiie most

natural time for dinner: being a suflScient incervul between
the morning and the evening meal, to admit of the a.ssimi-
mtion of all the three, without interfering with each other-
avoiding the extremes of frequent or too distant meals • and
bghtening the hours of repose, by the finished toil of
digestion.

XXII. Sli'PKi;. The afternoon repast of tea may well be
replaced by a few draughts of cold water, which will better
dilute the remains of dinner, and prepare the stomach for a
substantial evening meal some lionrs before (he time of rent
draws on. Retiring to bed with a full stomach is not whole-
aome. The exhaustion of tlie vital powers by the pursuits of
the day, a.s well as by the ceaseless operations of the compli-
cated machinery ihey subserve, demands this concluding
supply to eke out the renovating powers of .sleep.
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XXIII. The stomach of man has greater power of accom-

modating itself to varieties of diet than that of any other

animal. It has been a long-agitated question, whether the

lord of creation was designed to be a carnivorous or gram-

enivorous animal. This dispute can only be settled by an

appeal to the structure of his digestive apparatus, which

shews that he is neither exclusively, hut omnivorous in his

appetite and capabilities. -He can equally dispose of animal

or vcgetalile food in all its diversifies and admixtures, or

either^the one or the other exclusively: a due mixture of

botli, with a predominance of the latter, is found most con-

ducive to heaUh and strength. Climate, season, habit, age,

exercise, individual peculiarities, decide tha choice. An

exclusive diet of fresh animal food by no moans affords the

same nourishment as an exclusive diet of vegetable food.

The testimony of many travellers, and of the explorers of

the arctic regions, confirms this flict. The Esquimaux are

examples of the one kind of diet : the Hindoos of the other

There is no proportion between their physical powers. The

predilection for these respective diets is m virtue of a law

which adapts man's constitution to the climate he inhabits.

XXIV. Veget.able food is less easily assimilated, trans-

formed into nourishment, than .animal food. In poor sub-

jects—poor of flesh—thin of blood—cold of constitution—

m

persons of weak digestive powers, subject to flatulence,

acidity, pain of stomach, and water-brash—in the leuco-

phle'^latic, those of pale, i)ufty, and flabby fibre-i.i- -the

inhabitants of damp marshy soils—in those endurmg

exhausting labours -in the residents of crowded alJeys ami

ill-ventilated houses-in all these individuals, veiretable tooU,

iit least a predominance of it, is improper: it imposes too

much labour on the digestive organs to transform it into

nutriment.
, , , , i

XXV The plethoric, the sanguine, the bloated, and tue

inflammatory-those whose taciliiy of making blood, super-

abundant humours, and high condition, keep them on the

vero'e of fever, .and dispose them to local s.inguiueous con-

gestions, apoplexies, .and pulmonary hemorrhage, must

abstain fro'n succulent animal food, and be content wiOi

meaiOLTC vegetable diet. . ,

XXVI A due admixture of the most nutritious animaJ

end vegetable food, combinvd with graduated and
^f-^lf-'^f

excrcise-with siuutle water for drink-wiH bring the body
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into tlie liig-hest physiciil condition. Tliis constitutes tlie art
and produces the results, ot traiuing-.

XXVII. Food should uever be eaten in a highly concen-
trated torn), that is, containing tlie nutritious cleraeuts,
uueucumbored witli what, for want of a better name, we call
husk. A certain weight and bulk of tlic aliments received
mto the stomach is a necessary condition to good digestion.
Nature never produces nutriment in a concentrated state
The gram is combined with t!ic cliaif and the straw. The
sug^ar, the acids, the mucilage, and tlio oil of fruits, is united
with farmacious, and librous principles—husk !

'

Animals
ted tor some time on these highly concentrated forms of
nounshment become ill and die. Even horses fed on the
minatunU and hig-hly-condeused provender of oats and
beans, are subject to various ailments. Let the hint suffice
to tramers of horses

! The dog-s of Mngendie's experiments
fed e.^clusively ou sugar, olive-oil, gum, and butter, with'
dLstdied water, though well nourished for a time, all drooped
imd died under the diet.

'

The same principles apply to the diet of man. Food con-
tainino- the uutritious principles too combined, without
suihcient farina, is unwholesome. There must be a due
admDcture of farina, l)read, potatoes, or other less concen-
trated aliment.

XXVIII. The nutritiveness and digestibility of a substance
are not .synonymous or transferable terms, but denote very
difierent principles. The latter is, generally, in tlie inverse
proportion to the former. The one is dependant upon its
chemical constuution

; the other upon its mechanical cohe
sion. These qualities constitute tlic test and value of the
different articles of diet.

The mccliai.ical cohesion-the texture of alimentary
substar.ce;, rnore tiian their chemical composition, influences
their di^restibility, and necessitates tlie art of conkin'>- The
solubility of substances must not be confounded with their
digestibility : pure gluten, mucilage, or oil, is very soluble,
but very nuhg-.-.-tible. 'i'he firm or tenacious cr.hesion of the
particles is a great ob-tacle to the digestion of certain kinds
ot food; a.s al-,0 the want of a certain degree of cohesion
io flestroy tins when in excess, to impart it when a defect
to change the sapidity and the odour of substances, the pro-
eeH.<w>H of cookery ar(.' invokcci.
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XXIX. Tlie nutritive principles of animal food arc

—fihrine, gelatine, albumen, fat, and osmcuome.

FiBRiiVE is the most nutritious: it is the muscle of the

iwiimal. Hence mutton-chops and beef-stealis afford large

nutriment. The blood, also, as abounding in fibrine, is

highly nutritious.

GiiLATiNE is the next nutritive principle of animal food. It

Ls the essential element of skin, membranous tissues, tendon,

and bone, when its earthy part has been removed. Its use

is, therefore, to build up "these organic structures. It is the

predominating principle in young animals. Alone, it is a

poor nourishment, and requires the correction of high sea-

soning. It will,hotvever, afford adequate support to plethoric

and bilious persons who do not take much exercise; but it

is not sufficiently stimulant for leucophlegmatic habits.

Albumen (coagulated) and fat are highly nutritive prin-

ciples ; taken alone, they require considerable powers of

stomach for their digestion. Articles of food, in which

albumen predominates, as eggs, oysters, iish, shell-fish, the

blood and brain of animals, are easily digested and restora-

tive—are suitable to persons of feeble digestion, to conva-

lescents, to old men, to the studious and sedentary, to delicat«

women and children.

OsMAzoME is that which communicates the flavour ol

animal food ; but is the least abundant and the lea.st nutri-

tious principle.
. , , . a

XXX The objects for which they are eaten, and the

nbvsical condition of the eater, must regulate the choice of

viands. No sorts of food can be called absolutely whole-

some or unwholesome : they arc only relatively so.

XXXI The more nutritious meats are more stimulating

and heating, and more difficult of digestion than the less

•nutnUous^
The due texture, density, or cohesion of animal

food, is the condition indispensable to its easy digestion If

it be too compact, longer time and greater eflort of the

stomach are required to perfect solution or cliymification.

If it be too glutinous or gelatinous, an equal obstacle w

nresented to digestion. It presents a mass, though soluble,

too viscid-sliding too easily from the churning movement

of the stomach, too intimately mixed with the water it holds^

and too devoid of pores to be easily penetrated or attackeU
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bv tile eauitie acid {lnjdroelUoric) of tlie gastric juice.
Heuce jellies, isinglass, &c., when either alone, as a dessert,
or as au addition to enrich soups, overload the stoiuacli, and
are bad for invalids. Hence young meats—as lamb and
veal, which contain much albnminous matter—are viscid,
glutinous, adherent, inseparable, and are harder of digestion'
than the old animals, mutton or beef.

The degree of firmness of te.xtui'e most suitable for digers-
tion varies with the power of the stomach, and the habitl of
the nulividual. Tender wedder mutton, of five years old.
may. perhaps, he considered as the type of that texture of
fibre which best possesses the requisite consistence for easv
dige.-tibility. Beef requires stronger powers of digestion,
but is more nutritious—is, in fact, the most highly nutritive
of all animal food : its texture is firmer. The longer the
period that intervenes between the death of the animal and
the eating, the more tender and digestible it becomes : this
is in virtue of the diminished cohesion of the fibres produced
by spontaneous alteration or decomposition— incipient putre-
faction : what the food gains iu this respect it most pro-
bably loses in nutritive power.
XXXIII. The flesh of young animals is less nutritious

aud more indigestible than that of old. It contains more
gelatine, and less fibrine. Wild animals are more nutritious
than domesticated, inasmuch as they are possessed of more
iughly fibrinized tissues, from their superior health, air, and
exercise. Hence oxen accustomed to labour, and afterwards
fattened, atford the best beef. Hence the flesh of hunted
animals—animals accustomed to hardy exercise—is light
and digestible. Hence the well-known inferiority of lean
and spare flesh—obriously because that state indicates a
want of condition in the animal. For the same reason, the
mascular fle.,h of a healthy, well-fed, and plump animal is
superior.

V eal IS only fit for making broth or soup, as containmg a
large portion of gelatine. In general, the withdrawal of
the blood of an animal in the process of killing, robs the
me-.t of it.s most nutritious parts. Fresh, healthy pork is
higlily nutritious and wholesome, but in civic life "is only fit
for occa.sional u.se. Smoke-dried, salted, or highly-seasoned
rninced meat, as that .stuffed into intestines, require stron"-
powers of .stomacL. Tlie flesh of the fowls ordinarily used

8
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at table is light ami digL'stiblo. Goose, liowever, is an
exception

XXXrV. Soui'pi consist of all the nutritious principle.s

of meat, save fibriue, extracted by decoction. Part of the

albumen rises to the surface in the sliape of frotli, and is

skimmed oft". This kiud of food is liighly restorative, and

exacts little labour of the digestive organs. When taken to

excess, or preceding a copious meal of solid materials, it is

apt to distend the stomach, and impede digestion. The
kind of meat, and the concentration of the liquor, varies its

nutritive aud stimulant po\Yer. Beef affords the richest

soup—then mutton. To convalescents, the soup of wliite

meats, as veal and fowl, is less stimulating. A decoction of

beef or mutton, as a beverage, is far more restorative than

wine, ale, or tea.

Broths.—These animal decoctions compounded with vege-

tables, as peas, barley, rice, potatoes, greens, cabbage, caiTOts,

turnips, &c., are only fit for strong stomachs, and are perhaps

only the diet of economy. Too frequently they distend the

stomach, and unfit it to digest the more solid aliments that

succeed.

XXXV. Fish contains less nourishment than the flesh

of beasts or birds : nevertheless it is a highly important

article of diet—light, nutritious, and unstimulating ; not

sufficiently used because of its expense in all inland places.

The fresher it is eaten, and the simpler it is cooked, the

better. It is a valuable diet for invalids. Its light texture

makes it easily acted on by the stomacli. It is jjeculiarly

suitable for convalescents from exhausting diseases, when

the digestive powers are as yet unable to convert stronger

aliment into chyle. Fishes combine fibriue, gelatine, and

albumen, almost in equal quantities. Fish of dark-coloured

and firm texture, as the salmon, eel, &c. are oily, heating,

savoury, and nutritious, but difficult of digestion. The

whiter and more tender fish, in which gelatine aud albumen

predominate, as the wliiting, sole, turbot, liaddock, and cod,

are easier of digestion, according to the order in which they

are named. The most wholesome condiments to fish are

vinegar and salt.

XXXVI. Shell-Fish is highly nutritious, but indigestible.

Oysters are the least indigestible, but should never be swal-

lowed without mastication ; these aliment-s, eaten in excess,
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sometimes proiluce poisonous ettoels- often ;i cutaneous
efflorescence. In hot seasons, and in tliosc disposed to cnta-
neou.s^'.Hseases, shell-fish must bo eaten with caution.
XXXMI. :\[iL!-: is intermediate bet viTcn animal and ve^'e-

table food: it is natuveV exclusivi! diet for young' animals till
a certain ai^-e, because of its hi.-h amount of nutriment, and
the little labour its assimilation imposes upon the dig-estive
organs. It is M-holesomcst undecomjioaed, as it comes, and
the soouer it comes, from the animal. Its constituent prin-
ciples, crea-m, cheese, butter, whey, arc separately less "-euiai
to the stomach. Toasted cheese and fried butter, the one
tor Its viscidity, and the other for its cmpvreumatic oil,
should be eschewed by weak stomachs and convalescents.
Boiled milk is less nutritious : its albumen is separated and
brought to the surface in the form of a thin i-.ollicic or
scum. '

^\lk is the suitable, and ought to be the exclusive, diet of
the infant for the first nine months, or year, of existence
It may advantageously, at all ages, constitute a principal part,
of the food of man, at least one-half of his mornino- and
evening meal. Cream is too rich to be taken into the stomach
in considerable quantities, but it confers a richness and deli-
cacy on^other subsidiary articles of diet.
XXXVIII. Eggs rank next to milk in their hio-h den'ree

of nutntivencss and digestibility, and for the same reas^ons
and with the same intention. Overboiled e"'"s are not
always indigestible.

'

XXXIX. Vi;(;etaele Food.—Farinaccousgrains and roots
as wheat, barley, rye, oats, rice, &e., contain the greatest
amount of ilic most nutritious of all vegetable ))rincii)les
starch, gluten, and sugar- with prosphate of lime--the
essential elements of the organized tissues.
XL. Wheatex BitEAi) is pre-eminently "the staft'of life

"

M containing mo-t of the most nutritious principle, gluten
Ihe finest flour-highly dres.sed wheat -has a tendency to
constipate the bowels. Less completely drcssed-the husk
ea-s h'ghly separated, or cont.aining the whole substance of
the grain -household or brown bread, comljined with the
white brea-], or substituted for it, countei-acts this effect.

Xr^I. B.\Fu,EV Breao is less luKritious and less di"'estible
than wheatcn bread: it is too vi-:cid ; its gluten is too much

S 2
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in its separate state—not sufficiently combined \\itii the

other principles, to be easily acted on by thcstninaeli.

XLII. Rye Brkad is highly nutritious: but it i.i iijit tn

oppress the stoniacli, and to proiiuce acidity and purging. A
mixture of wheat and rye flour makes a wholesome bread,

the one grain counteracting the obvious efliects of the other.

XLIII. Oaten Break affords an ample nourishment

:

but it is heating, apt to create acidity, and requires strong

powers of digestion. This constitutes the staple diet of the

hardy Highlander, with milk, cheese, and fish. But it is his

habits of life, his active e.xercise, his mountain air, more

than his diet, that endows him with constitutional powers, in

point of toughness and endurance, far beyond those of his

southern compatriot fed on '-roast beef and plum pudding."

Boiled oatmeal, with new milk, may be employed advan-

tageously for the breakfast of healthy and active children.

XLIV. Bread should never be eaten new, or insufficiently

baked. It is a suitable article to conjoin with rich and more

concentrated aliment. Hence, probably, its abundant use at

the French tables. Yet bread eaten in undue quantity, or

alone, is oppressive to the stomach, especially to valetudiarian.s

Bread is supposed to produce acidity in cliildren. This

can only be in very unhealthy stomachs, and in very over-

doses. If it be well-baked, especially home-baked, suffi-

ciently raised, light, porous, and spongy, and sufficiently stale

or toasted— a-iven in moderate quantities to children who have

teeth, and with plentv of exercise between meals, it is perhaps

the best food. The 'mucilaginous sloppy doses of rice, sago,

iirrow-root, &c., as ordinarily prepared by the bulk of nurse.?

:.md mothers, are much more indigestible, and not near so

nutritious. Ground rice unadulterated, or the entu-e gram

'duly boiled in water, with heated (but not boiled) new milk

then added, is to be excepted; and according to our e.vperi-

ence, forms the diet j^r excellence of prematurely-weaned

children. The diet of infants will be afterwards discussed.

XLV WiiEATEN Flouk, made into ]niddings of all sorts,

,>aucakes, and pastries, are all digestible enough by strong

stomachs, and may form a large part of the dinner of the

robust ; but are to* be sedulously eschewed by dyspeptics and

convalescents. e a- t

XLVI EicK. after wheat, is the next staple article ot diet,

It is the principal nourishment of entire races of men : but
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it eanuot be taken exclusively, or in hir-e (|uauLitie.s. but by
strong stomachs. It is little disposed to ascesceucy or fer-
mentation. •'

XLVII. AnROWRooT, ,Sago, and Tapioca, are, in their
place, usetnl articles ot tood for children and sick personsXL\ III. Potatoes well-cooked and mealy, are wholesome
nutritious, and agreeable to almost every taste. Waxy and'
under-done potatoes are very indigestible—indeed, pass
through the bowels of the weak unchanged.

, Jl^^
esculent roots, as carro'ts. turnips, ijarsniris,

onions, raddishes, lettuce, water-cresses, are all flatulent and
watery aliments; but are refreshing during the heat of sum-
mer, and are good qualifiers of solid animal food. The former
owe their nutritive properties to the sugar they contain

;the latter are pungent, acrid, stimulating, and -ood for
condiments. Sec. &c. The onion boiledf or in sonp, is
mucilaginous and nourishing. Water-cresses and lettuce
are usetul for their aromatic and anodyne properties Greens
cabbage, cauliaowers, brocoli, spinach, boiled endive or suc^
eor^-, though containing little nutriment, when well-dressed,m warm weather, and combined with other articles of diet
are digestible, cooling aperient, and adapted for irritable
states ot the mucuous lining of the intestinal canal Thev
require the addition of salt, and perhaps other stimulant
conuiments, as pepper, mustard, &c. : error on the score of
quantity or quality produces flatulence, distension, &c Oiland vmegar are used with salads as tending to check their
fei-mentation in the stomach, and to increase their dio-gsti-

''-^ the most unwholesome of alf raw
vegetables.

L. FRtTr in its season may be safely indulged in by ihe
;^rongaccordino. to their discretion, taste, appetite, or thirst,lo the valetudinarian, if discreet in the timing and dose ofhe fru.t he take., it will be alike grateful and restorative.He must however, be careful not to eat any quantity on a

w!i fl""''r''
'''' " f'-^'li'^'-Hy in the shape of

dessert after dinner. ^

Farinaceous fruit, as the melon, is the least digestible • soalio are tlic common stone fruits. The peach and apricot,

Sn^' " '''"'1 t'leyare delicious

to n? . ? 'T '^;v^,'^'^i-''^'!^ ^'^ ^M'P'^-^ nnd pears are ne.U inpoint of d.ge-r,b,luy. The small-seeded fruits, as orapcH
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stvawLi'iTies, ra-spben ics, gooseberries, eranbcrric^. bilberries,

redwortleberrics, ;ire the most wliolesouie. Apjiles, -wheu

baked, aft'ordan excellent iiutTiment. Dried fruit;;, from the

amount of sugar tliey contaiu, are apt to become ascesccnt.

LI. SuciAU is lii^'hly uutri;ive, but it is not iit for exclu-

sive use. It iti best restricted, as a condiment, to other

articles of diet—to fruit, farinaceous, and succulent vegeta-

bles—often in which " la sauce vaul micux que Ic .jwkson."

It stimulates , (he secretion of the saliva. Sugar-plums and

sweetmeats of every kind are injurious to the teeth of

children.

LII. Salt is an essential article of diet in itself, and

necessary to give sapidity to tasteless substances, to prevent

decomposition, and to promote digestion. Total abstinence

from salt, for a time, engenders worms in tlie body, and all

sorts of vermin without.

LIII. COiNDiMUKT-s, and stimulating sauces, or seasonings,

contain no nutritive materials, but are intended to stimu-

late the jaded powers of the stomach to forced and unnatural

efforts. Spices, mustard, pepper. &c., are good ui themselves,

but of unfrequent necessity in temperate climates. The

produce of the tropics, they are indispensable qualifiers of

the vegetable diet that forms tlie staple food of their

inhabitants.

LIV. ViXHG.VK, in small quantities, is a grateful condiment.

It prevents rav.^ vegetables from producing flatulence to

animal food it imparts tenderness— a looseness of cohesion

that makes it more easily acted on by the juices and mu.scular

motion of the stomach. On this principle, the addition of

lemon-juice to rich soups, and of apple-sauce to pork, renders

them more easily acteci on by the stomach. Vinegar taken

in excess to reduce fat, destroys the coats of the stomach-

too heavy a mortgage for a boon more safely and cheaply

obtained "by other measures. Vinegar given to animals

before death, makes their flesh tender.

LV. TonAtco in all forms, is to be classed m the prohibi-

ted list with spirit. Whether chewed, snutled, or smoked,

it is equally pernicious: chewed, it destroys the appetite,

absorbs and vitiates the secretions of the stomach :
W)!(/;Vd,

it blocks no the nostrils and blunts the sensibility of their

mucous lin'ing; smoked, it taints the breath, parches the

throat, and provokes thirst which the smoker seldom quenches



with water. In every way it is a Hltliv habit, and a useless
waste of money

; equally an injuiy to "its consumer, and au
annoyance to those about him. It begets indolence, and
iuditterenee, seltishness, and slovenliness.
LVI. Opit-M is often used as a substitute for spirits, ou

account of the agreeable excitement it produces. The dose
reqmres to be continually increased. Tlic habit is even more
destructive thuu that of drinking strong liquors. We hare
known it annihilate the finest talents, and produce sheer old
age and death, but a few years lieyond thirty!
LVII. :Modes OF CooKTOG.—Coolving has a Very intimate

connexion with health as well as with comfort. Many hurt-
ful prejudices exi.,t on this subject in society, and it deserves
the attention of every one anxious to improve and preserve
health— especially of mothers, and the heads of families.

_
RoASTTXG is, perhaps, the best form of cooking, the least

di..sipatmg the juices of the meat. The melting'out of the
fat, and the evaporation of the water, however, reduce meat
one-thu-d by roastmg ; but the hard superficial crust which
forms, prevents the abstraction of the nutritious matter ; the
albumen (oozed out in boiling) is coagulated. Roasted are
more nutritious than boiled meals. The outer part is not fit
for an mvalid, as consisting chiefly of burnt fat and corru-
gated fibrine

; tlie internal part is more delicate, juicy,
nutritious, and light. Meat should be neither over-done,
nor under-done. If it be kept long, and tender, and not too
raw. the latter, however, is preferable.

LVIII. BaoiLiNG is only a modification of roasting. The
hard coatmg thus rapidly imparted to the meat prevents the
evaporatioii of itsjuices, and renders it peculiarly nutritious
and tender.

LIX. BoiLiXG robs tlie meat of its gelatine, and washes
out the nutrient juices charged with osmazome : the fibrine,
however, is left, but weakened in nutritive power accordiu"-
to the amount of boiling: but it is rendered softer, more
pulpy and easy of digestion : the albumen is solidified. The
extracts therefore—their adaptation for soups and broths—
constitute tlie value of this mode of cooking. These are
economical but not wholesome aliments : the watery part is
opprosHive to weak stomachs. L5(,iling must not be too fast,
nor too long; for when the albumen and gelatine pre domi-
nate, as in young meats, the article prepared will be converted
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into a hard imligerftible substance. Youiiy meats, tlieref'oro,

as lamb, veal, chicken, &c., arc more dig'estible, as well as
more nutritious, when roasted than when boiled.

Stews are a modification of soups—a concentration of tlieir

extracted juices, by a kind of infusion or simmering', not
boiling ; their complicated and stimulating admi.xtures are
their great evils. This process is the best adapted for the
young- viscid meats above named. On this account, beef,

mutton, and chicken tea are more wholesome for invalids

than their broths.

The due boiling of \-egetables is a point of great impor-
tauee to attend to. Over-boiled potatoes are a dry, insipid

powder. Under-boiled pota.toes, greens, cabbage, carrots,

turnips, are highly indigestible. Hard water, for boiling,

best preserves the tender juices of meat; soft water best

dissolves the hard fibres of vegetables. IMuttoii loses one-

fifth of its weight in boiling : beef, one-fourth.

LX. B.\KiNa is an intermediate process between roasting

and boiling, but not so good as either. Baking renders

meat more sapid and tender, retaining its juices ; but the

oily parts, instead of oozing out, are burnt in, and rendered

empyreumatic.
LXI. Frying is the least wholesome process, at least wdiere

digestibility is the question. The boiling oil it introduces

into the texture of the meat, makes it empyreumatic and
liable to disagree; it soddens the meat besides.

DRINKS.

LXJI. Drink is as important to the economy as food ; and

the craving for it is a more imperious impulse. It is neces-

sary, both to repair the waste of the fluids, to liquify the

nutritive matters, and to dilute the cliyraous pulp in the

stomach. It is questionable if much of it passes into tlie

duodenum, or bowels, unless when a great over-dose is taken ;

otherwise, its usual route into the circulation is by direct

absorbtiou from the coats of the stomach. Nutritious

liquids, introduced into this organ, have their aqueous parts

thus absorbed—a route very difterent from that which tlie

chyle takes to reach the "circulation. The solid residue is

then acted on by the juices aud muscular motion of the

stomach, and converted 'into chyme. This seems the_ indis-

pensable condition of their digestion. Milk—nature's own
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liquid iUiment—is tlius uctcJ ou. Wiieu soups, tea, cofiee,
oJioeolate, malt and spirituous liquors are taken, the wateiy
part is immediately absorbed, and the gelatine, albumen,
fat, extractive matter, gum, resius, &c.—this solid residue,
of whatever eoniposod, undergoes the usual action of the
stomach.

Water is the best beverage : the purer it is, the more fre-3

from extraneous ingredients, the better. Pure animal and
vegetable infusions, as beef and chicken-tea, barley-water,
loast-watcr, gruel, Sec, are exoellent nutritious drinks for
invalids.

LXIII. Errors of drink have been, amongst civilized
society, the most prolific source of its physical, as well as its

moral evils. Diseases that slaughter more than ever fell

victims to sword, famine, and pestilence combined, acknow-
ledge this origin. This can be made apparent to the simplesi
understanding. The sophisticated drinkers, in question,
directly poison the springs of physical and mental health

—

the digestive apparatus, and the brain
; charghig the blood

with a greater quantity of extraneous matters than can be
easily eliminated, and forcing their separation within the
economy in the shape of various morbid deposits. The
lacteals take up but a small portion of the fluids received
into the alimentary canal. The veins and lymphatics of the
stomach and intestines absorb a much greater part. This
is received into the general mass of the venous blood of the
mesentery— the connecting membrane of the bowels. All
this blood has to pass through the liver—the largest glaud
in the body, and the most frequently and easily disordered.
Hence the liver receives the first impression of noxious
drinks, and retains it most permanently. Hence the indi-
gestion and bilious attacks after a debauch : and the organic
alterations^ of the stomach and liver consequent to long-
continued irritation, from the excessive use of ardent spirits,
or fermented liquors. From its delicate organization, the
brain is the next organ to receive and retain these morbid
impressions. Intoxication, although beastly enough, is a
mere transient result. Alcohol is easily detectable in the
brain of those killed when drunk. Not only is the nervous
connection between the brain and stomach impaired by this
means; but its mental and moral ])erccptions arc equally
blunted. The kidneys, as the eliminators of morl)id or
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e^'ete elements from the blood, are tbe next organs to feel

and resent errors of diet and drinks— often producing the
graunlar or mottled hidney.
LXrV. Alcoholic drinks, fermented liquors, as vrell as

medicinal stimulants of all kinds, should only he had recourse
to on extremely rare occasions, and under circumstances of
great exhaustion, when life appears sinking. They can
never be taken with impunity in a state of health. The
nutritious ingredients in any, of even the best, of the liquor.s

in question, are almost an infinitessimal element compared
with the noxious principle they contain. The temporary
stimulus of organic activity, and the transient exhilaration

of animal feeling they produce, is mistaken for the acquisi-

tion of strength and nourishment. 'I'liis fallacy has propa-

gated a master-evil over many climes, and throughout many
generations, entailing the ruiu of countless myriads of the

best and brightest, as well as the worst and dullest of the

human species. We charitably hope that "the times of this

ignorance God winked at." But, in these days, to counsel

alchoholic stimulants to feeble suckling mothers, and dys-

peptic invalids, is inexcusable. Tliey may, indeed, tempo-

rarily counteract exhaustion, rouse torpid nervous energy,

and hog up languid vascular action—producuig a glow in the

stomach, or a draught in tlie bosom ; but they wiU fail to

impart avaihible nourishment. This factitious strength is

soon succeeded by increased weakness, and a more imperious

demand for a repetition of the stimulant. The miscliief

does not rest here ;
for, the ordinary dose failing to produce

its wonted effect, a deeper and a deeper draught becomes

necessary, and at last merges into a habit—ofteu au incon-

trollable passion. In other cases, where the administration

of wine or spirits is commonly su])poscd to be justifiable, in

persons exhausted by inordinate fatigue, it is better to allow

the system to wait and want, till an intei'val of repose gives

time for the stomach to resume its activity, to utter the voice,

and to take upon itself the supply, of the organic demands.

LXV. The greatest, and longest continued eftorts, both of

body and mind^ arc those made on simple diet, and uustimu-

lating beverages.

LXVI. Even without going the length of palpable into.vi-

cation, the habitual indulgence in " strong drink " produces

chronic inflammation of the stomach and duodenum, tliickcuing
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of ilu'ir niucuous liiiiny, iniarclioii of tiio ,i;l-,iiiuiilar orifices,

auil lining- up of Uieir sccri'tion.-,
;

oi-yaiiic cl!aii,£;es of the
liver, wiih obstructiou of iU bilc-duct.s ; altes'ation of the
kidnovs. The heart, lung's, blood-vessels, brain, and nerves,

become the scats of varioiis disease, iiiducin,:;' apoplexy at

the head, mid gaugrenc at the extreniilies, shaking of the
hand, and piilsy of the leg' : epilepsy, dciiriiiin Ircniens. and
insaiiity

;
raving- madness, suicidal despondency, or blank

iiliotey. It ind'cices premature decay ; and deterniines a
habit of body that renders fatal the simplest accidents of
wounds or fractures. It gives to its votary a greater suscep-
tibility to the impressions of ordinary diseases, and makes
him fall the first victim to epidemic visilaiions. It entails

deformity^ disease, and imbeciliiy on posterity. It sliatters

the pov>-ers of the most gifted intellect; it blunts the senses;
it pervert.s the conscience ; it reiiders equally povrerless to

will or to do. It unirts alike for the struggles or the suc-
cesses of life— to bear its woe or its weal. It mars all

present happiness, and blights all future jirospecls. It

entails at once the loss of character, and the ruin of circum-
stances. It impels to every crime, and produces recklessness
of its coinmission. It dissolves the ties of relationship,

and extinguishes the claims of humanity. It stimulates to

murders, robberies, incendiaries, and riots. It fills our
prisons, hospitals, asylums, and workliouses. Ifc has oven
svrept from the face of the earth' entire tribes of men. It

perverts countless hoardes of the griiiii nature had given
for -'the staff of life" to mortals, into a means of weakness,
and an engine of death

!

Such are the tendencies and clfecls oi the iiuUilgence iu

intoxicating liquors— such the tei'rnimis to wliicli it inevitably

leads its victim. Is there any guarantee against reaching
tliis tenninus by those who once set foot upon the fatal rails

that lead to it. Au habitual medicine, or beverage, of the
above nature, whose limits of moderation and excess cannot
be defined, and where, therefore, transgression nui^fc be casj",

i.s best not to be tampered with. The immediate, entire,

and final ces.sation of its use, is the only salvation for the
weak, and the only sccniity for the strong. To the veriest

sot this abandonment is safe, and, if not beyond retrieve,

will ensure the .speedy return of health, of peace, and of
prosperity.
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LXVII. Ti:a.—Not the least of the advantages of lea
is the having sui)oi'seded in soeiety the more noxious pota-
tions of feinnouted li([uors, and spirits and water. Tea, at
least bhxck tea, of the best quality, does not deserve the
hostility it has called forth from some writers. It refreshes

the body, and e.N;hilarate3 the spirits, keeping- awake the

senses, find gi^'^'S activity to the intellect. Its nutritive

power is chiefly, or altogetlier attributable to the milk, or

cream and sugar, witli which it is combined. It never
.should be taken warm. To literai-y men, and students, not
taking active c.\:ercise, its use could be ill-substituted by
milk. A marked indisposition for intellectual toil follows

the use of the latter. W'ith .Tmple air and exercise, how-
ever, milk is mueli the fitter fluid for man to dilute and wash
down his morning and evening meal.

LXVIII. Gree.v Tr.A is a sedative, and calculated to aUay
the e.xcitement of the brain from over-activity of its circu-

lation, ensuing on stimulating drinks, passions, or studies.

In all other cases it is decidedly no.xious ; and especially so

to nervous, weak, and irritable persons, disturbing both the

stomach and the brain, and inducing wiikefulneas. The
same remarks apply to the medicinal applications of black

tea, but its eft'ects are less immediate and less marked.

LXIX. Coffee is more stimulant, and more o])pressive to

the stomach, than tea. It is apt to constip:ite the bowels,

and produce acidity and flatulence. It contains a greater

quantity of extractive and resinous^ matter. Its use as a

promoter of digestion is very questionable, if it be not

rather positively clogging and injurious
;

gratuitously

absorbing the powers of the gastric juice, at the expense of

the solid iiujesUi : besides introducing into the system .1

great amount of highly carbonized materials, only necessary

in very low tem])cratnres. Coffee should always be fresh

roasted, and should be made by infusion. Boiling dissipates

its aroma.
LXX. Cocoa is lighter tliau Chocolate, but not so nutri-

tious. They are more substantial nrticles of diet than tea

or coffee.

AIR.

LXXI. Variation in the iiualities of the air we breathe,

is a fertile source of disease, and an eflicacious means of cure.
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The atmospliere obey-i the g-eiifriil law of the expansion of
bodies bv heat, and their contraction by cold. Hence the
variations of atmosplieric ])rcssure. The due pressure of
this fluid on the surface, e<|ually with its reception info the
lunsrs. is necessary to liealtli. The lieavicst column of air
is that which raises the mercury in a barometer to 28 inches
at the level of the sea. Tliis' affords the most condensed
amount of oxygen the air is capable of, and the heaviest
pressure on the superlicies of the body—conditions favouring-
a free respiration, a quick recruiting' of the arterial blood,
rapid circulation, enei-getic movements, hearty appetite, and
vigorous digestion. The diniiinition of the 'weight of the
atmosphere on moderately elevated localities, is compensated
by the greater purity, and frcei- circulation of the air. When
the atmospheric pressure is less tlian normal, as at great
heights, or in certain circumstances of \veatlier, the respira-
tion becomes embarrassed, tlie pulse quickened, and general
unea-iness is united to great debility. There is less of
oxygen in a given quantity of air, and" less pressure on the
fluids of the surf\ice. This effect is felt, more or less, every
day by invalids, when the mercury descends in the barometer.
Tlie liquids of the body tend to exjiand : the veins dilate,
and bulge upon the surface ; and the least movement excites
perspiration

: bleeding from the lungs, aud apoplexies, are
remarked to be more frequent among those predisposed.
These persons, in this state of weather, should avoid every
obstacle to a free circulation, as tight dress, muscular exer-
cise, and overloading of the stomadi.
LXXII. The effects of a hot and dry atmosphere are

muscular weakness, copious perspirations, diminished secre-
tion from the kidneys, frequent thirst, disinclination for
anirnal food, and a relish for vegetables, acid fruits, and
cooling drinks ; weakened apjietite and digestive powers

;

inaptitude for intellectual as well as bodily exertion; sleepiness
during' day, and sleeplessness at night, 'it induces cerebral
affections

; gastric, bilious, and intestinal disea.scs. It

ag^avates hysteria, cpilejjsy, hypochondriasis, and insanity.
It is unsuitable for the lynqihatic, the scrofulous, and the
rlieurnatic; but adapted to dry and bilious temperaments.
LXXIII. A hot and liiunid atmosphere is still more

unhealthy and debilitating th;in the last. Respiration is

more difficult. The enerizy of the nervous and mitscular
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systems is xlepi'esscJ. This state uf the air is tlie precise

coiulitioii most favourable to tlie decomposition of animal and

vegetable substances, and to the uprising- of putrescent

emanations. Hence, the prevalence, under these circum-

stances, of epidemic, intermittent, and typhoid fevers. It is

uncongenial to the lymphatic temperament.

LXXIV. A cold and dry air is pre-eminently healthy. An
abundant o.Kygen is supplied to the lungs; muscular energy

is augmented ; the appetite is increased ;
digestion invigo-

rated ;
perspiration is less ; the uriae more abundant. Its

benefits depend on sufficient exercise being taken to makc-

ths organs react energetically. It is, therefore, uncongenial

to those who cannot take active exercise, as persons debili-

tated by age or sickness, those of lymphatic temperanient,

and new-born infants. Tlic interior congestions, determined

by cold inadequately resisted, predispose to inflammations, and

lioimorrliages.

LXXV. A cold and moist atmosphere is very unhealthful.

It determines powerful abstraction of heat ;
repels perspira-

tion ;
produces rheumatisms, inflammation of the mucous

membranes of the lungs, and gastro-intestinal canal.
^

The

very strong and bilious are often benefited by this kind of

weather.

SLEEP.

LXXVI. Sleep is the most powerful restorative of the

system. It renews the daUy ebb of life, and arrests its

rapid flow, recruiting the exhaustion produced by its drains,

and toils, and tear and wear. There is no invariable rule for

all persons \vith respect to tlie amount of time to be spent in

sleep. It is regulated by the age, constitution, and habits of

the individual. During the entire period of tlie growth of

the body more sleep, as more food, is required to repair the

Avaste of the structures, and to restore their sensibility and

in-itability, exhausted by the incessant activity of the wakmg

period. Hence, those vrho use much exertion sleep soundest.

In the prime of life wa.ste is not so great, and a less supply

is necessary. In old age, when the waste of the vital powers

is least of all, there is the smallest necessity for sleep. But

the very extremes of life unite in sleeping away most of the

time "Too little sleep relatively to tlie activity of the body

unduly exhausts the irritability of the system, inducing
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morbid suricepiibility of the bniiu, loanncH^^. iiervousne-^s
premature decrepitude, disease, and dcatli. An inordinate
time given to sleep, or spent in slotb. equally imijairs tlie
energies ot mind and body

; inducing dulnes.s,' sluo.n.isbness
imwieldmess. and corpulence Eight hours for yoStlis and
six hours tor adults, is about an average term for sleep.
LXXYII. For sleep to be speedy and perfect, all cares

emotions, and thoughts should be laid aside with one's
clothes

:
and every external excitement of flie nerves as by

sounds, hght, &c. withdrav.n as far as possible, Nightcaps
had far better be dispensed Mith, and people should accustom
themselves to sleep with a part of a window open.
LXXVIir. Early rising and the habit.s it inculcates are

highly conducive to health and longevity. Necessitating'
earlv retirement to rest, it induces regularity of hours and
Habits—withdraws Irom many temptations to baneful coiivi-
vuihty and excesses, and facilitates the advantageous employ-
ment of the early morning. It is improper to retire to rest
for the night on a full meal ; two or three hours after supper
13 the best time

; the body rises lighter and more refreshed
the next morning.
LXXIX. During the middle of the hot days of summer

an hours nap after dinner is often a necessary iiululn-ence'
especially to those engaged in laborious occupation.?, and
cannot but be conducive to health. A few hours tal<eu from
the usual morning rest ivill be well replaced by an hour's
sleep m the afternoon. This was the practice of John
Hunter, and is the custom of the inhabitants, of the south of
Europe.
LXXX. A horse-hair mattress is in every way ])referable

to a feather-bed. Over-load or deficiency of bed-clothes is

y h^""
avoided. During the day they should be taken

off and left to air on the backs of chairs, &c., with the win-
aows ot the room thrown up, as is the usage in Italy.
LXXXI. Light is an agent indispensable to health Yc'C-

table, a.s well as human beings, deprived of its influence, are
blanched. The former also are changed in their taste and
other properties. The flesh of the latter is rendered soft,
flabhy, pa.sty, and sallow. The tissues are infiltrated with
pale liquids

;
the blood abounds unduly in serum ; the fibrine

and coioiinng matter are in defect. " This is observed in
p€T.=on3, who work underground, in prisoners immured in
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dungeons, in the iiiliabitiints of narrow tkirk streets and
lanes, in the cretins of tlie deep-shaded Alpine valleyK, and in

the natives of the polar regions, who are for half the year

without the light of the sun. Those, on the other hand,

who are constantly exposed to the rays of the sun, or who
go entirely naked, as the New Zealandcrs, the Mexicans, the

Peruvians, the North American Indians, have thick, I'ough,

freckled, deep-red tawny skins, florid blood, muscular bodies,

perfect forms. These are the imited results of constant

insolation and exercise. The application of these facts to the

physical education of youth must not be lost. Lymphatic,

scrofulous children cannot be too much in the open air. Too
much exposure to the sun, however, especially of the naked

head, produces headache, apoplexy, inflammation of the

luembraues of the brain, insanity, &c.

CLOTHING.

LXXXII. The form of dress has much to do with the pre-

servation of health. A confined garment is an evil to be

avoided. Tight cravats often produce raucli chronic derang-

meut of the health, which is long and in vain " doctored''

without knowledge of the cause : they produce congestion of

the brain and apoplexy, besides various ailments ordinarily

referred to the heart and digestive organs.

LXXXIII. Tight stays are a crymg evil ofmodern society.

The compression of the yielding parts of the chest, of the

heart, and blood vessels, "hmders respiration ;
preventing the

fuU expansion of the lungs, and the free movements of the

diaphragm, abdominal and intercostal muscles. It equally

impedes digestion, displacing the liver and bowels, especially,

the colon. It produces tumours and other diseases of the

maunnary glands, and sometimes absorption of the bosom.

It predisposes to tubercular depositions, to hwmoptysis

(spitting of bloodj, consumption, palpitations, aneurisms

visceral alterations, ruptures, contortions of the spme, and

hcemorrhoids. The exposure of the upper part of the chest

aggravates the disposition to chest aflcctions ;
inducuig colds,

coughs, sore throats, bronchitis, &c.

LXXXIV. Tight garters induce a varicose state of the

reins of the legs and feet. Tight boots and gaiters interrupt

the play of the muscles of the feet, and produce absorption
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of the calf of the log-. Tight shoes distort, by pinching, the
toes, and luuapacitate forwalking.

^'^ot''!"/ i-^ be avoided, ou (lie
prmeiple of allowing the internal resources to dcveloije the
heat, instead of overloading- witli dress to retain it. To in-
fants Avarni clothing is indispensable, diminishing- it by
degrees, as they advance into activity and strength.'^ In old
age, and in the feeble, it is also requisite ; but 'only by de-
grees as pre-^smg necessity demands : increased clotliin- must
only keep pace witli the increased inability to o-euerate
animal heat.

"

LXXXVI. Water-proof raiment should not cover the
body c osely or entirely, or be worn for ma;iy liours to"-ether;
but only as a temporary covering to other garments.

°

LXXXVII. Wet clothes sliould never be allowed to dry
upon a person. The c-vaporation from tlie body thus efl"ectcd
determines severe internal congestions, inliammations, colds,
and fevers.

LXXXnil. The person should be more protected by
clothing- during sleep, than when awake; in convalescence
than 111 health

; m those of lymphatic temperament, than in
the sanguine, or the bilious.

LXXXIX.
_
Cotton is by tur the best material to wear next

the skin. It is intermediate in conducting power between
linen on the one hand, and woollen on the other. It does
not favour the abstraction of heat so much as t!ie former,
nor does it promote its accumulation so mncli as the latter.

'

XC. The excessive and indiscriminate use in modern times
of woollen and flannel garments has not been without grea.t-
inconvenience, if it has not sowed the seeds of much of the
infirmities of society. The extra heat it permits to accumu-
late, and the ample perspiration it induces when free exercise
IH taken, has, at once, superseded exertion, and rendered it
rli.-,agreeable: inducing, in many individuals, sedentary habits,
and a too frequent recourse to fire-side heat, instead of active
out-of-door employment. The factitious delicacy of skin it;

induces,_ renders the surface doubly susceptible to atmos-
pheric vicissitudes— especially the exf reines of lieat or cold-
predisposing to catarrahs of all kinds, diarrlne.i. leiicorrhaia,
rheumatism, &c. 'I'his is not ali the evil. Tiie premature
use of flannel has deprived later years of a valuable source of
counter-irritation, and ne'-e-<itated as substitutes many pain-
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fill topical applications. Flannel next flie skiji should not
1)0 had recourse to in youth without the most uri,''eut neces-
sity. It can only be tolerated in lymplintic subjects, and iu

cold and humid countries. In almost all cases, flannel may
be left oft' with impunity, after a very few days of the Water
Cure discipline.

XCI. Silk is a bad conductor of heat, and for the very
delicate is probably the best material to wear next the skin,

without imposing much additional weight of raiment.
Wadded silk, as combining lightness and warmth, and worn
as a jacket next the inner garment, may well supersede

almost any other kind of cozy clothing, if such must be worn
by the feeble and chilly.

HIKTS TO CONVALESCENT.?, &C.

XCII. If these Hygeienic principles and precepts are of

importance to attend to in health, tliey become doubly neces-

sary in convalescence, which is neither health nor disease,

but an intermediate state. Wasted energies are to be re-

cruited; and the organs are to be prepared to encounter

influences from which they have, for a longer or sliorter time,

been withdrawn—influences of society, friends, visits, noise,

light, cold, heat, meats, drinks, bodily labour, and mental

toil. The fear of relapse necessitates that here, as in many
things else, we advance step by step.

XCIII. Intellectual toil or exertion is to be avoided by

convalescents, unless only in so far as it is advisable to afiord

distraction, as is the case frequently with hypochondriacs.

But, as a general rule, its efl'ects on the brain, and on asso-

ciated organs, are too exciting, too disturbing, too apt to

rekindle quenched irritations, and to produce relapses of de-

parted diseases. It is a great advantage of wateruig places

generally, of Griifenberg, and other places of invalid resort,

that the" patient's affairs are left behind. The perfect calm

of the passions is included in this advice. Moral emotions

of an anxious or exciting character exercise a much more

potent and baneful influence on the weak than on the strong.

XCIV. To invalids who cannot bear much walking, rifling

is, of all exercises, the most beneficial. It brings into play

the greatest number of muscles, and yields to the body tlie

strongest concussions. But if possible, horse exercise should

always be alternated with a corresponding amount of walk-
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nu^. lu this way it is prc-eminentlj' useful in all nervous
hypochonih-iaeal, and dyspeptic affections. In certain dis-
eaes of the heai t and lung-s, gentle riding is an invaluable
resource.

XCV._ As epidemic influences are found from tinle to time
to prev;iil, it is well to be provided with the means of defence,
and to know their conditions of attack. Everything that
materially deranges the health may become the occasion or
exiitiiJg: cause of tlie prevalent complaint. When the con-
stitution has been deteriorated by any means, especially by
bad diet, by excesses, by fatigue, by misery, by depressing
passions and diseases, then it is most liable to be impressed
with the noxious inHueuces. Hence tlie necessity of avoiding
every debilitating indulgence, and of adopting every means
of mcreasing vigour. -'^ Catching cold," a fit of passion, a
bout of di-inking, an overdose of physic, an indigestion, a
fi-ight, a wound, an.xiety, are named by writers, and familiar
to observers, as occasional causes of individual attacks of
reignmg epidemics, cholera, yellow fever, typhus, plague,
dyr,entery.

THE PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT OF THE YOUNG.

XCVI. The neglected or improper physical education of
the young is a gigantic evil in modern society. The ill-

health of .subsequent life is ordmarily traceable to this source.
A reference to the future man or woman must always reo-u-
late the framing of the child. Tliis has been neglected.
Nature's laws have been violated, and the fidl penalty of
transgres.sion paid.

INFANCY.

XCYII. The mother's milk is the food expressly pro-
vided by nature for tlie first nine months, or year, of infancy.
Extreme delicacy of constitution, actual disease, or defect of
milk, alone justify the transferance to others of tliis other-
wise unalienable maternal duty. A young and healthy wet-
nurse is the best substitute : no other milk should be given
in addition to the motlier's or nurse's. Spoon-fed cliildren
require verj- great care to rear them, are generally puny and
feeble, and but a .small proportion of them survive.
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XCVIII. The practice of cramming infants who suckle
with thick gruel, panada, biscuit-powder, and other aliments

of the sort, is highly baneful. The colic and crying these
indigestible messes produce are often mistaken for the calls

of hunger. Tlie dose is repeated, and the measure of the

evil is filled up. The foundation of dyspepsia for life is

sometimes thus laid. Most, if not all, infantile diseases origi-

nate in errors of diet. The cure is not the exhibition of
" soothing syrups, " Godfrey or other poisons, but the

withdrawment of the irritation. Vitiated secretions will cor-

rect themselves by rest alone. To administer drastic purga-

tives to infants, neither science nor humanity will now per-

mit. If any where, nature is here competent to her own
work, and she should be left therefore to her own resources.

XCIX. A healthy infant should be weaned at nine

months, but this should be done gradually : abrupt weaning
is neither humane, politic, nor wholesome. After this the

best food is the milk of a cow, with rice, sago, arrow-root,

good home-made wheaten bread, very stale, or best of all,

" Lemann's biscuit powder." If Lemann's biscuit powder be
used, it should be soaked for half a day or a night in cold

water; then boiled for half an hour in water, and not sim-

mered, which would render it sour. If rice be used, the

grain must first be well washed with warm water, to remove

a substance which coats it. The rice is then to be boiled for

half an hour in water with a little salt added. The water is

then to be poured oft', and the saucepan, with the lid on, left

at the edge of the fire for half an hour longer, This does

through and breaks up completely each grain of rice. The

milk sliould be added merely heated. i\lilk should never be

boiled. The boiling deprives it of one of its nutritive prin-

ciples-albumen—which rises to the surface as a thick film.

Very little sugar should be added to the food of infants, and

then only at the moment of taking it. From sixteen or

eighteen months up wards, a small quantity of tender juicy

meat and gravy, without fat, nearly cold, and cut very small,

may be occasionally given to children ;
increasing the quan-

tity and frequency (but never more than once a day) as the

child grows and strengthens. The inner part of roast mut-

ton or beef is the best meat. Lamb, veal, chicken, pork,

pastry, and cheese, are forbidden on grounds already stated.

An e.xcellent breakfa.st or dinner, for this age, is made of
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Stale bread crumbled down, with an eo-o. boiled for oneor t^.;o mmutes nuxed tln-ough it, and colcf mill" d L kS
t. Sweetmeats are bad for infants, as tlicy disorder thebowels, and al^ect the mouth, teeth, and gums.^ EnoiS hasbeen said before to render repetitious "about over-feedhi

'

unnecessary.
iv-i-uiu^

C The "new-born infant hanng but a feeble power ofres stmg cold, requu-es for the first two or tliree^ months
ot life to be warmly clad, and protected against atmospher c

Tmt\ f ""f
—t°"-'Jrby degi-ces, To the

do;), n v n.,rA'"' '"T ^iP^^^^^on,; and the amount ofc othmg must be gradually diminished. After two months,caps should be laid aside, and should nerer be again resumedby night or day, unless wlien taking an airino.
°

„Vp 1h™ f '''' '''W'li'^'l t« i'^f^'its requires the atten-
tive study of every parent. The infant sliould possess ate^ery period of its life a free and unrestrained movement of

ts h^n^f r l
''""'^"S'"' r '-''""S-S' "° compression of

0 of r '^""P',
^•^"^^''y buckram bonnets,

01 of Its houlders .,nd cliest by tight-fitting shirts.
The clothing of children is much too complicated: anddressmg is much too painful and tedious a process Thelooser and simpler children's garments are made, and tliemore easily they can be put on and off, the better. Fasten!ings with tapes, loops, and buttons, sliould entirely suuersedethe dangerous expedient of pins. ^

^tui.

CT. Xew-born infants sleep almost constantly : and tliemore the better. They should Ue in a cot by themseivc af

'

ter being suckled, and there should be no curtains about the

wal. -^tL^
clothing should be merely snflicieiit to keep them

'''^ ^"th flannel shawls, norche face covered with liandkercliiefs while sleeping.
'

CII. Infants should be washed all over, niglitandmornmo.
F rorn a month o d, cold water will be u'sed^br tlii.rpin^^o^e

We doTr'f '-^t lea.st if the cldid be healthy,

habit of cold ablution, night and mr,r„i„g, and (hxily exposure

and make the process of dentition, always p.,infnl, at leas
safe. All soiled articles sboukl be instantlV removed

; the

^.wder^r" ''"'l' t'""'^"^^)'ly ^I'-ieJ, and
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cm. After tlic first moutb, cliildi-en should be much m

tlio onen an-, if the weather pcvnnts.

CIV The earlier after the fir.t two u.ouths and the

more frequently for a short time together, an lufaiU is laid

,r.V on 'I bed or sofa, aud alloNVcd to si)rawl aud

^Icel^lse i?s limU stronger and more healthful it will

^'cTchUdren should ne.er be rocked i„ a
_

cradle ;
as it

seSuI^m to .leep at the expense of eon.^t.ng the W.u^

It is only an excuse for a la/,y nurse, oi a ni.il.c-slutt

^'rVT''' lIoist.no- i. equally pernicious to young iufants, aiid

rect itself as the child increase.
^. as

necessity for food, bleep, alune u
^^^^^^^^^^

/^:h»i{Sd^^^
raised. The ^vay t^ ^un^ the n asc blc c^^l

^^^^ ^ ^

is, not to provoke it. ^ "
\eLers threaten, and they >yill

the child other>vise ^vfe' Jl-^^^^l^^^f^j^
^^iU, the invigoratiou

cUe of their o^vu ^^'^f^i
t.y, oi e^a^n

,epetitions, they ^vlll

^j;:s:r2SSi'«e£J. ^l.ecar,ye^vce.
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meiit auil steady proseciitiou of strict mental and moral
chscipliiie, IS the tbuiulatiou of all future excellence of cha-
racter.

These priuciples of management apply, mutafis mutandis
to the guulauce of the subseciuent periods of childhood and
youth.

CHILDHOOD.

CXI. Its diet must be proportioned to the strength and
stature, the amount of exercise, and tlie vigour of the
digestive powers. Excess of nourishment is far less baneful
tlian defect. Insufficient diet, or a faulty digestion elabo-
rating a depraved nourishment from a liberal tUet, lays the
loundation of scrofula, cachexia, the leuco-])hlegmatic tem-
perament, and the tubercular diathesis. Too much animal
food, nor even excessive meals, uo wise ])arent will give. In
this way the stomach and bowels are overloaded, the elements
ot tever and inflammation are generated, and the foundation
laid, if he escapes their attack, for a career of incorrigible
gluttony. In a child of sound constitution, and robust
health, with active habits, sprightly disposition, and buoyant
:^pinfs, the natural dictates of appetite may be consulted, and
a mixed diet of animal and vegetable food given - always
with a g:-eat preponderance of the latter. If symptoms of
repletion or plethora ensue—if there be febrile irritation,
furred tongue, irregular bowels -then let the supplies be
cut off, and animal food for a time withdrawn. In tender
and weakly children, less active exercise can be taken ; and
Uie diet that nourished the former would overload the latter.
Tlie food, must, therefore, be proportionetl to the constitu-
tion, habits, exercise, &c., of the little patient. As the
frame acquires strength, the quality of the food must be
enriched

:
a generous diet of animal food is necessary for

rapid growth. The Water Cure measures will invigorate
the constitution, so as to enable him to digest a sufficient
nutriment, and shield liim alike from the baneful consequences
of dietetic errors or accidental diseases.

CXII. Ch Idren should be constantly in the open aLrinfine
jv eather, and their gambols freely encouraged, with sufficient
intervals of rest. Long and fatiguing walks are objec-
tionable.

CXUI. The shoes of children (as of all otiiers, did fashion
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not dictate otherwise) should be made aecordiiig lo the

shape of tlie foot; broader at tlie toes than elsewliere;

large, of soft materials, of light and flexible sole. Cotton

socks arc better than worsted for healthy childi-en. The

latter is tormenting to their active, sensitive skins, and unne-

cessary. Pale, delicate, lymphatic children, with cold ex-

tremities, reciuire both its salutary stimulus and heating

power. , • X

CXIV. When the distinctive dress ot the sexes begms to

be worn, let mothers avoid laced jackets or corsets for their

girls, as sources of muscular weakness, and causes of spinal

deformity. Stays are only a substitute for muscular action.

To confer the requisite carriage, a continuance of muscular

eftort is necessary, which the strongest adult could not long

sustain The relaxation of muscles must alteniate with

theii- contraction. The failure of the desired end ansmg

from this necessity, is corrected by the expedient of a con-

tinuous laced support, which supersedes muscular cnort.

The irksomeness of this restraint is tolerated because of its

aid till habit reconciles to its use. Inactive muscles waste

and become powerless: they cannot perform their function

of sum)ort to the spinal column. The consequence is, when

the artificial prop is withdrawn, the spine yields, and bends

to either side. Curvature is the result. The varied exercise

and alternate repose of the muscles is the only rational way

to their general invigoration, and the only snie mode ot

imparting a graceful carriage.
_

CXV The liabits of morning and evening cold biUlnng

or ablutions must be continued, as the surest promoters and

conservators of health.

YOUTH.

CXVI What is the source of the feeble constitution and

delicate Iiealth of modern females? Most assuredly, neg-

lected physical education ! This is a matter ot paramount

importance, and should be clearly understood to be cttectually

corrected.
'

It is at the critical epoch, m question tluu the

effects of a beneficial or a liancful system of physicial training

are palpably evinced. Boys and girls now no longer resenihle

each other in their bodily health and strength. 1 his de .cacy
^

of the female constitution is not inherent, but acquirctl. It.

males were subjected to the same influences n.s iema!e>, Uie.
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sauie plivsical injury would foll(jw. Fasliion, u fiilse mode of
edueatiou, and faulty objects of acconiplisluuent. imi)ose
upon the feebler sex restraints no long-cr e()ni])ntible with
the free g-anibols to whicli the stronger owes its robustness of
health. It is from the time that a perverted taste makes it

indecorous for girls to indulge in the exercises of boy;^, that
the deterioration of the female constitution commences.
Their body, moreover, lias to be drilled, drawn, and tortured
into conventional shapes and attitudes, equally ojiposed to
the forms of nature and the functions of henltli. The slow-
ness of the process of impairment, and the insidiousness of
its ravages, usually mask the evil till detection comes too late,

and remedy is unavailing.

CXTII. The mental education is as fnu'ly as the physical.
The faculties of the mind are equnlly repressed and enfeebled
with the deterioration of the body. Frivolous pursuits,
having little reference to the great ilestiiiies of w omnn. and
acquired too often only to be forgotten or abnndoned, nbsorb
the best years of life, shut out the place of solid acquisition,
and heap up materials of enduring ill-lienlth. Tlie better to
perpetuate the loss it entails, this costly sacrifice at the
shrine of fashion is made before the body has received its

proper mould, or the organs their due consolidation. Its

palliation is a legitimate but blind maternal r.eal for the
objects of the sex ! its excuse—ignorance of the conse-
quences !

CXVIII. Sound views of the animal economy, as well as
of the mental constitution, are necessary to correct the errors
of public seminaries, and of private families

CXIX. The physical and mental ])o\vors are intimately
connected, and essentially depend on each other. If the
Itody is unduly wasted by labour, nervous energy is with-
drawn from the intellect—the mind hinguishes: if the
nervous cnerg-y is unduly ex))ended by prolonged mental
e.xertion, it is withdrawn from the body— the body languishes:
ill either case, the equilibrium of health is destroyed - disease
results. Defective exercise, or disorder of the functions of a
part, influces inactivity, waste, and feebleness of ils structure.

TTie brain is subject to this law: hence the necessity for a

sinuiltaneoim and .systematic exen'ise of all its powers that
are worthy of culture, and the uniform quiescence of those
that ought to be represf<ed. The common rourses of edu-
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catiou are calculated to excrei.se but a very few of the powers
of the mind.

Disorders of the digestive functions are the root of all

other bodily ailments -perhaps of a great mnjority of mental
maladies. An imperfect or vitiated chyle will afford an
unwholesome nutrition. Abnormal or arrested secretions

and excretions will be the result. The nervous system is

next implicated in the chain of morbid action : the ranin-

spring of the macliine will thus get relaxed or unwound : and
the effect will, in its turn, become a cause. • All the functions

will participate in the impairment of the nervous centres

—

the supply of nervous stimulus to all will bo diminished or
vitiated.

If one organ is unduly exercised, it absorbs a dispro-

portionate amount of tlie nervous energy, and de))rives the

others of their own share : the tone of tlie robbed organs is

diminished— their functions are weakened. Intense appli-

cation ofndud, for example, concentrates tlie nervous energy
on the brain, at the expense of the trunk and extremities

—

proving liow unfavourable diminished nervous influence is to

tlie general health. Irregular, deficient, or inordinate exer-

cise of the mental or bodily powers destroys the equilibrium

tliat should be maintained between them, and induces weak-
ness, suftering, disease.

CXX. Bodily energy is requisite for the proper culture

of the mental faculties of youth. Education is not advanced

according to the time devoted to it, nor to the earnestness of

the application. Forced efforts at learning both injure the

health and fail of their end. Varied mental and bodily

effort—the alternation of labour aiul relaxation— ])ursuits

calculated to develope the various faculties, and commensu-
rate in importance with tlie destiny they prepare for— will

alike conduce to vigour of body and energy of niiiul. Tlie

brain shares the benefit of inipi-oved health. Tlie active

exercise of the intellect and of the moral feelings becomes,

ill its turn, a necessary condition to the due performance of

the functions of the nervous system.

CXXI. The education of the intellectual and moral

powers must go hand in hand. But as the perceptive

faculties are developed before the reiiective, the moral senti-

ments and affections must be first cultivated. If these be

neglected, it will be in vain afterwards to address the morale
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through the mtellect. The mere coiivictiou of tlie iuthvment
wiU never mend the heart. Here we are encroachino- on
the province of other teacliers : and. keeping to the objects
ot our work, we must foreg-o any detail as to the i)lan of
miellectual education best fitted to develope all the powers
ot mind, according to the seasons of their maturity, and the
career the individual is to he fitted for. We only remark
that cla.ssieal learning- might well be postponed for a few
vears

,:
and the various branches of natural science, history

biography, the literature, laws, and constitution of one's
couutry, ^^^tll a severe course of mathematics, would expand
the views, call forth all the powers of reflection, observation,
and application—and make the subsequent acquaintance of
the master witers of antiquity an easy acquisition, and a
spint-<t!rr!ng- employment.
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